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the broadcast portion being all first taken | well. This, and double this, our country 
from the held, and the drilled after, and can produce. A crop one-half of thirty 
each stacked quite separately. Every care bushels will not pay. Give and it shall be 

taken in the threshing, each quantity given unto you. Give to your land good 
being taken separately into the barn, and tillage and abundance of 
when threshed put into bags, which were 
weighed without measurement to 4 bushels 
of 40 lbs. each. The drilled portion, by the 
bushel, weighed about half a pound more 
than the broadcast, and as to quantity, gave 
fully one bushel more per acre than the
0**ler' I We have had several complaints of the

“As a set off against such a result, many dying out of fruit trees, and enquiries as to 
farmers object to drill sowing on account of tqe tiauae One cause is that the trees are 
its retarding operations, by taking away a not taken up from the nursery with proper 
pair of horses from the harrows, but 1 main- eare_ xfae roots are mangled, broken and 
taim and can prove, that when the work is otherwise injured. The greatest care is ne- 
perfectly done it accelerates harrows. A Uessary to keep the roots safe, so that even 
great many farmers harrow the land very tho smallest roots—the very rootlets are in 
imperfectly, only giving it about one-half of q condition to commence at once, on be- 
what it should get. The land should bo planted, to use the plant food in their 
well harrowed before the drill is put over it, | new home
after which it is perfect as to mould or tilth , only aro you„g trees frequently in-
It must be quite evident to any unprejudiced Jking them “p from the nutieiy,
practical observer that a pair of horses m J aro & ble alaoto be injured in the
harrows will not improve the mould of say , ; J , traneportation from the nur- 
twelve acres m a day nearly so much as they P fc lt ia necessary that they be kept 
can do by the drill. Imperfect harrowing is J covered from the ah that they
a bad thing for encouraging the grub, and dried up, but remain
also the growth of weeds If many farmers V ha(1 been in the nursery-»
would give their lea land two or three double £ Wo have had valuable
stirrings more than they do at seed time it ^ both these causes, some
would save them a great amount of labor , tg t ghort broken and

c;r."Ccizsss*>iz ** — -rowii.g, »«d by it 1 belie». 1 lie». in » greet P"”410 th° d™u«h^. ,, ...
measure banished weeds from my farm. 1 Hut it is to tho killing of fruit trees alter 
not unfrequently sec more weeds taken off being planted and having commenced to 
three or four acres than I have upon one I grow, that many refer. Some having re
hundred. Another good weed destroyer is ceived their trees in proper condition, and 
plenty of manure. I believe that Mr. I planted them in good, well-prepared soil, 
Mechi’s statement is substantially correct, have had them killed. We believe that in 
‘ that the land in this country is never half almost every such instance the want of suf- 
manured.’ In conclusion, 1 may state that tieient moisture in the soil has been the 
in our elevation and cold climate I don't ap- 1 cause. While it is necessary^that no water 
prove of thin sowing; the difference should I remain stagnant in the soil, it is as necessary 
not be greater than one bushel less by the I that the soil bo at all times sufficiently moist 
drill than by the broadcast. 1 have always to nourish the trees, whose rootlets always 
found that in that proportion the drill sown take in their food in a state of solution, lo 
was fully the thickest crop. Does not my I the drought in the soil, and not to frost, has . 
improvement prove that broadcast sowing to I been attributed tho death of so many young 
a large extent in the first place wastes, and I trees, fruit and evergreen. Trees wanting 
in the second, curtails the supply of food 1 the vigor afforded them by the moisture of 
for the people 1 ” the soil and the sap, cannot withstand tho

By the second and third methods the seed frosts, 
will be deposited at equal depths, and this 1 To preserve trees through the long and
in itself is no little advantage. There will I often changing winter weather, it is well
be no upturning of the slender rootlets by I that the soil wherein they grow be thor- 
the winter and spring freezing and thawing, I oughly moist in the fall, not merely such 
and the concentrated earth along the side of I moisture as a Scotch mist would give, but 
each drill will form a bone to protect the I wet down to and beneath the roots, and
tender plant in its seed bed. I then before the winter sets in be well

Such is the labor attendant upon the sow mulched. This mulching as a safeguard 
ing of Fall Wheat. Of Spring Wheat we against extreme frost is as necessary as it 18 
say nothing. I against the drought of summer. As a sub-

Wheat has ever been and will ever be one I stitute for the ordinary mulching we have 
of the staple productions of Canada. So I these last two years placed on the ground m 
varied is our climate and so fertile our soil I which the trees were planted a sod (peat or 
that we can grow it of a superior quality. A I muck), with the grass side turned under,and 
cold winter and a hot summer are necessary I we have found no better covering. As to 
in order that the berry -filature well, with 1 other mulching, we give a preference to the 

A crop of thirty bushels I leaves of trees for strawberries and flowers, 
one tenth less, will pay the farmer I and wo prefer the leaves of pines and other

WLUMN. At thethe furrow evenly over tho ridge, 
headlands leave open drains to carry off any 
lying water. Y< 
furrow too deep. This trenching, if pro
perly done, deep as a man’s knee, will take 
three men per day to the acre.

Second Mode—Sow the seed broadcast 
over an even surface, and plow it under with 
a six inch score. Tho last score—the nar
row strip remaining last unplowed—must 
then receive a little seed additional, having 
been deprived by the action of plowman and 
team of its last pint of seed. This last 
score will, of course, clear up the furrow.

Third mode—The Drill. On this wo give 
the following report from one of the largest 
farmers in Aberdeenshire:

Dominion Grange, Patrons of 
Husbandry.Farm for Sale 

mimai) for Sale 
>tioe, when no, 
forTWENTY- 
. One cent and 
idditional word 
irtisements are 

None others 
above, will be

cannot clean out theou
We take great pleasure in informing 

subscribers that our Dominion Grange has 
been organized, and that we need no longer 
send any of our money to the United States 
or be in any way subject to them. Dele
gates from the different Granges throughout 
the Dominion met in London on the second 
day of June, and there, by a unanimous 
vote, decided upon the organization of our 
Dominion Grange, adopted a constitution 
and by-laws, and appointed officers.

Of this meeting we can only say that the 
speeches and work of the representatives 
present showed very plainly that we do not 
need to go to the lawyers for men of ability 
to represent us in Parliament, or to the 
merchants for thoroughly practical business 

There was no hesitation, no stutter
ing, no want of words to convey ideas.— 
Many of the speeches contained the true 
germs of eloquence, and all of them were 
practical and business like, and we felt that 
we had just cause for being proud of our 

For list of officers and 
other information see Patrons of Husbandry 
Department on another page.

our was
manure.

—S.

Orchard, Garden and Forest.
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DRILL VS. BROADCAST SOWING.
The very first look I got of drill sowing, I 

was satisfied that it was the right principle 
of depositing the seed, and soon became so 
much prejudiced in its favor as to become 
an enthusiast, convinced by careful observa 
tion that it was in every respect the best 
system. In tho very dry season of 1868, 
tho difference, as I observed, between drill 
and broadcast sowing was very marked by 
the increased quantity of straw in favor of 
the former. That arose, no doubt, from the 
seed being more deeply deposited ; the roots 
of the plants got a deeper hold of tho moist 
soil, which enabled them better to withstand 
the drought.

“ I resolved last year to put the two sys
tems to the proof ; and as it is most univer
sally admitted that drill sowing is suitable 
for good land, while it is held to he a bad 
system for thin land, 1 selected for my ex
periment a piece of lately improved and very 
thin, rocky kind of soil, not worth more 
than 7s 6d per acre of rental (or about two 
dollars a year. ) It had been three years in 
grass, was heavily manured with bones when 
laid out, and the grass did well for the qua
lity of land. The experiment was conducted 
on fully eighty acres, which was ploughed 
into ridges of twenty yards in width, and 
the ridges were sown witli the drill and 
broadcast alternately, so that each might 
get an equal chance of the quality of the 
land. 'The broadcast portion was sown at 
the rate of six bushels to the imperial acre, 
with barley five bushels, as owing to the soft
ness of the grain the machine would scarce 
ly discharge that buantity. The broadcast 
portion was sown carefully by the hand, and 
was perfectly done. I consider that drill 
sowing should be done across the furrows, as 
the seed is more e.venly deposited ; hut in 
this case it had to he done along the fur 
rows, as each alternate ridge was drilled, 
which I consider was a disadvantage. As 
harvest approached, the drilled portion be
gan to ripen rather earlier and more evenly.
The crop was good for the kind of land.—
Each portion was very carefully cut sep
arately on the same day, and the produce of 
each ridge kept distinct by itself. This was 
the more easily and perfectly accomplished 
by the scythe-men cutting right along the 
ridges. The whole was led on the same day abundant farina, 
in capital order and built by the same man, or even

men.

1brother farmers.
iE.
)T 6, CON. 16, 

cleared, 30 
i London, 1 mile 
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ores Fall or Winter Wheat.
If you determine to try your fortune with 

fall wheat, let your determination be arrived 
at at once. And first—what preparation, if 
any, have you made for fall wheat ? First 
there is the brown bare fallow. The spring 
crop in it has been a failure. A better field 
for your fall wheat you could not select out 
of the whole 250 acres. Turn in your oxen 
(the nimble-footed Devon is the best for the 
farm) to it, yoked to Gray’s long plow ; 
turn it up or under to the beam, deep as the 
top of the coulter hole. Turn it up with a 
clean, well-cut, furrow. Would you have a 
good crop of fall wheat, plow deep—deep— 
have a good, deep, well pulverized, seed 
bed. The fall wheat of 1873 gives no un
certain warning. The mellow, well-tilled 
soil gives good promise; the stiff clay, badly 
worked, is a failure. Let your stiff clay soil 
be made as rich and mellow as possible. 
Make it resemble the sandy loam. Have 
you no bare fallow; turn up that pea stubble, 
and at once. If there hasbeen a mixed crop, 
peas and oats, so much the better ; and if 
the hogs have had undisputed possession of 
it for some weeks, all well. This is not all. 
Spread 30 to 40 barrels of quick lime on your 
clover aftermath. Turn it down ; the quick 
lime and the decaying clover aftermath and 
long tap-roots will soon give you a well- 
prepared hot bed, from which will arise 
every day a mist from the earth, that de
scending in gentle dew, shall water the 
whole face of it.

And now—what is the best method of 
sowing Fall Wheat ? There are three 
modes, each in itself good.

First mode—Plow th
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new patent, and then giving our opinion Such prices as from five to forty thou- 
on the implement, and advise how to pro- sand dollars for a eow or a Lull are most 
ceed with it. We have saved men from astonishing. At the same time lots of 
heavy losses and some have made or saved these high priced animals would stand 
money from our information to them but a poor chance for a prize at a county 
privately. exhibition. There are hundreds, perhaps

The majority of vendors of ' inferior thousands of cows or bulls that would 
patents take good care not to have them take the prizes away from this particular 
brought before the public in any paper.- class, if the plain dollar-,sw.se judgment 
No illustration is made of them; no ma- of the plain, practical farmers were asked 
chine can be procured at any place; some to decide To be a judge of a Duchess, 
paltry muddle is shown, perhaps very you must be educated to have Duchess
cunningly and cautiously. 011 tbe ,bral"> “ t1he/c 18, 110 chancÇ fol'

B , , ,, . „„„ you to be admitted to a show ring where
Many duped ones cal ’ they are exhibited. Nearly every Short

write to us when too lat . Horn man appears to us to have this fever;
many good inventions, an y P y they «11 want them There are but a very 
sure to be spoken of in P P > wg few of them in the world, and a few

monied men want to get them, hence the 
great prices.

It is the opinion of many that they will 
pay at the present prices, and that these 
prices will be maintained for some time 
to come. The great prices that this family 
have brought, no doubt will be looked up 
to by purchasers for many, many years, 
and the infusion of this blood into other 
herds will be sought for. Thus the prices 
are not likely to rule low for some time to
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these girls don’t 
breakfast now.
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1are made take the place of barley or old rye. 
From the private still trickles that liquor 
that never saw the face of a gauger. Bet 

must beware of the wrath of the pro
hibitionists. There is no food in intoxicat
ing drink ; however, if there be a word to 
be said in favor of that which is forbidden, 
that word must be for the home-brewed and 
the home-distilled.

And Gypsey, my own brown mare—well, 
if there be exercise good for man, it is a ride 
across the country on such a mare as Gyp
sey, well fed with the muscle-building oats.

evergreens to others, though their decompo. 
sition is slower and more difficult.

Watering the trees is always better done» 
by pouring the water not on the soil, but on 
the mulching, unless it be a sod, that the 
water may ooze slowly through the covering. 
And such a watering, if it be a thorough 
one, will last for a considerable time.

a si
we

—S.

Growth of the Oatmeal Trade.
Perhaps in no department of the grocery 

trade has the increase of late years been 
more apparent than in that of oatmeal. As 
an article of diet it is now used ve 
ally in the Eastern, Middle, and 
States, and is fast making inroads into the 
hitherto undisputed domain of Indian-meal 
in the South and South-west. This is cer
tainly a fit cause for general congratulation, 
for no more healthy or nutritious food ex
ists than a good oatmeal porridge. Its 
mild, aperient, and unequalled muscle-pro
ducing qualities render it particularly suit
able as a breakfast diet for Americans. Its 
phosphorescent qualities act as a gentle and 
healthy stimulant to the brain, and on no 
other food can one endure so great or so pro
longed mental labor as on oatmeal porridge.

Properly cooked, it is not only a most 
healthful and nutritious food, but it is de
cidedly palatable, as is fully attested by its 
wonderfully rapid adoption as a popular diet 
by the very fastidious palates of our Ameri
can people. “The healsome parritch, chief 
o’ Scotia’s food,” to which Bums refers in 
the Cotter’s Saturday Night, can be had in 
the greatest perfection from Scotch oatmeal, 
for of Scotland we say it is indeed the 
national food. Ireland, too, produces good 
oatmeal. But our chief supplies are drawn 
from the neighboring Dominion of Canada, 
which for years has stood pre-eminent for 
the quality of the meal which she produces, 
vieing with the mother country for the palm 
of excellence, and in at least one Interna
tional Exhibition, carrying off the badge of 
victory from the “Land o Cakes. Here, 
too, in the United States, we are manufac
turing this article to some extent, and it 
will in course of time, no doubt, become an 
important industry, though the inferior 
quality of our oats militates materially 
against it. The analysis of the Imperial 
Scotch Oatmeal, made by the eminent chem
ists Liebig and Hassell, shows that while 
wheat and barley contain but fourteen,

but twelve and a quarter, oats contain

i

Will the Woodstock Weekly Review be 
honest enough to give us credit for original 
matter when clipped from our columns. We 
have to pay for our articles, and consider 
that when other journals take the benefit of 
them, they surely might do us the justice of 
mentioning that they were written for the 
Farmers’ Advocate. We refer this time 
to the article on “ Dairy Hints for June,” 
written by Hon. X. A. Willard.

ry gener- 
Western

see and hear about many, 
think useless we can only let pass un
heeded. If we should condemn an article 
in such a manner as to injure an indi
vidual in making a sale, and it were shown 
in court, even if the implement was 
worthless, we should have to pay the 
costs, therefore we treat of them gener
ally.

latent Rights. -^Hlllllll11" I
Our Government officials will grant 

patents to any body for nearly anything, 
matter how useless it may be, and 

often patents that are of value are in
fringed on. Still we approve of the 
patent system, as people that have de
voted their time to any particular im
provement should, if possible, be re
warded.

The worst feature about this patent 
right system is the great number of people 
that are travelling the country selling to being unexpectedly detained two and a

use- half hours at St. Mary’s, to gain informa
tion we walked to Mr. S. H. Mitchell’s,as

no
I

Trip to England. 7X
Our last issue informed you of our in

tended journey. The June No. was in 
process of mailing to you as we left, be
ing on Tuesday, May 26th.

We took the G. T. R. for Montreal, and

is come.
Our judgment may not be correct ; 

perhaps our enterprising views may be 
contracted, but we should be loth to ex
pend money at the present prices the 
Duchesses are bringing.

The grain is all sown between London 
and Toronto. The land has been in ex
cellent tilth throughout the seeding sea
son; the grain begins to show itself above 
ground. Although vegetation is more 
backward at this season of the year than 
usual, we think there is every promise of 
a good harvest along this line. The Clive 
and Winter wheat may have been rather 
more injured this past winter than usual, 
but the deficiency will in a great lm asure 
be made up by sowing other grain and 
corn, millet, &e., for a su’ stituie.

Tnc hay crop is less injured the farther 
we proceed east ; the greatest damage 
done to the clover and fall wheat is to the 
west and south ot London.

We met in the cars some farmers who 
have recently been to the Government 
Farm. Their opinions about it are any
thing but favorable.
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within a very small fraction of twenty per 
cent, of the nutritious portean elements of 
life and muscle-giving qualities. As a food, 
the merits of which have stood the test of 
centuries, and which is calculated to pro
mote the sanitary interests of the nation 
by laying the foundation for more hardy and 
vigorous constitutions for the coming genera
tion, let us regard its general adoption 
article of diet as nothing short of a national 
good.—American Crocer.

Properly cooked “parritch” is doubtless 
the best of food ; but properly cooked, the 
oatmeal must be. good, for as a muscle-pro
ducing diet there is none other like it. It 
gives strength and vigor to the whole man. 
for some time it has been building us up. 
We knew it of old, but now we have learned 
to appreciate its excellencies, 
make a hearty breakfast of a plate of oat
meal parritch, with a bowl of rich milk de- 

not to break his fast.

PATENT RIGHT »OR STOPPING A RUNNAWAY HORSE.

The salesmen are about the smartest his grounds arc only one and a half miles 
lot of people you can find. They spot a from the station. As lie has gained him-
nan and know his weak points ; they self a high reputation as being the Tomato 

have made due inquiries in the locality to King, wc wished to see Ins process of 
be operated, for the one on whom they raising them.
are to prey. When found he is approached He has a succession ot hot beds, in 
gradually : two, three or four visits may many of which he has his tomatoes in 
be made' at different intervals, before the pots; in others he has them growing in 
subject is spoken of. The duped mail’s sods. Many of them now arc in blossom, 
confidence is gained, then the bargain is while in the hot beds lie is just com- 
sooii closed, and the green-horn then mencing to plant them in the open air.— 
finds he has something about as good as The plants are being taken out ot the 
the above representation. But Ins sig pots ; the amount of earth removed with
natures have been given to papers; they them prevents any wilting. Unis a con-
must be paid. tinned growth is insured. The sods will

. former tbnt is a suh- be removed- m a similar maiinbs, each sodWc advise every farmer that js a sub ^ cut tQ a suitable size.
scriber not to touch a patent light unt farmers have ever
lie has consulted two or three business As yct but vciy ft ^x^ct sJ isTmt 

,i . i ermfirlcncp in • never made a not bed. me expense is oui
hein a hurry expecthig somebody else trifling, but the time and attention a hot 
wfi take it before you We have been bed requires is more than a Farmer can
will take it Dei ore you. useless give. We would suggest that some ofSaferÆÎÏ toïî «/rightïuX: L«' daughter,,' if ..ot over work,,],

% jsS ?sf ffs
which the rifJlt«tar^80l,ircïfasedt simply fclTyet'riiat can XTthc%lealure Montreal.

because no manufacturer will make them and profit of such, still there arc many The inhabitants 0f this city have been
nn his own risk They know they can thousands that might enjoy these plea t) excited about the rise in va ue of
«ot sell them sures, if but once their attention is drawn Jithin the past three years ; it has
not sell them to jt and the undertaking commenced. “Î . doubled, that is, basing the estim-

Mr. Mitchell raises tomatoes on a large actual sales and prices actually
scale. His Canada Victors are, of course, pCople that owned
his great favorites. We hope to refer to C^el are worth thousands ; others that 
his grounds at some future time. wcr0 worth a few thousands are now worth

short horns. a hundred thousand. One man purchased
We also "met on the cars one of our sixteen thousand feet at $1 per foot; this

Canadian Short Horn men. He has jmst day it is worth §4 per loot- doubled
returned from Mr. King’s Short Horn Rents have been just about doubled 
sale, that took place at Chicago. The 1 during the past three years.
2nd Duke of Ilillhurst, one of the j We like to hear of farmers 0 , _
Duchess hulls, brought fourteen thousand families having a good streak ot 1

,

CROPS.
We passed from Toronto to Cornwall 

during the night. From this station to 
Montreal the land is saturated with 
water, and very poor chances for anything 
rise, as the country is low, flat and bauly 
drained. Scarcely any grain has been as 
yet sown in this part of the _ country.— 
They have had a continuation ot wet 
weather while we in the west have had a 
fine seed time. The grain must be sown 
at once, or there will he no use in sowing 
it It must he put in when the ground 
not in good order, therefore we expect 
the grain crop will not be as good in this 
part of the country as in the west.

Timothy is raised to a greater extent 
here than to the west ; the wet and cool 
weather is considered beneficial for the 
timothy ; a large crop is expected. I he 
fruit prospect is as good as it can be at 
the time of writing.
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And oatmeal gruel, well prepared with 
the necessary ingredients, taken just as you 
are ready to slip under the blanket at night 
will drive off before morning the most obsti
nate cold—well prepared as one can prepare 
it—but—this is telling.

An oatmeal bannock, not halted on the 
griddle, but standing up before the fire, or 
baked under the cinders on the hearth, is 
with a bowl of rich milk, no food to be
despised. .

And another, yet another way of prepar
ing from oatmeal a dainty dish lit to set be
fore a king, is to be told. An English sol
dier thus describes his first acquaintance 
with this “sour pudding.” Over the lire 
hung the boiler wittntamc gallons ot a halt- 
liquid substance. The lire burned bright 
and, the host, with a long stick, kept 
the liquid in constant motion. .Still the 
liquid became less liquid, till by the virtue 
of the stick and the heat of the lire it in a 
short time, became a sour pudding. If 1 eat 

spoonful my host eat a dozen. This is 
F it is called in the black

our
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There is nothing wrong in your pur
chasing a patent implement it you are 
satisfied it would be for your advantage — 
Every patentee of agricultural imple
ments should be compelled to have his 
implements procurable at some place, so 
that they might be tested before they are 
offered to the public in the form of town
ship or county rights. Manufacturers 
are better able to judge of mechanical 
work and the value of implements than 
the farmers.
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i brought

Â farmer near this city died a few years 
ago; he left his two daughters his farm. 
They sold it a short time since for three 
hundred and fifty thousand dollars. Guess 
these girls don’t milk many cows before 
breakfast now.

This city is all animation—the hustle 
of trade—this being the great city of the 
Dominion, and one which appears to have 
a good prospect of being nearly equal to 
any city in the States.

It is our impression that this city will 
make a steadier, safer and surer progress 
than any other in America. We cannot see 
what Chicago, New York, or any other 
city has that should cause their growth to 
exceed the growth of Montreal to such an 
extent, except lands are held at such en
ormous prices that it must hinder many 
from making improvements.

We give you the annexed sketch of one 
point of one of the principal streets, 
where thousands are passing almost 

i hourly.r

being only thirty, and it almost seems as 
though the benefits likely to be derived from 
the college would scarcely be commensurate 
with its great cost and the expense which 
will be entailed yearly to keep it up. In 
the nature of things Agricultural Colleges 
cannot do a very great deal in improving the 
husbandry of the country. For instance, 
providing a year’s training at the Ontario 
institution should prove sufficient and the 
full complement of thirty graduates, if we 
may use the term in this connection, were 
turned out annually, would the benefits to 
the agriculture of the province be appreci
able in ten years, or twenty, or a half 
hundred ? Let any one consider what a vast 
number of * toilers of the farm ’ there are 
and must ever be in this vast country, and 
then think of thirty or even twice that num
ber being turned out of the college yearly 
with a smattering of new ideas as regards 
culture of the soil ! At that rate, if the 
benefits of the institution were confined to 
a solitary township, it would take an age or 
more to revolutionize or materially alter the 
mode of culture pursued. On the other 
side of the lines these institutions have been 
extensively assayed, but in no one instance 
have the results expected been achieved.— 
The best minds of the Republic pronounce 
them a failure, and Prof.

| who is educated and admired in all educated 
I circles, goes so far as to pronounce them 
1 little if at all better than a fraud, and an 

exceedingly expensive one at that. One 
great reason of the failure of these so-called 
colleges undoubtedly is that the class which 
ought to attend them seldom does. Class 
distinctions spring up, snobbishness asserts 
itself more or less, the attendants are chiefly 
drawn from a source not profitable to the 
country, and as a result the farming com
munity as a whole derives but precious little 
benefit.”

And now, if the correspondent wishes 
some other authority upon the same subject, 
let him turn to the same number of the 
Canada Farmer that his own letter is in, 
and in another column he will find what the 
editor of that paper endorses by clipping 
from the New York Worldas follows:

“Again and again—and especially at 
this season of the year—do young men ask 
advice of agricultural editors as to the best 
way to learn farming. The answer in all 
cases is simple and brief : Go to work on the 
best farm and under the direction of the 
best farmer you can find who will accept 
your services. There is no other way—no 
schools nor system of study that will so 
quickly make a farmer of a young man.”

Monthly Cattle Fairs.[' CROP-BOUND.

The most usual cause of this is having 
swallowed some object that is too large 
to pass into the stomach. This obstructs 
the passage, leaves the stomach empty, and 
so creates hunger in the fowl. The inclina
tion to eat is followed, and the crop becomes 
fuller and harder. The only remedy is to 
ojren with a penknife or lancet, from the 
upper part. Remove the contents, wash it 
out, and then close the incision with a few 
stitches.—Keep the fowl on soft feed for a 
few days and it will soon recover.

PIPS IN CHICKENS.

The symptoms are a short, quick, spasmodic 
chirrup, repeated in short intervals. On 
examination a dark-colored, dry, horny 
scale will be found on the end of the tongue. 
This is not the disease, as many suppose, 
but the results of the disease. In 
cases, if not checked, the beak will turn 
yellow at the base, and the plumage be
comes ruffled ; appetite fails, and the bird 
mopes around and finally dies. A little 
cayenne or black pepp 
meal and administered 
will generally effect a cure.

CANKERED THROAT OR DIPTHKRIA.
Another new disease, 

known. Symptoms are, mouth and throat 
filled up with a sort of white exudation or 
ulcer, very offensive in smell. It is conta
gious, and unless taken in its early stages, 
fatal.

The treatment giving the best results 
to be moving the ulcers with a quill 

or spoon-shaped piece of metal about the 
size of a quill, anu then applying nitrate of 
silver or powdered borax to the flesh left 
bare by the removal, repeating the operation 
twice a day. I think it would be well to 
wash out the mouth with a strong solution 
of chloride of potassium before applying 
borax. Little cliloride of potassium in the 
drink would also bo beniticial.

Another remedy is, one-half ounce tincture 
of myrrh, one drachm powdered borax, 
drachm chlorate of potash. Dissolve the 
borax, and potasli in three and a half ounces 
hot water ; put it into a vial, and when cool 
add the myrrh. Apply plentifully with a 
feather.

Harriiton—Friday before the Guelph Far. 
Bosworth

■rnuay neiore me u 
Doswortn—Saturday before Guelph.
Drayton—Saturday before Guelph.
Flora—The day before Guelph.
Douglas—Monday before Flora Fair.
Guelph— First Wednesday in each month.
Clifford— Thursday before the Guelph Fair.
Teviotdale- Friday before the Guelph Fair.
New Hamburg—Birst xu
Berlin—First Tuesday in
Elmira-Second Monday in each month. 
Waterloo—Second Tuesday in each month.

Wednesday
month.

Hanover — Monday before Durham.
Durham—Tuesday before Mount Forest.
Fergus—Tuesday follow! ’ g Mount Forest.
Orangeville—Second Tuesday in January, 

March, May, July, September and No
vember.

Mefno Mills—Third Wednesday in January, 
AprU, July and October.

Erin —First Monday in January, April, July 
and October.

Ma-onville—First Tuesday in February, May, 
August an I November.

Brampton—First Tuesday in each month.
Listowel—First Friday in each mon*h.
Hillsburg—Second Tuesday in January, 

March, May, July, September and No
vember.

Moorfield—Monday before Guelph.
Hamilton—Crystal Palace Grounds, the day 

after Guelph.
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There are plenty of such sights to be 

seen here. There are immense palatial 
buildings erected, and some of the oldest 
rotten rookeries, not fit for pig styes. We 

| are fully satisfied that the unoccupied 
lands in cities, around cities, and even in 
our rural districts are not taxed as high 
as they ought to be. The men of enter- 
prize spend their money in making great 
improvements, which increase the value 
of their neighbor’s property, and the 
withholding of lands by speculators of 
tardy, indolent persons should be checked, 
The only way to do it is to tax all vacant 

' lands that are wanted for improvements 
1 at higher rates. These speculators are 

not improving the value of their neigh
borhood by withholding lands; the lands 
are being increased in value for them.— 
They should pay higher rates for with
holding these lands, whether in city or 
country.

i
ROUP. i

In response to numerous in- 
quiries about roup, we give 

its cause, symptoms and cure in the hope 
that we shall thereby enable more of our 
friends to escape the ravages. The cause 
of roup is almost invariably wet or very 
cold, chilly weather, which produces a hard 
cold that if not attended to at once soon as- 

serious fonn. This is indiea-

one

sûmes a very 
ted by a discharge from the nostrils and 
beak of very offensive mucus, accompanied 
by a fetid breath and a disinclination to eat. 
In the next stage the discharge of mucus 
becomes greater and covers the nostrils and 
beak; theeyesalso become frequently affected, 
while patches of yellow mucus are seen ad
hering to the lining of the throat and tin: 
surface of the tongue. If the disease still 
remains unchecked,

tv.
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at is to the (üomspottiitnet.
rmers who 
overnment 
.t are any-

A8FIES FOR MANURE.

Sir,—I notice a letter in the April Advo
cate from I*. B. Wcrden, stating that he 
could not find it any advantage to use ashes 
for manure. I wiil tell you my experience 
with them.

I sowed four bushels of McCarling wheat 
on corn ground; one of my neighbors sowed 
the same kind of wheat on

the symptoms remain 
in vio-Wheat.

Our old friend, Mr. William Walker, is 
annoyed because we said in our last number 
that in many cases where the Treadwell and 
Scott wheat did well, the Diehl wheat 
failed completely. We can only say that 
we have seen such cases. We know and 
have always said that where you get a good 
crop of Diehl wheat it is au extra good one. 
There is no medium about it ; it is either 
extra good or extra bad. We have no doubt 

Walker and many of his neighbors have 
had excellent crops of Diehl wheat,/ but it 
is jpst as certain that nine out of every ten 
that have tried it, have had very poor 
success.

Concerning the Farrow wheat, we were 
a few days since conversing with an exten
sive miller from the county of Wellington. 
He said that although it did not command 
the highest market price, he would sow it 
himself if he was a farmer, as it cropped so 
well, and although millers did not yet know 
how to grind it to the best advantage, they 
will learn just as they did with the Fife 
wheat.

very much the same, hut increases 
lence till death ensues. As soon as the dis
charge is perceived, get a solution of chlor
inated soda known as Labarraque Disinfec
ting Fluid; mix with water in the proportion 
of one to three, or if a mild case one to four. 
This solution should he applied with a 
feather or a small syringe to nostrils and 
throat, when the secretion will partly cease, 
and patches of mucus will he discharged 
from the throat. This may he applied about 
three times a day until the diseased bird 
recovers, not allowing him to run with the 
rest of the flock before the last ample dose 
of the fluid has been given. Sick fowls 
must always he removed from the flock as 
soon as the disease appears, for a whole
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Agricultural College. similar ground. 
When the Hessian Fly came in, both our 
wheats began to wilt down. I immediately 
put ashes over my four bushels; he did 
thing with his. In a week the difference 
could he easily seen, and the produce showed 
it still better. I had 88 bushels of splendid 
wheat from my 4 bushels sown, that is, 22 
bushels to the bushel ; my neighbor had 
about 8 bushels to the bushel.

1 think this shows conclusively the benefit 
to he derived from ashing wheat. This was 
on sandy land. I have also proved their

A correspondent of the Canada Farmer, 
who does not think it necessary to sign his 
name, is very much disturbed about 
marks concerning the hiring of students for 
the Agricultural College ; and at the same 
time feels elated over the fact that the in
stitution could be filled twice over 
count of the number of applicants, 
would appear that it takes .30 students to 
fill the College (the teachers, professors and 
heads of departments, foremen and rector, 
well paid Government officials, take up the 
balance of the room.)

Now, we would guarantee to find three 
times thirty loafers around this city alone 
who would be most happy to receive free 
hoard and lodgings and a present of fifty 
dollars at the end of the term, so that the 
fact that there were plenty of applicants 
docs not in the least astonish ns. What we 
object to is that every farmer in Canada, 
rich and poor, should be compelled to pay so 
much money for the benefit of the favored 
few.

no-our re-

Mr.on ac-
Tt

on sandy land.
value on clay land and on black* muck.

William C. Finch.
flock may he contaminated by a single bird 
through the drinking vessel. First, don’t 
let your fowls get rouped. Second, if they 
do, use all rational means for their relief.

Byron, May 23rd, 1874.

Rut fowls will rarely reach this last stage 
unless very much neglected. Roup is also 
becoming scarcer as breeders become wiser, 
and will soon, we believe, disappear from 
our yards entirely. — Lier Stork Journal.

Professor Buckham, of England, claim* to 
have discovered one of the causes of typhoid 
fever. A family in his neighbourhood 
attache 1 with a severe type of the fever. On 
a carefn search of the premises, a spout in the 
family pump was found to be covered with a 
sort of gelatinous matter. Submitting this to 
microscopic investigation, it was found to be 

1,1 a fungoid growth, from which spores
1 he Muscovy Duck is one niienen; the constantly washed away by the flowing water. 

Rouen belongs to another species, the He followed up this discovery by a minute 
Brahma fowl and the common fowl are examination of the outlet of the sewer through 
varieties merely, of the same species. The which the drainage of the town flowed, and his 
progeny produced by a cross between species scientific zeal was rewa ded by finding fuqgold 
are not fertile, whereas the product of a growths of a similar nature to those in the 
cross between varieties is full capable of pump spout. In the vicinity of this outlet the 
reproducing its kind. In some instances ?ev£. the feTer
the hybrids formed by the union of two ^'"chemical InJysilot the wetotik by 
species, though not fertile when it is at- the family, and found in it minute spores of 
tempted to breed among themselves, arc the „ame fungus. His conclusion is a natural

one, that the fever had its origin in the fungue 
matter taken into the system, where it fer
ments as yeast in beer, and poisons the blood.
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Millet lor Winter Feed. VARIETY and species in poultry.
How much do you suppose it costs the Have you sown your summer fallow with 

country to give this one year's smattering of millet? If not, it may not yet be too late, 
education to each of these thirty students ? I,ate in June, and even to the first of -July, 
faking into consideration the interest on the the anniversary of the great battle, your 
money in vested in buildings, we are satisfied land, if well prepared, may he sown with 
that $1000 each will not pay the expenses.— millet—the white branching millet—25 to 
By the time we educate all the farmeis of 30 lbs. per Imperial acre. Cut it as soon as 
Canada at that rate, who will be able to foot the seed is in the milky state. This you 
the hill ? The Woodstock Review (Reform) 
says:

were

*
must do if you are to save the fodder, as a 
late frost may kill it. This you will do if 
you desire to have the fodder green and suc
culent. It will make capital soiling for still capable of breeding with the pure 
farm stock of any kind; anil when well pre- parent species on either side.- Poultry 
served it will make excellent hay. ’ I World. '

“ The Ontario School of Agriculture at 
Guelph, we are informed, is in operation, 
with a full complement of students. It is 
true the full complement is not very large,

I-* or
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the rest of the season, and that beyond 
redemption. Full feeding afterward will 
improve the quality of her milk, but it 
will augment the quantity very little. A 
cireumstance will illustrate this fact: — 
Last September, after the long drougth 
had abated in Herkimer, and the cows 
were getting a fresh supply in the form ot 
after-feed and a new growth in tiie pas
tures, I found the cows which had been so 
long pinched were giving only 13 lbs. per 
day, notwithstanding their better feed.— 
Upon going to the farm of that sensible 
dairyman, the Hon. Harris Lewis, I found 
his flock of between 30 and 40 was aver
aging 24 lbs. In the early summer Mr. 
Lewis’ cows gave no more than the rest. 
The secret of his greater yield in the fall 
was, he had dry soiling on wilted grass, 
prevented his cows from shrinking through 
the drought, and they retained their for 
mer flow with but little abatement. In 
the fall he was getting nearly double the 
yield that other cows, naturally just as 
good as his, were giving.

It is unfortunate enough to have poor 
cows get into the herd by bad selection; it 
makes a sad leak in the results of the 
season. But when a whole herd of natur
ally good cows are converted into one of 
scanty milkers by failing to provide good 
food enough for them to eat, the loss be
comes a very serious one. It is one of 
the essential points in successful dairying 
to have none but large milkers iu the 
herd, and to keep no more than can be 
fully provided for at any and all times.— 
Good milking capacity is of but little 
consequence if it is not made available, 
and it is but half used where cows are al
lowed to shrink in the middle of the sea
son for the want of an adequate and con
venient supply of milk-producing food or 
water. Dairymen are gradually beginning 
to appreciate the yearly loss from deficient 
midsummer feed, and to the extent of that 
appreciation are they making provision to 
bridge over the annually recurring pinch 
from drought by a resort to soiling as 
soon as any deficiency in grass occurs, and 
it proves a sovereign remedy for what may 
now be regarded as the greatest leak in the 
dairy.

^atvotti of futsfommt.the poor cow costs double what it does 
from the good one, and is produced at a 
ruinous rate for the farmer. Such a cow 
will not pay the cost of keeping, and is 
only fit for the shambles. She ought cer- 

BY prof. L. B. Arnold, secretary of tainly never to occupy a place in the 
the American dairymen’s ass’n. dairy. A herd of such cows would make

any dairyman grow poor, while with a 
Success iu dairy husbandry depends herd of the othei class he could hardly 

chiefly on the skill and exactness with fa.il to grow rich.
i™pSSsrtxshe b-.».i-r—

less management is everywhere to be of mdk is not all occasioned by a. bad se 
deprecatrd, but it is especially unfortunate lept'on of cows. Many cows which other- 
in the dairy. Profits from dairying are wise might be classed as profltab e 
only realized where a fine quality of goods milkers, are made unprofitable by the
ilP'fdZti'eVe,,"e"" t0Wa“eiS î6y SST‘miK hth
closely guarded. treatment, worrying and exposure to

The price at which dairy products are severe storms and to extremes of heat 
generally sold is not, as a rule, much an(j cold, abate the flow of milk and oc- 
more than the actual cost of production, casion much needless loss. The difference 
From a paper prepared last winter for the jn the yield of milk from a herd having 
Americap Dairymen’s Association, by the such treatment and one in all respects the 
Hon. Josiah Shull, of Herkimer, it ap- same, but which are milked regularly and 
peared, upon close figuring, that in some quickly, which are treated with a caress- 
dairies the cost of producing and market- jng care, and are kept quiet and comfort
ing a pound of cheese was more than it a.Dle, is much greater than those who 
would sell for. In others there was a a]iow the careless and unkind treatment 
small balance in favor of the farmer.— are apt to suppose. Twenty-five per cent. 
Taking an average, it was just about an variation in the annual product is easily 
even thing with the cost of production ma,]e by kindness and severity. Comfort 
and net value, allowing the farmer and his an(] a satisfied quietude are very efficient 
family the market price tor their labor, in promoting a liberal flow of milk. Full 
The figures were derived from the results feeding is equally important, and the want 
and prices of 1873. To accumulate any- 0f jp j8) perhaps, the most prolific cause 
thing that may le counted as profit,there- 0f abatement in the returns of the dairy, 
tore, requires the best quality and a large jn a large percentage of dairies the yield 
yield, and that the closest economy be of milk is annually made to dwindle down 
observed. to the limit of profitable production, and

There are many ways in dairy manage- sometimes below, lrom deficiency and ir- 
ment by which steady losses creep in, as regularity in the food supply. To make 
it were, by stealth, that lop off the far- her largest and most profitable yield of 
mer’s income and keep him struggling milk, a cow should never lack for food or 
with the world, which a closer watchful- water, nor should she he required to make 
ness might avoid. A few poor cows are much exertion to obtain cither. When 
quite apt, in one way or another, to work suitable food is abundant and convenient, 
into a dairy, and by their diminutive the diminution in the flow of milk ns 
yield barely pay for their keeping and per- time recedes from the date of calving, is 
haps not even that, and occasion the hard- very slow and gradual. By such feeding, 
working farmer a great many hours and most cows can be made to give a good 
days of hard labor to care for them and flow from the period of one biith to the 
their milk, from which he will get no next. This is so often done as to admit 
adequate return. Aside from such a of no question. By full feeding and care 
waste of labor, which is grievous enough, Dr. B. W. Franklin, of Long Island, kept 
it is not uncommon that the poorer cows, a two-year-old heifer of no unusual milk- 
even in what are reckoned when taken to- ing capacity, producing a pound of butter 
gether, as good dairies, cause an actual a day all the summer, fall and winter,and 
loss. A dairyman of my acquaintance, the daily yield had but little abated in 
having forty cows, found by measuring March, when it was deemed prudent to 
the milk that he had five in his flock which begin drying her off, as she would come in 
did not give milk enough iu the whole in the following April. Alter fattening 
season to pay for their keeping, into $5 a her calf with the whole of her milk tor 
piece. He had five others that paid their the first four weeks, she made in the next 
keeping and $5 a head more. The profit 316 days, 291 pounds and 10 ounces of 
and loss on these cows just balanced each butter, besides furnishing a small amount 
other, and he kept the ten cows a year for of milk and cream used in the family.— 
nothing, losing the whole of his time and This extraordinary result was due to extra 
labor iu caring for them and their milk, feeding and care ; she never lacked an 
besides the depreciation of stock and the hour either for food or drink, and was al- 
interest on tneir cost, which were not ways comfortable and quiet. Had her 
taken into the reckoning. food been deficient or irregular, no such

When I was collecting cows for the first yield could have been obtained, 
dairy I set up, an aged and observing Very few dairymen give their cows as 
dairyman said to me: “ look out for poor much ns they need to eat, except for a 
cows; there is a great deal of money made short time in the season. In the spring 
in this country by dairying, but it is all and early summer, when the ground is 
made from the good, cows.” I have often moist and warm, a vigorous growth of 
beou reminded of this remark, and have grass is produced and a flush of feed sup- 
always found it true. The injunction is plies the cows for a time with all they can 
a good one, and well w-orth remembering, appropriate, and crowded bags and flow- 

The difference between a good cow and ing pails attest their full supply But 
a noor one is not generally appreciated, presently, in the long hot and dry days of 
Oftenev than otherwise the price at which Udy a*111 August, the ground becomes 
cows are bought aud sold is made to ac- parched and the grass stops growing and 
cord with the amount of milk they will 'I™.8 UP- ^ ^ie co''s can ^ themselves 
give But this is not a sound way of during the day, they are commonly 
estimating their value. Beef cattle may allowed to run without any additional 
be estimated W the pounds of beef they food- As grass fails in both quantity and 
will make A bullock that will make 500 quality, and more labor is required to get 
lbs. ot beef may be worth half as rnucli it, less is consumed, and the milk 
as one that will make 1000 lbs., but the dimmis es. „>
cow that produces only 100 lbs. of butter After a cow has been in milk three
a year is not worth half as much as one months or so, if she is allowed to shrink 
that will make 200 lbs. in the same time, in her milk for any considerable length 
As it will take the former cow two years pf time, she never comes up to the mess 
to make as much butter as the latter will she would have given had the flow been 
in one she will cost her owner a year’s continuous and unabated. From this 
1 coin’" more than the other cow will to ; shrinkage a heavy annual loss occurs. She 
get theeame amount. The butter from is made a comparatively small milker for

Small versus Large Milkers.

Written for the Farmer's Advocate. Dominion Grange.
The Dominion Grange Patrons of Hus

bandry was organized in London, Ontario, 
on the 2nd day of June, A.D. 1874, by dele
gates from the different Granges in the Do
minion. The following Officers were ap 
pointed:—

Worthy Master—Bro. S. W. Hill, Ridge- 
ville, Welland Comity.

Overseer—Bro. T. Lcet,Danville, Quebec.
Lecturer—Bro. A. Gifford. Meaford.
Steward—Bro. W. Yj'eld, London.
Asst,-Steward—Bro. ( apt. Burgess, Hyde 

Park.
Chaplain Bro. Wm. Cole, Sarnia. 
Treasurer—Bro. Adam Nichol, London. 
Secretary—Bro. T. W. Dyas, London.
Gatekeeper — Bro. L. Galer, Dunham 

Quebec.
Ceres-Sister Steed, Sarnia.
Pomona—Sister Whitelaw, Meaford.
Flora—Sister Weld, Delaware.
Deputy Asst.-Steward—Sister Armstrong, 

Plympton.
The following Executive Committee 

appointed :-J. F. Cass, L’Orignal; Step 
Wade, Union; Matthew Garner, Woodford; 
James Armstrong, Camlachie; Captain Bur
gess, London; H. Anderson, London.

The following Resolutions were adopted by 
the Dominion Grange at its sitting, June 2nd 
and 3rd, 1874.

1. That a minimum initiation fee of Three 
Dollars per man, and Fifty Cents-per woman, 
he charged for all members, whether Charter 
or others.

were
hen

2. That all Masters of Granges shall be au
thorized to organize Subordinate Granges, or 
appoint any other officer of liis Grange for 
that purpose.

3. That it shall not be lawful to establish a 
Grange within a distance of five miles from an 
established Grange. Allowing each Grange t<f 
take members*2J miles from each centre ; pro
viding that any person by obtaining the sanc
tion of the Grange in his vicinity may join any 
other Grange.

4. That upon the application of three Sub
ordinate Granges they shall be set apart as a 
Division Grange. This resolution to remain 
in force only until the next meeting of the 
Dominion Grange.

5. That the first annual meeting of the Do
minion Grange he held in Toronto, Ontario, 
on Tuesday of Provincial Exhibition week, at. 
2 p. M.

Vineland.—Grapes and Wine.
When the Northmen, the first discover

ers of America, landed in the new country, 
they were so surprised and delighted with 
the grape-viucs in the woods that they 
gave the country the name of Vineland. 
The name was not at all inappropriate.— 
Often have Canadian lads enjoyed the 
shade of the natural arbor formed by the 
vines, and plucked the rich, dark clusters 
that hung overhead.

But our native forests are not turned to 
account as they should be. We can 
hardly be said to know the value of our 
country yet in its fruits. While cultivated 
grape vines are now highly esteemed, wq 
overlook the grapes indigenous to the 
soil. ,

G. That the first annual meeting of the Do
minion Grange rhall be composed of two dele
gates from each Subordinate Grange in the 
Dominion, and the present officers of the Do
minion Grange and their wives who have taken 
the Fourth Degree.

7. That in consideration of the fact that 
Toronto is at such a distance from our Quebec 
brethren, it is resolved that the Quebec 
Granges he allowed to appear at the first an
nual meeting by proxy, provided the regular 
delegates cannot a tend. Such proxy, on pre
senting their proper credentials, to have a vote 
for each Grange they represent.

Extracts from the Constitution: —
Article V--Membership.

Any person engaged in agricultural pursuits, 
and having no interests conflicting with our 
purposes, of the age of sixteen years (fema'e), 
and eighteen years (male),duly proposed,elected 
and complying with the rules and regulations 
of the < truer, is entitled to membership and 
the benefit of the degrees taken. Every ap
plication must be accompanied by the fee of 
membership. Tf rejected the money will be 
refunded. Applications must be certified by 
members and balloted for at a subsequent 
meeting. It shall require three negative votes 
to reject an applicant.

A dollar for one and a half pints of 
wine from the vineyards of Canada; this 
is the price we pay. We could save much 
of this. Mrs. D. makes excellent wine— 
as good as claret—out of the wild grapes 
from the woods, and she docs it in the 
most primitive method. She merely 
bruises the grapes in a vessel, adds to 
every pint of grape juice a quart of water 
and a pound of sugar, and leaves it to 
ferment.

This would be not only good and cco 
nominal ; it would have also the advan
tage of being pure wine, while the foreign 
wine we get from Boston or Montreal 
often contains not one gill in a gallon.

Let us have pure Canadian wine, even 
made from the native grapes, and let us 
have, as in old England, the home brewed 
ale, the mellow October; and, we add, it 
would tend to the sobriety of our people.

-S.

Art;cle VII Dues.
The minimum of regular 

monthly dues shall be ten cents from each 
member, and each Grange may otherwise re
gulate its own dues.

Sec. 2. The Secretary of each Subordinate 
Grange shall report quarterly to the Secretary 
of the Dominion Grange the names of all per
sons initiated or passed to higher degrees.

Sec. 3. The Treasurer of each Subordinate 
Grange shall repoit quarterly, and pay to the 
Treasurer of the Dominion Grange the 
wm of Fifty Cents for each man. and 
twenty-five cents for each woman initiated dur
ing that quarter ; also, a quarterly due of six 
cents from each member.

Section 1.

It is estimated that more cattle have died 
in Kansas this spring than during the entire 
five years preceding.
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Sec. 4. The Treasurer of each Subordinate 
Grange shall pay quarterly to the Treasurer 
of the Divi.-ion Grange the sum of Fifty Cents 
for each man initiated into the Grange during 
the quarter.

7th—How many eggs can a queen lay in 
24 hours, in the month of June ?

8th—How many bees are there usually in 
a first swarm ?

9th—What was the most you ever cleared 
in cash out of one single stock, or the aver
age of your apiary for one year or since you 
have been in the business ’

We shall be glad to insert any good, spicy, 
short, practical article on bee-keeping, m its 
dace. Do not string it out too long, and 
et us have nothing but what is modern and 

reliable.

Middlesex and the Agricultural Society of 
East Middlesex relinquishing a’l .their rights 
to the fair grounds, the Exhibition Committee 
of the City Council will recommend to their 
Council to purchcse no less than thirty acres for 
new fair grounds, to be approved of by the 
County and the East Middlesex Agricultural 
Society Committee, and to erect thereon suit
able buildings and fences, said grounds to be 
purchased, and buildings and fences to be 
placed thereon not to exceed in cost the sum 
realized for the sale of sixteen acres of the pres
ent fair grounds, lying between Wellington 
and Waterloo streets, and the buildings and 
fences on the present fair grounds,which build
ings may be used as far as suitable on the new 
fair grounds; the same right to be given to 
the County and East Middlesex Agricultural 
Society over the new grounds as are now pos
sessed over the present grounds and buildings; 
a bond to be given by the City Council to the 
County and East Middlesex Agiicultural 
Society for the due performance of the above 
agreement.”

Considerable discussion followed, the opinion 
being g< nerally held that the Ontario A socia- 
tion of Agriculture and Arts ought to be 
treated in th ■ same manner as the Middlesex 
Agricultural Association.

It was moved by Mr. Burnet and seconded 
by the Hon. 1). Christie, and carried:

“That the Secretary send to the soliei1 or a 
copy of the bond from the City of London to 
tliu Association, with instructions to take such 
proceedings as may be necessary to protect the 
rights of this As-ociatiuii in respect to the 
Exhibition grounds at London, in the event of 
that ( ity attempting to dispose of the said 
grounds.”

Mr. Douglas then went on to name the yellow 
turnips which he thought best adap ed for use 
in such cases as he thought mentioned, and 
those that received a passing notice where the 
Fosterton and Dale’s hybrid, which he said, 
were heavy croppers, free growt rs on any sort 
of land, and if grown on strong heavy soil 
would keep as long as the swede, and be very 
little inferior as a feeding substance, and he 
might add that »t all times they were greed'ly 
eaten and rapidly d gested by cattle of all de - 
criptions, and were to be pre'erred above all 
others for milk-yielding 
called their attention to the white-fleshed vari
eties. which might be sown to advantage up to 
an advanced period of the season,being of rapid 
growth. They also were heavy croppers, and 
one kin 1, the green-topped white, is a very 
good keeper. They will grow on any ground, 
but he trusted that there were none who would 
grow nothing else,as they were not so valuable 
for cattle. Lastly, he s u'd it was not so much 
the quantity but the quality of the crop that 
made it valuable, t-ize was a’so a matter of 
importance. The kind that proves best is “the 
best variety of turnips to sow.”

Article VIII—Requirements.
Reports from SubordinateSection 1.

Granges relative to "crops, implements, stock 
or any other matters calhd for by the Do
minion Grange, must be certified to by the 
Master and Secretary, and un.ier seal of the 
Grange giving the same.

Sic. 2. All printed matter on whatever 
subject, and all information issued by the Do
minion or Division to Subordinate Granges, 
shall be made known to the members without 
unnecessary delay.

Seo. 3. If any brothers or sisters of the 
Order are sick, it shall be the duty of the 
Patrons to visit them, and see that they are 
well provided with all things needful.

animals. He next

SOME FACTS ABOUT BEES.
I was amused the other day at a gentle

man when I informed him that a working 
bee did not live more than two or three 
months. ;

“ Why, I thought they lived all the time, 
as I never see any dead bees around. I 
guess you don’t know what you arogtalking 
about. You’ll tell me next there ain’t no 
king, either. I believe you are lying, for 
my father knew all about bees, and that’s 
what he told me.”

I suppose there are many more like him, 
who think they know all about bees, and do 
not know anything after all.

The queen lives from three to four years. 
The drone’s life is very uncertain. If honey 
is plenty, they tolerate them in the hive ; 
should honey be scarce they kill them 
quickly, as they want no idlers when in ad
versity. The workers live from sixty to 
ninety days during the summer, and from 
three to five months during the winter.

A good swarm will consist of aliout 30,- 
000 bees, the queen laying from 2,000 to 3,- 
000 eggs per day, the worker hatching out in 
about 21 days; so it is easily understood why 
a colony keeps itself up, and throws off 
swarms.

The drones hatch out in 24 days. They do 
nothing, and aro only brought into the 
world to impregnate the queen. After that 
duty is performed they liavo nothing to do, 
at least it has never been found out wliat 
they did, except to eat honey.

After swarms have been hived, place 
boxes on top for extra honey. It is better 
to bo too soon than too late. If you aro 
late putting the boxes on, you may not get 
any extra honey, for when the hive is filled 
they become lazy and hang about the en
trance in clusters.

In the frame hive you can extract the 
honey and keep them at work, as they will 
try to keep the hive full. Knowing this we 
take advantage of them, and extract 300 or 
400 pounds in one season—not honey in tho 
comb, but strained honey—C’or. Rural South
erner.

Article IX—Charters and Dispensations.
Section 1. All charters and dispensations 

issue directly from the Dominion Grange.
Nine men and four women, having 

received the four Subordinate degrees, may 
receive a dispensation to organize a Subordin
ate Grange.

Sec. 3. Applications for dispensa1 ions shall 
be made to the Secretary of the Dominion 
Grange, and be signed by Hie persons applying 
for the same, an 1 be accompanied by a fee of 
fifteen dollars.

Sec. 4. Charter members are those persons 
only whose names are upon the application, 

1 whose fees were paid at the time of or
ganization.

Sec. f>. Five Subordinate Granges can ap
ply for authority to organize a Division Grange.

Ï-EC. 2.

biliary,
BY A. P. ATTWOOP, APAIRIAN EDITOR.

Queries.
Some bee-keepers profess to know a great 

deal about bee-keeping. Many profess to 
know all about it. Just as soon as 1 hear a 
man open bis mouth on bee-koening, I know 
just where to place him. When I hear a 
man say he knows all about bee-keeping 
put him down about as low as the man that 
says he knows nothing, and I am generally 
correct. I only wish I know all, or half 
about bee-keeping; if I did, 1 would not “call 
the Queen my Aunt.”

In order to start my apairian readers, I 
think I will propose a few queries each 
month, and shall tie glad to have the opinion 
of any experienced bee-keeper on any one or 
all of them. A few of them I cannot an-

am

, I
THE KELSO FARMERS’ CLUB, ENGLAND.

The Best Varieties of Turnips.
At the monthly meeting, Mr. Purves, Lin

ton, Burnfoot, in the chair,
Mr. G. S. Douglas, Riddletnnhill, said:- 

You may recollect that when I agreed at 
last meeting tu introduce this subject to you 
for discussion t '-day, some members of the 
Club urged the propriety ef adding the words,
“For feeding and for breeding sto k.” I de
clined to a lopt the suggestion. because I think swer myself, nor yet do 1 believe any lice 
that the first thing to be considered in sowing keeper in the world can answer all satisfac- 
turnips is the nature of the land that we are torily. Still the most of them I can handle 
dealing with ; ti e time we m y have at our and shall he glad to do so at the request of 
disposal next claims our attention ; and we any reader, in a future article, 
may, last of all (the two former con itions be- 18t,—Why is it that sometimes the strong-
tng satisfactory) turn our attention to the ^ m0't vigorou8 8toek we have in the

spring one thah,as swarmed three or four 

and the stock were adapted to one another, during the summer, goes to tho had in
from the nature of the soil, elevation and cli- the fall and gets eat up by millers i 
mate; but now we see all sorts of round pegs 2nd—Why does not a swarm of bees,after
put into square holes, and vice versa land evi- leaving the parent stock, go directly to the 
dently intended to carry a feeding stock, be- woods, instead of first clustering on a tree, 
ing to a greater or 1 ss extent devoted to as they always do ?
breeding purposes; and feeding carried on 3rd—Ifow is it that the queen has power 
largely on farms whose soil and climate would t() ]a„ (,;t)lcr a drone or worker egg at 
much better suit a breeding stock. In the Measure’

f -ILli-H LAos 21 ilaya to pn-luco a worker 

land and the stock, would be the result. It from the egg; during the first two weeks
preposterous to think of feeding stock on of its life it has no desire to gather honey, 

light,,sandy soil, and especially when the princi- and never leaves the hive, hut acts as a 
pal pait of the crop consisted of swedes; while nurse to the young larva; at the age of 15 
it was equally wrong, in his opinion, to devote days it flies out after honey. It has baskets 
rich, heavy soil to the production <f young on its legs for gathering pollen ; it has a 
stock. He thought, as regards the turnip 8ting, and will use it against anything ; its 
crop, we should adopt the varieties we sow to average life in the summer season is only 
the farm and if the stock is of a smtab e kind, . ^ d m all ita parts an<1 in8ti„cts
no mistake can have been made. In this lm- . . f . 1 •
mediate district swedes, he thought, were it ia a distinct class of itself. Hie queen is 
principally dealt in; yellow and the soft produced from the very same 
white fleshed being the other kinds used. Ow- worker; she .comes forth from 
ing to the several influences of soil and climate, the end of 1G days ; when five days old she 
it was a difficult matter to lay down a legiti- flies out on her bridal tour ; upon the third 
mate period for the sowing of these varieties day after she begins to lay, and continues to 
o turnips. On some late places the cultivation t|o so, with the exception of say two 
requires to begin early, whilst on cany, warm- mon(,]18 jn mid-winter. During her whole life 
bottomed, good-hearted land sowing, may be —which is usually four years—she has no 
deferred even till well on in June. Being in8tinut f()r th(fri honey, does not even
taining^îess'ws^er than any ôfher turufyi.' wUh feel herself. She is a very differently made Cattle in New Brunswick-Theré are

advantage over bulbs in its keepingqualilies. bee altogether, being nearly one-half larger still some large oxen left in the parish of
the swede has come into favor in this distric , than the worker; has no baskets on her legs Westmorland, Mr. George Etter having a 
and i ; sown as long as it can be with a reason- to hold pollen, nor proboscis suitable for pair, raised by himself, which girt 8ft. 2m., 
able prospect of a crop. It was subject to gathering honey ; she, too, has a sting, hut and aro supposed to weigh 2300 lbs.

Council of Agricultural an<l Art’s mor« accidents he proceeded to say than has no desire, in fact, cannot he induced to ------ -
Xksori-ilioi! * ' any other turui] b lie knew, but, in his experi- use it against an ordinary enemy ; she will Profitable Sheep.—Mr. Wm. Jeffrey,

enee it lmd been,entirely free lrnm tliât scourge U8e it against nothing but royalty, and then of VVoodbridge, has a flock of 26 sheep, 
Yesterday afternoon the Connell of the Agri- 'l.ng-r and toe l akin, into consideration lnoat viciously. The egg, that under the or- which are a mixture of (Jotswold and Lei-

bons, in the chair. really worthy of such a high place in our r, - have produced a worker in 21 days, with all lbs., being an average of upwards of 7* lbs.
The Secretary stated that he desired to card. '1 he demand prevalent at the present lt8 peculiar instincts, can be taken by the per sheep, winch is considered to be a largo 

bring before the notice of the Association the time, and which he hoped might long continue, bees, and, at the end of 16 days, can be average for an entire flock, 
fact, as he gathered from newspaper para- is forcing farmers to feed stock at a compara- turned into a queen, without one single in-
grauhs, that the City <'onncil of London were lively, and, in some eases, at an excessively stinct that would have been in the worker, Butter and Cheese Trade in the 
going to sell the Exhibition Grounds of that early age. He thought that fir lambs an”3 having at least three and a half years added States.—The butter and cheese trade U 
place without at all official y acquainting or calves mot exceeding twelve months, swed*'» to her life, and in every other respect a dis- constantly increasing in volume and influ- 
consultmg the Toronto Association threon, al- were in a degree indigestible, and from that he tinct cla88 „f herself. The change is really ; cncc aml already exceeds in value that of 
though the latter held a hen upon the grounds drew an inference as to the thorough dislike , . q'u„ ,m„rv Low is it , *u„ _ , iu,„ , t „ . • u i i .
to the amount of 83.500, and in lieu of pay- which his present year’s hog, had taken to all ' ^‘rrmT’ Wliiel, !,fm vreadersem. give t / Î g 1 I r I *rod?Cta;ment were to hive tile free use of the grounds manner of cut swedes, and for their sustena- ! I . ' . ^ Its value is greater than that of hay, wheit
furev.r. tion they r quired a li ge share of artitiical positive information on this point . or cotton, and whatever is done to affect so

The following agreement, arrived at by the ' f eding stuff. He asked the members of Hie 1 5th How ia'bees-wax produced ? wide spread and powerful an interest, should
London City Council, was here read:— ’ club if it would be better, for the hogs at least Gth—How large can a swarm of bees he- receive the most earnest attention.—Little

“That in consideration of the County of to grow a larger proportion of yellow turnips, come under one queen ? Falls, Journal. i

Article XII—Restrictions.
Religious or political ques’ions will not be 

tolerated as subjects of discussion in the work 
of the Order, and no political or religious tests 
for membership shall be applied. our

Extracts from By Laws; —
Article I.

The Second day of June, the birthday 
of the Dominion Grange shall he cele
brated as the anniversary of the Or 1er.

Article II.
At the annual meeting of each Division 

Grange, the members shall elect a member to 
represent the Division in the Dominion Grange 
and an additional member for each five 
Granges comprising the Division. The Mas
ter shall be one of these members.

DIVISION GRANGES.
constitution.

1. Division Granges shall be composed of 
Masters and Delegates of at least five Subor
dinate Granges. The wives of Masters and 
Delegates who h .ve taken the Fourth Degree, 

l’ast Masters and the irshall lie members, 
wives who have taken the Fourth Degree shall 
he honorary members and eligible to office,but 
not entitle ! to vote.

Millions and millions of caterpillars, an 
cording to the Halt Lake Newt, are hatching 
on the trees at Utah, and threaten to destroy 
the fruit crop.

Paris fires have been extensive in Clark 
Go., Iowa., this Spring. One of thim swept 
over a t-aet embracing shout 1,000 acres of 
land.

The Deseret Horticultural Society has tern 
established at Ha’t Lake City, for the purpose 
of encouraging the culture of fruit and 
flowers.

Tho Vermont farmers complain that tho 
spring is very backward. It is worse than 
that of 1800, which was considered full bad 
enough. It also lias been a poor sugar sea
son.

was
2. The boundaries of Division Granges 

shall bn laid down by the Executive Committee 
of the D minion Grange in accordance with 
the desire of a majority of the Granges apply
ing for the same, and may he re-divided by the 
the same authority upon application of four of 
the Masters ■ f their Subordinate Granges.

3. It shall be the duty of the Master and 
Secretary of Divi-ion Granges, or a special 
Committee appointed for that purpose, to cor
respond or consult with manufacturers nr 
dealers in tin ir district, in order to make 
arrangements for special discounts to members, 
and shall report the same to the Secretary of 
the Dominion Grange.

4. It Hiall also he the duty of Secretaries 
of Division Granges to distribute circulars or

as the
e cell at

her documents sent to them by the Secretary 
of the Dominion Grange, where so requested, 
and to report all the tra?factions of their Divi
sion Grange to the Secretary of the Dominion 
Grange.
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!progress and relieved the patient after 
best scientific men had decided that it could 
not be done with any remedy.

I have done so after there was an apparent 
rupture of the membranes, and quite a dis
charge of the liquor ainnii. The use of it 
as a remedy has been so successful that I 
have never made one failure in twenty years.
I could, doubtless, astonish many persons by 
giving names and the particulars of cases, 
but that is unnecessary. Facts are quite 
sufficient, as I am not aiming at making a 
fortune out of the remedy. With such fe
males as can make complaint in time, I only 
use the remedy at such times as may be ne
cessary ; but with such as cannot, I feed 
about one pint of the clean seed every week.
In others I feed either all at once, or at 
times, as may be convenient, for one or two 
months after the aborting period, or until 
the time of delivery, keeping the patient as 
quiet as can be done with convenience.— '
With this remedy I have not only prevented 
the abortion, but have, in every instance, 
seen the subject of the effort, so to do, sur
rounded by a healthy, living offspring.

Irish beef never finds its way into the gen
eral market, but is a monopoly in the hands 
of two or three swell butchers, like Duval of 
Paris, and is supplied to the gr 
Pall Mall, Piccadilly, etc. In 
breed this Irish beef is the result of long 
years of careful in-and-in breeding, by in
telligent, competent men, as wise in their 
day as Messrs. Booth, Bates, etc. The breed 
has no reputation out of Ireland, and it is 
very doubtful if it would succeed any where 
else. Some experiments made by crossing 
with Herefords and Devons proved a failure. 
The Emerald Isle is their home, and unlike 
its people, they do not thrive as “ emigre. ” 
—II. B. B., in Live Stock Journal.

oura large secretion, be continued to maturity, 
the chance for a good flow of milk is lost and 
can never be recovered, ” demands attention.

I have proof to the contrary in my own 
experience with cows and this must be the1 
case with the best dairymen generally who 
make it a practice to keep their cows well.
These all must know the good effects of 
keeping a milch cow in good (uniform good) 
condition—never over-feeding, or so as to 
produce fat to any great extent, but a full 

pply of good nutritious feed, to keep the 
milk organs taxed to their utmost, whether 
the cow was an early milker or not. I 
have purchased cows at six and seven years 
of age, that were fair milkers : which in a 
few years doubled the amount of their milk, 
under the effect of good treatment—better 
considerably, than the cows were accustomed 
to. The food was choice and liberal, the 
housing in winter was the best, and no 
crowding or no molestation was allowed.
Perfect comfort and a satisfied condition 
were secured. Here the capacity of the 
milk-secreting glands was either enlarged, 
or it had not before been sufficiently taxed.
Which is it ï 1 thank it is the latter. Let 
me not be misunderstood. Those same 
cows, thus improved in their milk, might be 
early lactation. If the young mother, 
have still been better brought to calf 
long before she has attained her 
growth, is neglected or abused, and this 
is continued to maturity, there must, from 
necessity, be a lack, and a rather serious 
one. The animal will be much smaller ; 
there will be less constitutional vigor ; the 
pressure of the milk organs is lessened, 
and thus the habit of giving less milk formed.
I remember cases of this kind ; scrubby 
cows was the result. On the other hand, I 
have abundant evidence—and this is uniform 
—that a cow well treated from her birth up, 
pains being taken to get all the strength and 
growth, without excess of feed or fat, will 

ing the pulp from the seeds by washing in be a better milker on account of early ma- 
coul water, separating the coloring matter ternity. Size and strength will not suffer 
from the liquid and drying it without the materially. Only see that there is good 
application of heat, and then pulverizing it. health and digestion, and a full supply of 
securing the coloring principle pure and of proper nutritious food. If the animal goes 
full strength. This is called “annattoine,” to pasture in the spring in good condition, 
and is the substance that we use, the form grass, if abundant, will be sufficient as a 
being not different from that in which it summer feed. Otherwise, the animal being 
exists in the native pulp, which is used by reduced when turned out to grass, there 
the people of Brazil as a flavoring matter in must be something additional, some concen- 
cooking much as we use salt, which is as trated food, to raise lie» up to the proper 
much an article of food and as little a ‘drug’ point. Bnt even when a cow going to grass 
as is carrot juice. Annattoine is a natu- is in a high condition, a little grain fed may 
ral vegetable product, artificially sépara- increase the flow or richness of the milk, 
ted from its natural combination without Whether it be profitable, per ne, to feed 
being changed in character, and may be re- grain in summer, when there is an abundance 
garded as wholesome and even nutritious, of pasture, is another thing. But whether 
It may be used in several ways. That grass alone, or the aid required from some- 
which W'c have adopted (and which costs thing richer, be given, a full How of milk 
about 10 cents per 100 pounds, of butter ) and a high, strong, healthy condition of the 
is according to,the recipe of Messrs. White animal without excess of feed or fat, should 
man and Burrell, of Little Falls, N. Y., who be rigidly insisted upon. With this treat- 

• are large dealers in the material. I first got ment, maternity and the lacteal drain will 
the recipe from Willard’s Dairy Husbandry, but be an incident in the life of the cow, not 
and afterwards in an improved form from materially interfering with her constitutional 
themselves. It is as follows : I. Dissolve one vigor. The milk will be the earlier and 
pound of the best potash and one half pound more fully supplied; and the after effect in 
sal-soda in ten quarts of water, stirring oc- accordance.
cassioually, and allowing it to stand untill It will thus be seen what the dairymen 
well dissolved and until the impurities have 
all settled to the bottom of the vessel. Four' 
off all the clear liquor possible, let it settle 
again and pour off more, and repeat until 
all the sediment remains. 2. Dissolve one 
pound of annattoine in eight quarts of clear
cold water and let it stand in a cool place Irish heifer beef.
from one to two days until perfectly dissol
ved, stirring occasionally and thoroughly. A few words here as to Irish beef. That 
This mixture will ferment if too warm. which comes from the dairy districts is of
Mix the two liquids together and lot the about the same quality as the same class of 
compost stand until the annattoine is per- meat from similar regions in England and 
fectly united with the alkali and the liquid Scotland. But the finest beef in London, or 
becomes clear, stirring occasionally. 4. on the face of the earth, is the Irish heifer 
Store in earthen jars, or if in glass keep in beef, grown expressly for meat. Of very 
a dark place. 4. Immediately before moderate proportions, small in bone, corn- 
churning shake the bottle, and put into the pact, delicate in handling, light in weight, 
cream a large table-spoonful of the liquid solid and firm, fine in texture, sweet as a 
for each gallon of cream, and stir it at once, nut, and juicy as a pine. More than model - 
More or less may be used, according to the ately rapid in maturity, weighing at thirty 
depth of the color desired—more for butter t° thirty-six months, when ready for the 
to be sold fresh than for that which is to be shambles, from 10 to 12 cwt., or 1,120 to 1, -
salted down, as the tint becomes stronger 344 lbs. These heifers, from weaning time hemp seed to prevent abortion.
with time.” forward, are fed upon grass, with occasion- n„nn,„ „ WPii known and really a little linseed meal, as a hygiene. They ^r' " • Du, ca”> a " el‘ kn°fV,,nl 

are weaned at from three to four months; liable breeder of Shorthorns, of McLean 
so soon as weaned, the cow is again set to Oo., 111 writes >the A atwnal'Stork 
breeding, and she, owing to the climate, is /mmmf in relation to the hen^p-seed remedy, 
very prolific. as follows :

This heifer beef is grown exclusively on Nothing has ever been used by the scien- 
grass, and that the most delicious, juicy and title men of the world so immediate in its 
succulent on the earth; a native grass, su- effect, 'or so reliable, 
perior in every respect to our much-lauded I have not only broken
blue or June grass of the Ohio valley. This 1 habit time and again, but have arrested its
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the way of1AS COLOR FOR BUTTER.

The “Ogden Farmer” of the AgriculiurUt 
gives the following description of his process 
for giving butter the color that is most es 
teemed in the market.

“ I have previously referred to the sub
ject of coloring butter, and during the past 
five years have experimented with nearly 
every recipe that has come to my notice.
I have now settled on % system which is so 
satisfactory—after nearly three winters’ 
application of it in the coloring of over 8,000 
lbs. of butter—that it is worth while to 
state it somewhat in detail. The question 
whether butter ought to be colored at all is 
on^that may be left to the judgment of 
the maker. It is quite certain that butter 
of a good color sells for a better price than 
that which is as white as winter butter 
almost invariably is. I do not find that my 
customers object to artificial coloring, and I 
am sure they would critcise an uncolored 
article. No one objects to coloring with 
carrot juice, which is unreliable in the mat
ter of taste, and grows more so as the 
spring approaches ; but annatto is sometimes 
looked upon as a drug, and many hesitate to 
us it on this account. The annafto plant, 
which grows in the tropics; bears a prickly 
pad about the size of a horse-chestnut. In 
this are many seeds, of about the size and 
shape of the kernels of buckwheat, which 
are embedded in a reddish pulp. When the 
pod ripens the pulp dries and adheres to the 
seeds. The pulp removes from the seeds, 
is the annatto of commerce. The common 
means of preparation is by steeping in water 
and boiling to a paste and then drying ; this 
is “basket annatto. ” Itecently, Mr. (4. de 
Cordova has developed a process for remov-

su
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There has one time or another been a great 
deal of both humane and common sense, 
and sound business principle violated in the 
treatment of cattle, from the time they 
leave the country to be sent to market, until 
they are disposed of. Sometimes they have 
been treated to an excessively large feed of 
corn, so as to heat them up and make them 
drink water excessively, thus giving 
seller good weights when the animal! 
sold. Sometimes they have been well salted 
for the purpose of stimulating the drinking 

Sometimes cattle have arrived at 
yards on Sunday, after a good long 

the cars, and have been ordered kept off 
from water on dry hay, and sometimes corn, 
until Monday morning, when they 
pected to drink an amount of water that 
will weigh at least fifty or sixty pounds per 
head against the buyer. Quite a number of 
cattle, one time or another, that have been 
thus treated, have died in the yards, or be-

market after

the CHEESE FACTORIES IN CANADA.s are
Cheese fact ries in Canada are said to be on 

There is no reason why manythe increase, 
districts in the Provinces should not compete 
successfully wi h the diary districts of the 
United States. There is no danger of glutting 
the market. The Western Rural has always 
taken the ground, and does yet, that increased 
production always pro luces increased consump
tion, if the commodity only be one of general 
value to the community.

Cheese ought to be a common article of food, 
of universal use, fully as much so as butter,and 
will be, when the value of cheese as food comes 
to be properly a]I reci ited. Therefore, we say 
to our Canadian neighbours, Go ahead ; pro
duce all the first-class ch ese and butter you 
can. and htdp to drive out of the market some 
of the inferior produce that vitiates the t-iste 
when it does not produce disgust.— iVestern 
Rural.
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All abuses of this kind need reformation, 
for the very good reason that it is both in
human and impolitic to treat dumb animals 
in this way. Honesty is the best policy ; 
every good cattle buyer knows at a glance 
just the condition that cattle are in for 
weighing, and he will always make his price 
accordingly—so that in nine cases out of ten, 
while the owner of cattle treated in the 

referred to may congratulate himself 
__ having gained fifty to sixty pounds per 

head in the weight of his lot, the buyer has 
really taken the difference off in the price he 
has given, just as he ought to do in every 
case of the kind.

Cattle should always be fed regularly and 
fairly from the time they leave the country 
until they are slaughtered for consumption. 
Humane principles require this policy on the 
part of the owners, and it is requisite for 
keeping the meat of the animals in perfect 
health and in its normal, juicy condition for 
human food.—Drovers’ Journal.

MAKING SHEEP PROFITABLE.

All flock masters have in view the object of 
king the flock pay, but each goes about it in 

an entirely different way. One cares well for 
the fl ick, and makes them as comfortable as 

be at all times ; another lets them take 
_ These last are usually

looking for some better breeds, and imagine 
their sheep are “run out,” or they have had 
them too long. I have a great deal of sympa- - 
thy fora flock of sheep in this situation. They 
are placed very much as the Israelites of old 

when commanded to make brick without 
straw ; much is expected from them and very 
little done for them.

The probabilities art that one-half of the 
sheep kept in this country are cared for in this 
slip-shod manner. Their owners consider them 
poor property, and neglect them in every pos
sible way, only waiting for a chance to sell, 
which they do not get, as their sheep are not in 
a condition to attract buyers. When the cold 
fall rains and snows come, the owners know 
them to be severe storms, but imagine the 
sheep can stand it. The consequence is, that 
when winter sets in the sheep are low in flesh ; 
they are not thought to be doing well, but the 
owners expect to have some early lambs to sell 
at a good price, to make up the loss for all 
former bad treatment and neglect. When the 
early lambs appear, many ewes have twins ; 
none have nourishment enough for one lamb, 
much less two ; many die from want of shelter. 
By the time grass comes, the lambs are stunt, 
ed, and the ewes are poor beyond description ; 
on many the wool is entirely off the belly and 
neck. Shearing time arrives ; the average is 
from two and one-half to three pounds of in
ferior wool,the lambs are not fit for the butcher, 
and the piofits from the early lambs vanish.— 
These farmers naturally conclude that the 
sheep business is unprofitable ; they think 
dairying would pay better. This is the way to 
make the flock not pay.

The other class of flock masters keep as many 
sheep (or a few less) as they have good feed for 
in summer, and comfortable accommoda'ions 
for in winter. If the aim is to breed pure bred 
stock, they select the best specimens of the 
breed to be found, whether long or fine wool, 
weeding out all such as do not come up to the 
standard of what may be called excellent. If, 
on the other hand, it is th ught best to breed 
a practical sheep, one for wool and mutton,and 
lambs for the butcher,they select from the best 
natives in the country, ewes of good age, say 
from two to three years ; avoiding all those 
disposed to be bare of wool about the belly, 
face or tail ; then crossing them with a pure 
bred long wooled ram, even if he costs from #80 
to $50. I know of nothing better than a Cots- 
wold, as the lambs will have almost twice the 
amount of wool that their dams had, and car- 

, in proportion, and the second cross in tne 
direction will produce stock that, to tne
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TO SWEETEN BUTl'ER FIRKINS.

Our readers who are engaged in the manu
facture of butter often experience consider
able difficulty in keeping the firkins sweet. 
A failure to accomplish this very frequently 
entails upon the manufacturer a severe loss, 
and to them we present the following infor
mation concerning this matter, which will 
be found of considerable benefit:
• Before packing butter in new firkins, put 
them out of doors in the vicinity of the well, 
fill them with water, and throw in a few 
handsfull of salt. Let them stand three or 
four days, and change the water once during 
that time. Butter firkins should be made of 
white oak, and this process effectually takes 
out the acid contained in that wood, and 
makes the firkin sweet, 
well made and rightly packed, it will keep 
good all summer, even if the firkin be kept 
in store above ground. To cleanse old fir
kins in which butter has been packed and 
left exposed some time to the air, fill with 

milk and leave standing twenty-four 
hours; then wash clean and scald with brine. 
This makes them as good as new.—Colonial 
Farmer.

must keep in view—early maternity and 
good treatment, our common stock may be 
improved even to double its former capa
city, as I have stated. The whole hitches 
on the care and treatment of the animal.
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EARLY MATERNITY AND TREATMENT OF COWS.

A writer in the Xcir-Iork llerald holds 
that early maternity in a heifer enlarges the 
capacity of the milk of the milk-secreting 
organs to the advantage of the future cow. 
This is acknowledged. But the assertion 
which follows, that “unless this is done, and 
the habit of feeding well, so as to establish
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ting down, and if afterward it is discovered 
that they were not all killed, put on more, 
but usually one wetting will answer.

“ farming don’t pay,” do not breed draught 
hones and raise mutton sheep, saiing 20 per 
cent, import and railway carriage all the way 
from Canada?—Belleville Intellviencer.
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CROPS.
The genial and copious rains of the last few 

days have acted 1 ike magic in accelerating 
vegetation. The fall wheat, that had such an 
u-promising appearance earlier in the spring, 
has spread out and gained rapidly; the mea
dows have made great progress, and bid fair 
to be a good average crop. Spring grain is 
somewhat backward, but the r. cent weather 
has forced the growth so rapidly that the pros
pects were never better. The pasturi s are ex
cellent, and dairy produce will soon be plenti
ful. The early potatoes are up and looking 
well, but the bug has already commenced its 
ravages, and should be put down by timely 
application of Paris green. A machine, how
ever, has been invented, consisting of fans, 
worked by an Archime lean screw; is wheeled 
up and down close to the rows or hills, and 
the fauf knock them off into a box attached to 
the machine. It works well when the vines 
have attained a considerable size.

SHKEP 8HÏARIN0
is about done, and the crop of wool far in ex
cess of last year; butchers’ stock, however, 
both in sheep and lambs, is scarce.

FAT CATTLE
are in demand; the stall-fed .ones are bought 
u i for the American market, or for home con
sumption by local buyers, and the grass-fed 
cattle have not laid on enough flesh yet to 
make them tit to slaughter.

casual observer, is not inferior to the pure 
bred ; but not as ortain to breed from, as re
gards their imparting their good qualities to 
their descendants.

In order to make sheep pay, all that is ne
cessary, beyond a doubt, is to care well for 
them, to keep them from the cold rains and, 
when the weather is cold, to keep them dry 
and sheltered. From the nature of their 
clothing, they wet easily and dry slowly. It is 
aimed to avoid loss of flesh if possible, since by 
so doing, if there are any breeding ewes to be 
disposed of for any cause, they are ready for 
the butcher as soon as shorn, and in all proba
bility will bring more then than if kept until 
the fall.—Cor. Country Gentleman.

our

I know orchards that in 1872 were covered 
with this worm, the foliage and fruit crop 
completely destroyed, that were treated aa 
above last year with perfect success—the 
worms killed and the orchards produced bne 
crops of apples.

This liquid will not only destroy the can
ker worm, but the myriads of insects that 
are too small to be seen by the naked eye, 
that are preying upon the foliage of trees. — 
One party says that, after using it last year 
in his orchard, the foliage made such a lux
uriant growth and was so dark a green tliat 
it was almost black. It can bo used just as 
safely and with the same success in the 
flower garden, destroying the insects that 
infest the shrubbery, as in the orchard. 1

The canker worm has already made its ap
pearance in some sections of the country and, 
therefore, must be looked after at once.— 
The above is a very simple remedy and very 
easily applied.

I saw parties in Southern Wisconsin two 
or three days since that told me they pro
posed to make up a barrel of the liquid, put 
it on a platform built on the top of a lumber 
wagon box, drive on the windward side of 
the trees, and shower them by means of a 
garden syringe.

1 hope that this may meet the eye of tens 
of thousands of orchardists, and that they 
will act vpon its suggestions at once.—Cor. 
Chicago Journal.

—The female ef the canker worm is wing
less. They emerge from the ground in early 
spring, usually during a space of three or 
four weeks. They often, however, hatch . 
and come forth in the fall and early winter, 
if thô season bo favorable. The females are 
obliged to reach the branches to lay their 
eggs by crawling up the trunks. It is cer
tainly easier to encase the trunks of the 
trees with some one of the various devices to 
prevent their ascending, and thus prevent 
them laying their eggs, rather than wait till 
they are hatched anil then shower the trees 
with a solution of Paris green. That poison 
is well known to be dangerous if applied to 
plants which bear their fruit among the foli
age, and from the deep eavity at the stem 
of apples, there might naturally collect 
siderable quantities of it. Besides the plan 
of showering the trees with this liquid poi
son would be far more costly than encasing 
the trunks with tarred bandages, or recepta
cles Idled with some viscous fluid.

REMEDY FOR STOPPAGE OF URINE IN HORSES.
In a bag one foot square, put enough fine 

salt to form a thin layer over the side. Wet it 
with alcohol,or if not at hand, usâtes.
Place it over the kidneys, then wf: 
blanket in very hot water and place it over the 
bag, covering these wi h several thicknesses of 
dry blankets to retain the steam. Over all, 
place the usual horse blanket. If relief is not 
obtainable in fifteen or twenty minutes, repeat 
the operation. Leave the outside blanket on 
after the others have been removed, till the 
horse is perfectly dry. Massachusetts Plouijh- 
man.
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A MYSTERIOUS DISEASE.

A mysterious disease among cattle has 
lately broken out in the neighborhood of St. 
German’s, Cornwall, England. In a few 
days seventeen valuable animals, chiefly 
cows, and most of them Short-horns, had 
died, and several others narrowly escaped. 
Horses or pigs are not exempt from it. Pro
fessor Axe called the disease splccnic apo
plexy; the spleen was invariably effected, 
and the blood was in a fearful state, full Of 
either aninialculae or fungi. But how the 
disease was produced, or how it was to be 
cured, scientific men were at a loss to say. 
It is thought t8at the disease is not in
fectious.

AGRICULTURAL NOTES.
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED—S.

From the proceedings of an Agricultural 
Club in England, wc give in another column 
an interesting article on clover, and in par
ticular on Sanfoin or French clover, 
have had some knowledge of this very valu
able species of trifolium, as of all the varie
ties of clover, and would wish to know from 
some of our correspondents what has been 
their experience in its cultivation. As the 
soil and climate of Canada have proved to 
be so suitable to the different varieties of 
clover, we see no reason why the cultivation 
of the Sanfoin would not be as successful as 
the others.
able it to bear our winters, 
valuable addition to our forage plants.

We

IN CANADA.
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FRUIT
is in abundance, 
down. Apple trees never had a better appear
ance; plums, unless something unusual hap
pens, promise an extraordinary yield.

The cherries are loaded

Cjje gone. Its long tap roots would cu
lt would be a

DAIRItS
are in full operation, and a large number of 
new ones have started this year. The high 
price paid last year has stimulated enterprise 
in this important branch of Canadian industry.

BREEDING HORSES FOR FARM WORK.

A writer in the London Mark Lane Express 
in discussing the points to be considered in 
breaking horses for farm labor, says:

“ The head should be comely, but not so 
small as that of the running horse, as it en
ables the animal to throw mo-e weight into 
the collar. » He should be broad and flat in the 
forehead, have neat, well set-on ears, pro- 

, minent placed eyes, thin eye lids, large nos
trils, neat neck, ami deep towards the chest ; 
not very high in the withers, with upright 
shoulders, forearm broad, flat bone below the 
knee, rather short pasterns, good round feet - 
not too fiat or too upright, plenty of hoof, 
clean leg, straight back, with plenty of loins, 
and ribs well arched. He should be long on 
the back rib and long in the quarter ; the 
haunch should be strong, the hip well down, 
the hock-j oint broad ; and for a breeder, no 
animal should be used that is not free from 
curb, bog or bone spavin, splint or side bones. 
Horses with well developed muscle and a good 
constitution are easy to keep, and can endure 
a great deal of fatigue.

POTATOES AND THE POT ATO BEETLE. 
Potatoes give good promise of being a re

munerative crop, though the potato beetle is 
doing some mischief to the vines. In the 
beginning of the season, when they are as 
yet comparatively few in number, we pick 
them off'. Afterwards, when their numbers 
have increased, wc give them poison, 
sprinkle the vines lightly -with Vermatoxa, 
an unfailing bug destroyer, or with Paris 
Green mixed with plaster of Paris. It is 
claimed for the former that the handling of 
it is attended with less danger, and that it is 
easier of application, being already prepared. 
Either of them is sure death to the bug. — 
Some mix the Paris green with water, and 
with the poisoned liquid sprinkle the vines.

THE DANGERS OF PARIS GREEN.
The following timely precautionary instruc

tions are given in the Paint and Oil Journal:
As the handling and using of dry Paris 

green, especially oy nersons unaccust med to 
its use, is attended with considerable risk, 
and often followed by serious consequences, 
we make the following suggestions, founded 
on our experience as manufacturers : -

All packages whether large or small, should 
be plainly marked poison.

T here is great danger in the mixing of this 
green fur potato bug and cotton worm pobon, 
owing to the fine dust which arises in the 
process, which is inhaled and also rapidly 
absorbed by the pores of the skin, especially 
if the person using it should be in a state of 
perspiration. To guard against this, the 
hands and face (particularly nostrils) should 
be protected as much as possible, and 
be carefully washed after working in it, or in 
any of the preparations of which it is 'an in
gredient. As it penetrates and poisons wood, 
gets into the seams and crevices of articles 
made of metal, and even into earthenware that 
is at all porus, all household utensils, 
thing in barn or stable which cattle or horses 
could have access to, in which the article may 
have been mixed, or from which it has been 
used should be carefully set aside, and never 

’ ( ‘ ’ again used for any other purpose.
It appears that the Canadians find the breed- Malignant sores are not unfrequently caused 

ing of fine draught horses a paying business, by scratching the skin when itching or irri- 
and the remunerative prices obtained from tated from handling the green.
United States purchasers for such horses, as the constantly borne in mind that it is a more 
Rural New Y<irkrr port raved some weeks since, dangerous and deadly poison than arsenic, 
has encouraged importation of more stalli ns. and farmers, planters and others, when pur- 
A few years since I found that sheep were chasing should be duly cautioned to exercise 
bought in Canada in the summer, brought to the utmost care in using it. 
the State of New York, and during the winter As a remedy for the poison, the free use of 
slaughtered and sent to hotels and private milk as a beverage is recommended, but we 
families in the city, paying expenses of freight have found hydrate per-oxide of iron (a 
from the Dominion, import duty, and for the simple, harmless remedy) the best antidote, 
food and care after; for the mutton obtained ; Sores caused by the green should be well cov- 
from these Canada sheep was superior to the ered with it, as with an ordinary salve, and 
general kind obta ined from New Y< lk butchers, a teaspoonful in a wine glass of water should 
Now tin - importation of horses and sheep from be taken twice a day internally, while working 
a climate entailing more expense in wintering, with the green. This remedy can be obtained 
in addition to the import duty and freight, from any druggist or chemist, 
shows that there is something very extraor- The consumption of Paris green has largely 
dinary in there being an absence of such stock increased within a few years, and the article 
in the possession of United Slates farmers, for is now applied to such a variety of purposes 
as it pai s Canadians to breed, raise and send that carelessness in its use or ignorance on the 
to New York or sell to go to that city, how is part of those who use it, cannot fail to pro- 
t those farmers who are continually crying ■ duce the most deplorable results.

Every -person should understand how to 
treat a flesh wound, because one is liable to be 
placed in circumstances, away from surgical 
aid, where he may save his own life, the life 
of a friend or of a beast, simply by the exer
cise of a little common sense, 
place, close the lips of the wound with the 
hand, and hold them firmly tog ther to check 
the flow of blood until several stitches can be 
taken and the bandage applied. Then bathe 
the wound for a long time in cold water. 
Should it be painful, a correspondent says, 
take a panful of burning coals and sprinkle 
upon th m common brown sugar, and ho d the 
wounded part in the smoke. In a few minutes 
the pain will be allayed, and recovery proceeds 
ravidly. In my case, a rusty nail had marie 
a bad wound in my foot. The pain and ner
vous irritation was severe. This was all re
moved by holding it in the smoke for fifteen 
minutes, and I wjb able to read with comfort. 
We have recommended it to others with 
like results. Last week one of my men had a 
finger-nail torn out by a pair of ice tonga. It 
became very painful, as was to have been ex
pected. Held in sugar smoke for twenty 
minutes the pain ceased and promised speedy 
recovery.

In the firstWe
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breeds, and imagine 
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i make brick without 
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It would not lie pleasant/when buying an 
apple at a fruit stand, to ünagino that it had 
been raised under this poisonous bath. We 
do not imagine that fruit eaters need be 
afraiil just yet. Practical fruit raisers will 
not soon abandon the comparatively easy old 
plan for the very costly one given by the 
correspondent of our city contemporary.— 
Parisg reon is a good remedy for Golorado 
potato beetles, but we protest against advis
ing its indiscriminate use for fruit trees, 
garden vegetables and flowers, 
deadly to be played with.

ADVANCE IN HORSES.
A contemporary says : #
“ We recollect very well that wh n railroads 

were first being built in the interior of New 
England, farmers thought that horse racing 
would no longer be profitable, and many 
breeders of our acquaintance acted on this be
lief, and either raised no cults at all, or much 
less than they had formerly done. Everybody 
knows that these fears were not realized.- 
Horses have been in greater demand, and 
prices have been much higher since the com
pletion of railroads than before. The same 
appears to have been the case in England, as 
it is stated that the London General Omnibus 
Company has purchased 22,026 horses in the 
last twelve years. From 10)1 to 1870 the 
age price was about $120 each, 
average price was $140, and in 1872 nearly 

Until 1870 the needed supplies were 
eaiily obtained in England and Scotland. For 
eighteen months past nearly all the horses 
bought have been purchased in Fra ce.
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In some of the vineyards of Switzerland it 
is a common practice to light large tires with 
the object of shielding the young shoots of the 
vines from the effects of the sun’s rays in the 
early morning in frosty wea'her, by means of 
clouds of siii ikt-. During the recent frosts an
other and equally effective method has been 
adopted—that is, by covering the shoots at 
sunrise with paper rolled in the form of a 
sugar oaf. Two men can protect two. thou
sand plants in two hours.

;
It is too
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VALUE OF SOOT.
This substance contains amonia, carbon and 

a certain oil, and is, therefore, applicable to 
corn, wheat, etc. Some writers have asserted 
that, if the seed of Indian com be mixed with 
this substance and ashes, it is not so liable to 
be affected with smut But it seems more 
probable that the growth of the fungus,or rather 
its development, depends on a lack of vitality 
in the plant from some cause, and, conse
ille ntly, there is afforded a resting place for 
the spores in the s one way as other fungi are 
produced on decaying trees and logs. If this 
u the case, the soot can only act like other 
manures, in stimulating th- growth and vi
tality of the horn, thus giving it a greater 

and deposits her eggs under power of resistance against the intrusion of the 
old bark or in rough places. They natch in pucciuea.
May or the fore part of June into small- In order to make a successful application 
looking caterpillars or so-called measuring of the mineral manures, the agriculturist must 
worms, which soon spread over the trees, have an approximate i lea of the natural Corn- 
destroying the foliage, positiop ,°f his soil, as well as a knowledge of

Many plans have been tried to prevent the the partioular elements necessary to and ex
worm from crawling up the tree, and with haunted by each kind of crop; and the want 

But to “ wipe them out ” Kuch knowledge has been the cause of the 
completely, so that there shall not be one of in attempting to«4 M,L VI, i. j„ ,h„ TS3SSysSRS5M5ij;2i

Ifaris green m water, applied with a large its various omposits, he cannot fail to supply 
syringe a tablespoon ful of I aris green to a the materials necessary; for such manure# pou- 
patent pailful of water. sess all the elements which assist in the for-

Wheu the worms are all. hatched as near mation of the root, leaves, stem and fruit,— 
tue can be judged, give the trees a good wet- N, Y. Times,

aver-
In 1871 the

$105. PARIS GREEN AND CANKER WORMS.or any-
lt has been discovered tliat the canker

worm, which has been spreading 
throughout the Northwest for the last few 
years, destroying the foliage of apple-trees 
and making the orchards look as though fire 
had swept through them, can be extermin
ated, and that, too, with very little labor.

The female canker worm rises out of the

so rapidly
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she is wingless)
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iety of present meats, put np by Mr. 
Johnstone, Edinburgh, Scotland. The Com
pany have purchased this gentleman’s ap
pliances ana processes, and have engaged 
him to act as manager of their 
when they expect to turn out preserved 
meats at one-half what they cost in England, 
and of equal flavor and quality. French 
beef, it is maintained, can be purchased

CORN CROP ok THE UNITED STATES.

The Live Stock Journal gives the value of 
this crop as follows:

“ The crop of first interest to 45,000,000 
of people in the United States is corn. It 
does more to feed them than any other crop. 
It forms the chief bread food ior 15,000,000, 
and produces largely the flesh food for the

adapted to nearly every State in the Union, 
the range of its cultivation extending be
yond ■any of our so-called giains or grasses, 
and in many localities where it is not pro
fitable to raise it for grain, it furnishes the 
best means to make up for a short crop of 
grass for fodder. ”

English Scenes.
To those of our readers who hail from 

Merry England, the views of the Mill on the 
Stream, the English Cottage, and the Field 
Mice, will bring back the old times to their 
mind, and they wiU, infancy, wander among 
“ the scenes of their childhood, as fond re
collection presents them to view. ” We are 
now enjoying the pleasure of re
visiting our old home, and 
"again pressing the earth of 
ejear Old England, and cannot re
frain from sending those views, 
which are so characteristic of the 
country.

You can, all of you probably, 
remember just such a pleasant, 
steady stream as that depicted in 
“The Mill on the Stream.” The 
cows are lazily standing jin the 
cool water, under the shadow of 
the trees. One of the mill hands 

the old boat up the 
creek, and giving his 

friend a ride.
The cottage surrounded with 

shrubbery, the diamond-shaped 
panes in the window, the child 
with her little waggon—all are 
thoroughly English, and are no 
doubt recognized by many of you 
as very like old friends.

The Field Mice, perhaps, you 
will call old enemies, hut even 
they, for association’s sake, you 
will not quarrel with.

We hope, upon our return, to 
give many views of English life 
and scenery, accompanied with 
such information as we may deem 
of value. Ours is not merely a 
trip for pleasure, but :of observa- 

d examination.

works here,

HORTICULTURAL NOTES.

Washing Lice off Trees.—The pre
sent time is just about the season 
when the bark louse can be most 
effectively attacked by washing 
the bark of trees. The N. Y. 
Times says, in referring to the 
use of white wash for this purpose: 
“One word as to the washing of 
trees. We frequently see apple 
and other trees at this season of 
the year whitewashed, 
whitewash is very 
kitchen walls. It 
clean and sweet, but it 
intended for a living surface. It 
stops the pores of the bark, 
through which the tree breathes 
in part. Washing is good for 
both trees and men, but not white
washing—except at Washington. 
The wash we have used for

9111Sar.
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years
is a mixture of soft soap and water, 
one-third soap and two-thirds 
waterforyoung trees, and agreater 
r»tio of soap as the tree grows 
older and the bark thicker. This 
will take off the bark-louse, open 
the pores of the hark, and almost 
rejuvenate an old tree. If soft 
soap cannot be had, potash is a 
good substitute— a pound to a 
gallon of water, Refuse mackerel 
brine will also effectually destroy 
bark lice and other insects, the 
oil and the salt both combining 
in producing the result. The 
washing should lie'attended to in 
the latter part of May, when the 
bark-louse hatches its young, for 

.each of the little scales, which 
seem so lifeless on the bark of an 
apple tree, produces from thirty 
to forty young ones at this season 
and propagates again about the 
first of August, when we often see 
the little scales fastened on the 
fruit. They look very innocent, 
but a few thousand of them on a 
tree suck out its life-blood. Soft-

i
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. AN ENGLISH COTTAGE,
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Healing Power of Ghic.
l/y

Many do not know that glue, as 
a healing remedy, is invaluable. 
For the last twelve or fourteen 
years, says a mechanic, I have 
been employed in a shop where 
there are over three hundred men 
at work; and as is the case in all 
shops of this kind, hardly a day 
passes but one or more of us cut 
or bruise our limbs. At first there 
were but few who found their way 
to my department to have their 
wounds bound up ; but after a 
while it became generally known 
that a rag glued on,a fiesli wound 
was not only a speedy curative, 
but a formidable protection against 
further injury. I was obliged to 
keep a full supply of rags on hand 
to be ready for any emergency. I 
will here cite one among many of 
the cases cured with glue, 
man was running a boring ma
chine, with an inch and a quarter 
augur attached; by some means 
the sleeve of his shirt caught in 
the augur, bringing his wrist in 
contact with the bit, tearing the 
flesh amongthemuscles in âfright 
ful maimer. He was conducted to 
my apartment (the pattern shop) 
and I washe 1 the wound in warm 
water, and glued around it a cloth 
which, when dry, shrupk into a 
rounded shape, holding 
wound tight and firm. Oi 
twice a week, for three or four 
weeks, I dressed the wound 
afresh, until it was well, 
man never lost an hour’s time in 
consequence, The truth of this 
statement hundreds can testify to. 
I use, of course, the best quality 
of glue.
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O«Ml ! soap can be put to no better pur

pose than destroyina these thieves, 
and it also softens the rough bark 
so that it scales off, leaving the 
surface of the tree smooth and 
healthy.” -

&
1
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SULPHATE OF IRON OR COPPERAS.

A Correspondent of the Chatau- 
qua Farmer says ; “I purchased 
five’pounds sulphate of iron ( Cop
peras ) ; took two common pork 
barrels ; divided the iron and put 
half in each barrel, and filled with 
water. When washing days came 
the suds were thrown into the 
barrels, making the mixture black 
as ink. This was late—July 26th. 
Of course I haden’t it in season to 
water early beans, but I commen
ced watering half a patch number 
one, butter-bush beans. I had 
picked them twice, and taken to 
market. Bid not expect to get 
any more. $ I watered them with 
the above "solution three or four 
times ; they blossomed again, and 
I had three better pickings than 
the first. No. 2, Lima beans— 
watered as above, and the result 
was astonishing; vines loaded, 
breaking down the poles, yet I 
kept picking "and sending them 
to market. They kept green and 
good, and I took good shelled 
;reen Lima beans to market the 
irstday of November, while those 

not watered, of both kinds, were 
all dried up. Now try the above 
if you like. But if any of you have 

a pear tree, or trees, try it, and if >ou don’t 
tell me next fall that you never saw or ate 
such delicious pears in your life, I shall be 
disappointed with your success. By water
ing mine last year tho;e who ate of them 
said so. I shall use this mixtüre very extensi
vely this year. I think it pays fifty per cent.
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M H»!EXPORTATION OF CANADIAN FRESH 

MEAT. m 9Vpany has lately been 
Britain with a capital

A com 
formed in
of £200,000 in 20,000 shares of 
£10 each, to export fresh Cana
dian beef to the English markets, 
and prepare vtarious tinned meats 
and a pure alimentary fat named “taurine,” 
at an establishment situated either near 
Richmond or Sherbrooke, P. <J. Captain 
Smith, of the S S. “Scandinavian,” who is 
a director of the Company, yesterday gave 
a number of representatives of the press an 
opportunity of tasting and inspecting a var-

>y:

v
THE FIELD MICE.

other 30,000,000 of our population, besides' 
leaving a large surplus for export. When 
properly grown and harvested, it works up 
clean—no waste. This grain furnishes the 
concentrated fattening food and the stalks of 
the bulky' fodder for horses, cattle and 
sheep. Nothing is lost. It is also a crop

wholesale here for from 4c to 6c per pound, 
say 3d. The freight carriage on the'passage 
would bo less than one Id. per pound, which 
supposing the meat retailed at Sd. per pound, 
would give a profit of 4d. The Company 
is going to work as soon as possible, and 
will inaugurate a new branch of industry'.
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Autumn ) Farmyard manure alone 1Ç 2 1 22
manured 1 With artificial........— 24 3 2 *m^d I ^ticiT ̂  al0ne M 16 3 1

It is thus, we think, clearly established that 
for root crops other than potatoes it is. best, 
provided the nature of the soil is sufficiency 
retentive, to apply farmyard manure in the 
autumn, probably because the distribution of 
the plant food through the soil induces a more 
perfect development of rootlets, and conse
quently rainfall is more easily appropriated. 
* » » Thus far, on the whole, the results

favorable to autumn manuring, 
crop following, viz., 1872—was wheat ; three 
bushels of a particularly fine description of 
white wheat were sown. The crop, though 
ra her thin, tilled well and promised a full 
yield, but was injured by a cold autumn and 
wet harvest. The yield of that on the spring 
manured land was the more bulky, but the 
quality and weight of the corn were greatly

hill was kept until spring, and, as it must have 
become to some extent concentrated in the in
terval, an equal weight would contain more 
manurial value. This would be favorable to 

spring manured portion ; and hence, when 
we find the other plot decidedly superior, we 
are the more inclined to believe in autumn 
manuring. On one acre in each division, beans 
were drilled 16 inches apart. The result was 
decidedly favorable to autumn manuring *-40 
bushels 2 pecks, against 35 bushels 1 peck Mo 
account was taken of the straw, which ^JTeaJ" 
ed rather greater on the spring manured land. 
Two acres of each division were planted with 
potatoes. The early growth was vigorous, but 
the spring manured poi tio%fcook a decided lend. 
In August of 1872, disease made fearful havoc. 
In October they were lifted with the following 
result :

Autumn manured 3067 lbs 
Spring manured •. 3896

up the advantages of either plan of manuring 
giving the circumstances that make each the 
better way. Autumn manuring i* beet when 
commerci.l fertilizers are used, when quality 
rather than quantity of potatoes is desired,and 
where root crops having plenty of fibrous roots, 
like mangolds, are raised. Spring manuring 
is best where the soil is poor, or of a light, thin 
nature, and as most of the manure ie made in 
the winter, it does not require capital to lie 
idle so long before returns o me in, as when 
manure is held over till fall,although the labor 
of getting out the manure is lees in the fall 
than in the spring.—Country Gentleman.

The Application of Manure.

It is a subject of great importance and of 
frequent discussion, whether it is most profit
able, in the long run, to apply manure to the 
fields in the fail preceding the i lanting of a 
crop, or in the spring, just be'ore planting.—
There are good reasons adduced both tor ana 
against either practice, but we do not remem
ber to have heard of any comparative experi
ments being made that were careful enough to 
furnish any data by which to establish a rule 
in the matter. In the London Field of May 
23d we find some extracts from a report made 
to the Highland and Agricultural Society of 
Scotland, containing a Belies of experiments 
made on root crops from 1870 to 1873, in order 
to test this very question :

The nature of the soil in reference to its re
tentive power is an important, element. The 
first experiment was on alluvial land, resting 
on blue lias clay ; the second on a 
sharp, gritty soil resting on gravel.
In tbe first case a field of about six 

, rectangular in shape, and 
very uniform as to soil, was set 
apart and divided, into two equal 
port'ons by means of a furrow drawn 
from top to bottom ; 60 tons of well- 
made farmyard manure was spread 
upon the western portion, after 
which the whole field was plowed 
with a light furrow not exceeding 4 
in. or 5 in. in depth. In the spring, 
the whole field was deeply cross- 
plowed. and harrowed and cultivat
ed until a proper fct*l ■ was obtain
ed. One acre of each portion was 
thrown into drills 30 in. in width, 
the eastern portion receiving 20 tons 
of manure ; both planted with pota
toes. The remaining 2 acres of the 
eastern division received 40 tons of 
manure, and corresponding are 'S of 
mangolds and swedes wire sown : 
the latter, however, being divided 
into two equal portions in each case, 

of which received 3 cwt. of tur
nip manure.
that the conditions, except as to the 
manure, were identical ; and, if the 
quality of the latter were uniform, 
all the elements existed for a satis
factory test. We are not told what 
steps were taken to insure uniform
ity, and our own experience enables 
us to appreciate the difficulty. T- e 
condition of the manure < tight not 
to be the same—that used in the au
tumn should be less fermented ; and 

» the best way woul 1 be to make a 
bill of similar manure to that used 
in the autumn,weigh out the requir
ed quantity at the same time, take 

to preserve it carefully through 
the winter, and distribute it. over 
the land in spring without reference 
to the weight per acre, which w nil 1 
of course be much reduced. The 
comparative or equal value of the 
20 tons of manure would depend en
tirely upon the way it was male, 
and the state of term' ntat:on it hod 
undergone.
the second experiment on attenant 
was it ade to secure unifo mitv. It 
is only fair, without further evidenc 
to conclude that the manure applied 
in the spring was at least as go d, 
and ’possibly, from being more de
composed, superior to that used in 
the autumn.

The trial with potatoes resulted 
as follows : The fall-manured plot of 
one-eighth of an acre yielded 3,580 
pounds of potatoes, of which 537 
were diseased : the value of the crop 
being £o 0s. Jd. The plot manured 
in the spring yielded 4 131 pounds of 
potatoes,of which 750 were diseased, 
and worth £6 2s. Id.

The above is interesting, as show
ing the greater liability to disease as well as the superior on the first part where 
increased crop when spring manuring was had been autumn applied. ^ 
adopted. In the light sandy soils, where po
tatoes form a most important crqp, the practice 
of spring manuring is universal. The less fer
mented the manure, the be * r, as the chance 
of disease is lessened.

The result in the c;se of the mangolds was 
very decidedly in favor of autumn manuring, 
doubtless attributable to the greater area coujj ^e mac)e
through which the rootlets were distributed in egt on the 8pring manured portion, the differ- 
s“arch of foo l, and their consequently increas- ence onl amounting to about 1$ cwt. 
ed ability to imbibe moisture. Moreover, the J .... ,
shape of the roots was superior, inasmuch as In the second experiment the .soil, f s nas 
the presence of manure, by causing the out- been described, was sharp and gritty, and the 
growth of fibres, checks the development of the subsoil gravel. _ H re we should have expected 
bulb. The autumn manurings yielded 22 tons that some portion of the autumn manure might 
3 cwt. 1 qr. 12 lbs. per acre, against 19 tons 0 have been lost, from want of retentive proper- 
cwt. 2 qr., where the manure wai a-plied in ties in the snil. 1 hat it was rot so figures 
the spring. The Swede experiment was inter- sufficiently testify, and we have another proof 
esting chiefly in showing the value of the arti- of the providence of natur \ In September, 
ficial stimulant which helped early growth.and 1871, half the land was manure 1 wi h is toes 
saved the crop from being harassed by the fly. per acre of well-mad: fanmyar 1 manure from 
It is clear abFVthat with artificial manu- e au- c .t'.Je in boxes, fed on cut grass, vetches, clo- 
tumn manuring is very desirable. ver and artificial food, A portion of the dung

the
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The Weather and the Crops.

Following an old common-sense rule, tol
erably well sustained by results of scientific 

l observation, we ventured a month ago the 
prediction that the long spell of 
cold and dry weather in April 
and the first half of May would 
be followed, as it was after May 
15th, by a correspondingly long 
spell of a different character. The 
moisture has come, not since the 
date just mentioned have the crops 
suffered for want of rain, though 
a little more steadiness and 
warmth might be desirable. As 
it is, the growth of crops has been 
wonderful in the three weeks 
past, and the difference in pros
pect between the second week 
in May and the second week in 
June is almost without example 
in the memory of very old inhabi
tants. Fall wheat once frozen 
out is done for, but what is left 
in bare spots is *" stocking out" 
maivellously, and the meadows 
are recovering so vigorously that 
the late six weeks of oolcl and 
drought together seem scarcely to 
have affected them. Of course 
crops of later growth escape alto
gether the effects of this bad 
“spell,” and the summer growth, 
strictly so-called, bids fair to bq 
the best known for many years. 
On the whole the crop prospecte 
in Ontario are excellent, and arq 
to-day a marvellous and unexpect
ed improvement on what was 
generally looked for less than one 
month ago.—Toronto Mail.

Total.' Diseased. Val.prAcre,
1384 lbs -£15 14s. 41. 
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Value of Wheat Meal.
m

care The London Dietetic Reformer 
shows by scientific date, that 
wheat meal, which is cheaper than 
bolted meal or fine flour, contains 
one-third more, nutr ment than 
41our does from which the bran 
has been sifted. Fine flour ac
cording to this journal, is not food 
at all, in the proper sense of the 
term, that is the elements of the 
grain that are separated in the 
process of bolting being essential 
to perfect nutrition those who 
use fine flour are obliged to subsist 
mainly on other things, or lost 
their health—that no one, there
fore who makes baker’s bread a 
principal article of diet can long 
maintain health, while those who 
use meal bread, unfermented and 
unadulterated, can maintain their 
health with a very small addition 
of other food.
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THE MILL 03 THE STREAM. *

Here again, as in the first experiment, ap
plying manure in spring increased the crop and 
the tendency to disease.

The r. st of the experimental field was plant
ed with White Globe turnips,no artificial being 
use'. The spiing manure proved the better 
crop, probably this result may be partly due 
to the fact that turnips have not the same 
power as S•> edesto throw out fibrous rootlet', 
and consequently c mid not avail themselves of 
the distribu ed food tithe same extent. The 
difference was on the gritty soil, as 13 tons t > 
14^ tons, and on the sandy loam as 15 tons to 
10 tons. Uats followed in 1873, a1 d the result 

again favorable to autum i manuring,both 
as to quantity and quality; the straw was, 
however, rather heaviest on the spring man
ured land.

The total result of the two vears in this ex
periment, were in favor of fall manuring.— 
The total value of crops on the five acres of 
fall manured, for the two years, was £145 3s; 
while on thff spring 
£1 <3 19s Id.

The farmer who made the experiment usms

Pinching the Vines of Melons,
cte, etc.

manure
Value

Produce per Hueli. per Acre.
Bush. Peck. Lbs. £ s. d.

Autumn manured... 37 2 651 15 5 0
Spring manured.. 38 1 324 14 7 6

The difference in weight was fully borne out 
iri coinmer-iil value. No 1 realized 64s. a 
quart-r. whilst for'No. 2 not m re than 58s. 8<L 

The straw was rallier heavi-

The leaders of squash, melon and cucum
ber vines, etc., should be pinched when 
they have acquired a length of from six to 
twelve inchs. Pinch only the extreme tips. 
They will immediately throw out laterals. 
Amateur cultivators sometimes pinch the 
laterals when these have grown, say two 
feet. Others, again, who desire extra fine 

laterals on which the fruit

acre.

fruit, pinch the 
is borne, leaving a bud and leaf beyond the 
fruit after is is set, continuing the system 
in extenso. Still another plan is to allow 
eachlateral to bear two or three fruits 
ping all beyond this. By this system 
vines will bear stimulating strongly with 
manure, liquid is best since by tnw plan 
the stimulant cannot expend itself in the 
undue expansions of vine.
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been obtained, which is not tlie case with 
the common variety. There is a very great 
advantage on growing sanfoin on thin soils, 
in consequence of it being such a deep-rooted 
plant. When soils have been found too 
be too close to the rock to carry the ordinary 
crops, they have been brought into beneficial 
cultivation by being laid down to sanfoin 
for a course of years. The roots of the 
plant ramify through the clefts of the rocks 
and carry down with them the air and rain
water from above, and thus they bring to 
the surface large supplies of mineral food. 
In the preparation of the land for sanfoin 
great care should be taken to clean it of 
weeds. This is an important consideration, 
and cannot be too strictly attended to. The 
principal districts in which sanfoin is grown 
are Hampshire, Wiltshire and some parts 
of our own country, on the chalk soils. The 
usual practice is to sow down the sanfoin 
with the barley after turnips ; but in so 
doing we should be very particular as to the 
hay fed with the turnips, as seeds of the hay, 
if too ripe when cut, as well as those of 
weeds, will germinate and soon produce a 
foal piece of sanfoin. The yield of the crop 
mainly depends on the condition in which 
it is sustained. If mown and carried off 
year by year, as is too commonly the case, 
the plant soon becomes weaker, the indigen
ous plants increase and rapidly displace the 
others, and the land becames a mass of 
weeds. If, however, it be regularly pastured 
down or mowed with hay, and fed upon 
afterwards with corn or cake, the condition 
of the land will be kept up and the plants 
maintain vigorous growth. 1 think it is 
important not^to feed from the first year’s 
growth, but to let the plants root themselves 
well in the soil. In order to protect the 
crops as much as possible from the natural 
grasses it is a good practice to harrow the 
young plant in early spring, thus displacing 
the shallow-rooted weeds, and then, by ad
ding manure, you encourage the growth of 
the sanfoin. The time for cutting for hay 
should be immediately it shows flower, for 
its nutritive value decreases as the flower
ing proceeds. It takes three years to arrive 
at its maximum of production, and if the 
soil be suitable by proper treatment and the 
crop kept clean of weeds it w ill keep up its 
rate of production for about five years, when 
the Increase of the natural grasses generally 
tells on the crop and shows that it is time to 
plow it up. The other part of my subject 
is the growth and management of clover. 
This plant, as well as sanfoin, we are told, 

not known in this country until the 17th 
century. Before that time many of the clo- 

known as common weeds, and no 
doubt in the natural pastures had furnished 
food for the wandering herds. There are 
many species of the clover plant 
cultivated in this country for forage and 
feeding purposes, while many of the others 

found in the natural pastures. The com
mon red clover is the most important to us, 
it being a vigorous and productive grower in 
suitable soils, furnishing a large amount of 
nutritious and sweet herbage. . Clovers enter 
so generally into the rotation of the present 
system of farming that we meet with them 
in cultivation on every description of soil. 
They form large roots, which have a tendency 
to penetrate deep into the soil and to seek 
supplies of food from the lower stratum ; 
thtis they secure the power of obtaining 
moisture while the most surface-rooted 
plants arc suffering from the effects of the 

and drought. 1 consider in all 
must endeavor to secure for clover 

a deep, well-tilled soil, and free from stag
nant water, The proper place for red clover 
is between two straw crops, which place it 
invariably occupies, and if instead of sowing 

with clover, a mixture of clover

four and sixty points to the difference in 
size of the thin grain of the black and the 
plump grain of the white oats, and the fact 
of the latter, which weighed fifty pounds 
per bushel, yielding two-thirds meal, shows 
the great value of the better kinds when 
compared with the poorer ones.

It was, then, the wide difference to bo ob
served in the oat crop that induced us to 
look carefully to the results in each crop, 
and, if possible, to trace the cause, and in 
so doing we seem to have arrived at the fol- 
wing conclusion.

.J. Light seed, say from 38 to 40 pound 
per bushel, will produce a light grain for 
two reasons—(o) the quality of the progeny 
will usually be that of the parent ; and ( l> ) 
thin oats have twice the number of seeds to 
a given measure than plump ones ; and in 
order to test this we counted an ounce of 
each of the following, measured in a tall, 
thin, upright measure ; one ounce of potato 
oats, 50 pound bushel, gave 384 seeds ; 1 

of -Waterloo oats, 44 pound bushel, 
gave G28 seeds. Here, then, while two 
bushels of the first, as seed to the acre, 
would be then sowing, the same quantity of 
the latter would be thin seeding.

2 The best and heaviest seed that can be 
procured is the cheapest to sow, as it wil 
not be too thick at the same rate of sowing, 
and each seed will be likely to bring a 
strong plant, and thus to produce a good 
measure of heavy seed.

4 In our practice we have found that the 
heaviest oats used as seed not only pro
duce a crop of light character in this respect, 
but also a greater measure per acre. Here 
however, we confess that some of our neigh
bors disagree. They say that they can pro
duce sacks more per acre of poor black oats 
than they can produce of heavy white ones, 
and hence any quality is to them good enough 
for seed ; at the same time, when we come 
to ask if they have ever gone to the expense 
o'f the best white seed ; we are bound to 
confess that in no case have we obtained an

CRICULTURAL.
AGRICULTURAL AND OTHER 

NOTES.

HEAVY OATS.

it

: ' 1
i From the Field.

It hasoften struck us as being not a lit
tle remarkable that there should be so many 
light-weight oats in the market for England, 
Ireland and on the Continent. A great 
portion of this crop will be found to weigh 
under forty pounds to the bushel, and indeed 
thirth-eight pounds seems to be the more 
general weight of the market. In Scotland 
—as this grain is grown for human food— 
the case is different, as there the crop is 
grown in the best soil, and, like other gram 
crops, great care is taken in the cultivation 
of the oats. It may then be taken to be an 
established fact that oat growing as horse 
and cattle food is not practiced with suffi
cient care to obtain the best results ; and 
we shall, therefore, offer a few remarks upon 
the principles to be attended to in attending 
different results.

!

v ;
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Of all our cereal crops, the oat is the 

whose origin is the most clearly established. 
In the course of a few years, with care, at
tention, and selection of the wild oat, 
(Avena fatua) we succeeded in obtaining 
very fair crop oats, and while doing 
watched the degeneracy of crop oats into 
wild ones. Now the grain of Arena fatua in 
its natural state weighs but fourteen pounds 
to the bushel ; but by choosing the heaviest 
seed to carry on our experiments,we arrived 

" in six years at a grain weighing thirty-eight 
pounds to the bushel > and subsequent xperi- 
ments presently to be detailed, convince us 
that far better results might havebeen arrived 
at from this stock.

But, in considering the weight of oats, it 
is necessary to point out that the poorer the 
oats the greater the disproportion in the 
relative amounts of meal to husk—the former, 
indeed, increasing with the increase of 
weight of the samples. In an article on the 
“Compostion of Oats,” in Morton’s Cyclo- 
pædia of Agriculture, by Dr. Voelcker, we 
find the following ; “The proportion of 
husk varies in different samples of oats more 
than is any other of our generally cultivated 
cereals. Not only is the quantity of meal 
produced by different kinds of oats very 
various, but different samples of the 
kind furnish different quantifies of husk and 
meal, according to the* mode of culture, 
season, soil, and manure.

one

so we

I
:!

:{( affirmative answer.
We have a lively recollection of a neighbor 

sowing Waterloo oats, in a field adjoining 
ours, with a crop of potato oats, 
harvest time our friends remarked, “Your 
oats are as good again as mine ; what can be 
the cause '!” On looking into them the 
cause was soon visible ; to every two of our 
tall stems, of the size of good strong goose 
quills, there were in our neighbor’s field ten 
goose-quills. We therefore suggested that 
they were too thick, when it came out that 
because it was a thin, poor sample, some
what about a sack and a half had been

Well, at

same drilled to the acre, while our own crop was 
drilled at the rate of two bushels to the acre 
— not of thin, poor seed, but of plump seed, 
weighing forty-eight pounds to the bushel. 
In sowing oats then, we always procure the 
best and heaviest seed we can ; and we fur
ther make a rule of grain and again screen
ing all the smaller grains from the bulk ; 
and the result is that, though we do not 
ooint to pedigree oats, yet by using the 
iiest seed in the market, and selecting, as it 
were, only the best from this, we always 
secure a good crop of this grain, far superior 
in quality to that of any of our neighbors.

vers were

which are
„ . . , l 78 of muai
Boussmgault obtained........ j 22 „f husk (air- dry)
Hermbstadt obtained..........J ^

(7.0 of water
,, I GO of meal
\ ogel obtained................... | si of husk (air dry)
Nerton obtained............... { 23 08 of husk (air dry)

Now these figures are sufficiently expres
sive of differences, but they tlo not point to 
the important fact of the sorts operated 
upon —a point which is more clearly set
tled by the following; 1 >r. Voeleker ob
tained.

dry) x areiry)

SANFOIN AND CLOVER.

At the last meeting of the Winfritli 
Farmers’ Club, England, Mr. J. J. B. said 

1 will first make a few remarks 
on the cultivation and treatment of 
sanfoin. This 1 consider one of the 
principal of our forage crops, being 
a perennial deep-rooted plant. It was 
in cultivation on the Continent long 
before it was introduced as a field crop into 
this country. About the middle of the ryegrass 
seventeenth century it was brought from with sanfoin and w-hite Dutch could be relied 
France, and was first called “French Finger on, it would be much more beneficial to the 
Crass,” hence the term “French Crass.’’ soil, for the ryegrass partakes of the same 
On lands suitable for its cultivation no food and belongs to the same order as both 
farmer can grow too much of it ; it will grow the preceding and succeeding straw crops.

any soil where lime is present, but more The evils resulting from the continuous cill
es pec iall y on lands of light dry calcareous tivation of the same crops on the same 
formation ; on such it will, I think, give a ground ave known practically to e-cry one. 
greater return than could be obtained from The usual time for sowing is from the initi
ally other of our cultivated plants. Soils die of March to the end of April ; if it takes 
which contain a large proportion of clay arc place too early, the danger is losing the 
unsuitable for its cultivation. There arc young plant by frost ; arid if too late, and the 
two varieties—the giant and the common season ho dry, the danger lies in the seed 
sanfoin. The latter is preferred where the vegetating and getting a firm hold of the 
land is intended to be kept 'down for some soil before the heat of summer. I think it 
years to its cultivation, but if only for two best to sow part at the time of sowing the 
or three years, l think the former variety | corn and part alter the corn is up before the 
preferable, as a much larger produce is oh- I land is finished oil with the roller. After 
tallied, and the seed is generally, cheaper. I the harvest, when the young clover 
The seed is grown after a crop of hay litis the land, pigs are turned in for the purpose

1 28} His. of meal,
........t 71} lbs. of husk.

l :t:q lbs.28of meal 
........ t (.6J lbs. of husk.

From black English oats..........

From.white Scot** oats............
!

summer sun 
cases we

Here, then, is Scotch oats, which the 
analysis shows to be good, the meal is, as 

as may be, half the weight of the husk; 
while in the poorer black oat the meal is a 
little over one-fourth of the seed, nearly 
three-fourths being husk.

Now, as these estimates do not mention 
the w eights per bushel of the grain operated 

determined to make a careful an-

!r,
near

upon, we
alysis of these parts in oats of our own that 

could weigh, and we got the following 
results :

H
! we

1
on

From black Tartarean Oats, 40-lb. Bushel. 
From the farm, obtained from ( meal... .28 grains. 
100seeds.................................. .. ( husk.... .10 grains.

I i
i:

From White Potato Oats, 501b. Bushel
From the farm, obtained from.... f meal.. 40 grains.

( husk.. 20 grains.100 seeds

GO grains, 
ease

Total
These great differences point to the 

with which the separation of meal and husk 
done; in fact, the husk was separatedwas

from each seed so carefully that no amount 
of powdering or grinding could do it so 
effectually. The difference between forty-
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of picking up the com left on the land, and 
they will sometimes take a fancy to the 

and tear up the plant, materially in
juring it. Then, perhaps, some will turn 
the sheep on, which are apt to eat the clover 
down to the crown of the root, which, 
if left exposed to the winter’s frost, is 
to die away before the spring comes. In its 
early growth the clover is a very tender 
plant and the less it is touched after the 
straw crop is cleared off the ground the bet
ter ; the great object is to get it well rooted 
before the winter. In the following 
mer when the crop is mown for hay, it is 
desirable to wait until the plant has begun 
to form its flower-heads, when it should be 
at once cut, and the less it is handled after 
the better, so that the leaf is preserved, 
therefore cutting with the scythe is prefe
rable to the grass-cutting machine ; when 
the crop is intended for seed the best plan to 
adopt, I believe is to feed off the first 

before it arrives at maturity, 
ana then lay up the field until the 
seed is matured ; whereas the general 
practice is to take the ' hay crop first and 
then let the second growth stand for seed. 
Our climate is certainly far more favorable 
to the growth of clover than to its full ma
turity and seed produce, and constantly the 
seed crop is rarely satisfactory. It is im
portant that the seed be fully matured at 
the time of cutting, and that it be left out in 
the field until it becomes quite dry and 
hardened. The disease to which our cultiva
ted plants are liable are very imperfectly 
understood ; the crop now before us affords 
a marked instance of this great deficiency in 
our agricultural knowledge. The clover 
plant is frequently greatly injured by 
the form of disease called “clover sick
ness,” but the real cause of such has never,
I think, been really ascertained. These are 
mysteries far beyond the highest human 
knowledge, but the veil is sometimes capable 
of being withdrawn, yet only when people 
do not rest satisfied with a forgone con
clusion but arc content to keep their minds 
open to fresh suggestions without indolently 
making up their bundle of faggots and wrap
ping themselves up in their own prejudices.

Mr. Budden said he had put down his 
sanfoin with wheat and also with barley. In 
the former case he had a good plant and a 
good crop of hay, but in the latter the state 
of things was just as unsatisfactory, although 
the land formed part of the same field.

Mr. Budden mentioned he was going to 
put into some strong and troublesome ground 
a mixture of two bushels of sanfoin with 
other seeds, Italian and clover, in propor
tion.

cover

sure

sum-

crof

Mr. Basant quite agreed With Mr. Scott 
as to the advantage of sowing French grass, 
observing that through his window he looked 
out on the poorest hills in the ' county of 
Dorset and saw a good crop of hay from this 
French' grass. (Mr Scott: and not much 
put on the land, either.) With regard to 

wing ryegrass with clover ; they often dis
agreed ohe with the other ; ryegrass was an 
interruption to the growth of clover, lie 
thought it would be a benefit to mix tlieir 
seed more, and that they Were not sufficiently 
particular as to the sowing of the uest seeds. 
He considered it better to sow sanfoin on 
their land than get a crop of poor corn, par
ticularly in these days, as by the former 
they could save the labor of a man and 

of horses. He mentioned he had 
grown extraordinary clover with wheat 
stubble ; he turned his pigs to grass and he 
did not think they injured the clover.

The great object now-a-day was to econo
mise labor, and produce as much food for 

Italian and green rye

so

a span

stock as possible.
early for feeding sheep, but they 
something between corn and grass, 

and the question is how far they depreciated 
the clover crop when sown with it. There 
could be no question as to the value of the 
early feed for sheep. The great question 

to the best mode of putting down 
their grççn crops 
foin, or whether mixed with Italian and 
other grasses—putting them dawn in the 
best manner so as to last the longest. I hey 

crops which did not pay for breaking 
Regarding sanfoin, there 

could be no question that where the land was 
suitable it was one of the most advantageous 
of crops. How to plant and when to break 
up were important questions. One grea* 
secret was to get the plant well established 
before it got poisoned with a number of weeds 
and plants which they did not desire to cul
tivate. They should do everything possible to

came
were

was as
whether clover and san-

were
up too often.
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1873, the delivery of home-grown wheat mingled, proved to be the beat hedg 
throughout the Kingdom per week averaged grew rapidly,was almost bird proof and 
404 000 quarters, and in 1873 the delivery ornamental. The Osage orange was tender 
for the same week in May was 464,000 quar- and froze off as far south as Illinois, and re- 
ters There has only been delivered for qu:red as much cultivation as com. He 
the corresponding week of this year 335,- thought the thorn hedges here would grow 
oqo quarters or a decrease since last year of well; the thorns on Mr. Mel hereon a farm 
128,800 quarters. Nor is this all. The appeared very thrifty.
Mark Lane Exprès* of the 18th of May says \ft, Milliken said the only objection to 
that for the last four weeks the supply of the worm fence was, that it occupied too 
wheat and flour has only been equal to much land, but if the land wag weU worked * 
595,000 quarters, or but a little over one- I and seeded down before the fence was made, * 
half the amount needed, for in reality the fence corners became equally rerauner- 
Great Britain alone, ot counting in the ative for hay, with any other part of the 
other countries of th continent, requires tield. He thought the board and rail fences,, 
somewhat over a million of quarters, or were both cheaper and better than live fen- 
eight millions of bushels of foreign wheat cea in Canada. He had thought of plant- 
per month to keep herself in breadstuff* up hng trees for live posts ; Lombardy poplars, 
till next harvest. If her demands are now being rapid growers. Spruce would also do 
reducing her stocks of wheat, which it k jf cbeep enough; also cedar and larch, they 
likely they are, it only renders more certain wouu all bear to have rails fastened to them 
that her wants will be greater, and with them without injury.
less ability to gain a supply in the course I ----- •—
of the present and next month.

e; it 
veryand many times grass seed is sown from year 

to year, and all lost, because of the barren
ness of the soil. In such instances seed may 
be sown twice a year, under tne most favour
able circumstances for seed to germinate 
and fail to grow. Almost every farmer 
knows that there is seldom any difficulty 
experienced in securing a good catch with 
any kind of grass seed, even when it is 
early or late, providing the soil is in a good 
state of cultivation.

Now then, what is lacking? Nothing but 
a little manure or vegetable matter to stimu
late the growth of the young plants. Let 
the soil be first thoroughly drained and 
then ploughed well and thoroughly pulver 
ized and the different kinds of soil thorough 
ly mingled together, and at the same time 
let as much manure be ploughed in as will 

the ground. Sow some spring crop 
and after the grain is sowed spread 
well rotted barn-yard manure over the entire 
soil and harrow it twice thoroughly. Roll 
it and then sow eight quarts per acre of 
several kinds of seedjand if the grass seed is 
good there will be no failure.

is scarce sow Indian corn and oats, not

strengthen and invigorate the plant. Early 
mowing did the land injury and weakened 
the plant ; feeding the first year and 
ing the second were, he thought, advantage
ous with respect to sanfoin as well as clovers. 
They should be careful to avoid degenerating 
and weakening the plant. In conclusion, he 
said the subject had been introduced in a 
practical manner by Mr. Scott, to whom he 
(Mr. Bates) was sure would be given a cor
dial vote of thanks. —Mark Lane Express.

HAY-MAKING

mow-

sown

That an immense quantity of hay is spoil
ed annually by many farmers plodding on 
in the ancestral ruts and clinging to the old 
hazy tradition of the custom of the district 
in which they live, heedless of the appear

and circumstances which guide their 
more enlightened brethren as to the proper 
time for mowing this in portant crop, is 
abundantly evident to every well informed 
agriculturist.

Because Mr. Jones, whose land is well 
sheltered, loamy, friable, and dry, has be
gun hay-making, Mr. Brown must follow nure
suit, although his land is cold and exposed, too early in the spring, at the rate of three 
clayey, mossy, and wet, and notwithstanding 0r four bushels per acre; and when the crop 
too that he has applied different dressings has attained its full growth plough it in, 
and manures to the soil. It is surely worse and late in autumn plough the ground 
than absurd thus to do out of season what again: and in the succeeding spring sow 
others do in season, simply to be up in the with oats or spring wheat, and sow grass 
race, and ti make hay on dry soils and wet, seed as directed in the preceding paragraph 
clayey soils and mossy, sandy soils and and there will be no difficulty in getting a 
loamy, at the same time, regardless of the good catch. If spring rye can be obtained 
condition of thegrass plants. that will be the best kind of grain to seed

The right time to mow grass greatly de- with, because the leaves will not grow so 
pends, of course, on the system of farming thick as to smother the young grass. wo 
pursued on the character of the pasture quarts of timothy seed, four quarts of the 
which produces it, and on the nature of the small kind of red clover and two bushels 
soil and climate, but especially on the con- orchard grass seed evenly sowed, will seed 
dition of the plants as regards ma urity. an acre^ well if the soil bo piepatcd .
Hay is just as much injured by being allow- directed. Then keep every hoof and toot i 
ed to get over-ripe as it is by being cut too off it until a year after it was seeded. A.
Boon. Moreover, the farmer ought to be 1. Hera d. 
cmided in a great measure by the use to be
made of the article—whether to feed horses, utilizing waste organic: material.
cows, young stock, or sheep. If for horses Within the. past few years there has 
at work, the grass should be mowed after it wn np a ,,cw industry, based upon the 
has passed out of blossom, when the seed is aavjnf, 0f blood aud other offal at the 
in the milk, because at this stage it con- siaughtcr house, and the “tankiugs” (or 
tains the largest quantity df nutritious sub bottoms of the tanks) in which grease is 
stances, such as sugar, starch, gum, etc., rendered. All this material has heretofore 
which are of the highest value, contributing beep citber wasted, or the attempts to 
much towards rendering hay such a choice utib/e bave been so crude and ineffectual 
article of food. If for cows, it should be cut ag to make the business not worth pursuing, 
earlier, so as to leave the grass as nearly in present time, about New York,
the green state as possible—soft and succu- jjbicago, C'mcinnati, and Baltimore, a large 
lent-—because in this condition it contains a amount of capital is employed, with 
larger quantity of juicis which assimilate chin«ry and skilled labor, by which many 
well in the animal, and produces a greater thousands of tons of dry inodorous nitrogen- 
flow of milk. If for young stock and sheep, QUg matter arc prepared and put in the 
the grass should be mowed when in full market. This is sold readily at wholesale, 
flower, because after flowering, aind as the at ab,)Ut §3.75 for each unit of ammonia in 
need forms aud ripens, it is exposed to loss a Vm ._ e _ sueh as contains 10 per cent, 
in its nutritive matter by the seeds being seUs at ^7 50 per ton. It is bought by 
shaken out and the brittle foliage breaking makcra 0f fertilizers to furnish the proper 
off during cutting and making, and the grass proportion of ammonia in their compounds, 
itself, especially the rye grass, becoming al- ^ preferencc u said to be given to it over 
most a woody fibre, losing nearly all its sap tbe puruvlan Guano, which was formerly 
and sweet aroma. In short, hay made from uged for tbat purpose. In this case the 
over-matured grass is no better than ordi- buyer pays for only the actual ammonia 
nary straw, if indeed so good. contained in the dried material, while the

Clover, again, which is such excellent price for Peruvian Guano is uniform, though 
food for milch cows and sheep, should be the quality is variable.
mown immediately after blossoming, before ---------
the seed is formed. It should be cured by the foreign wheat reports.
gently turning over the swathes in such a ,pke forci n wheat trade has a very in
manner as to lose as little of the foliage as tlmate connection with our 
possible, and the tedding-machine ought -cc8 of wkeat at the present time depepd 
never to be used under any circumstances. almost entircly on the necessity that exists
Moreover, clover ought not to be exp -sed jn Great Britain and France, as well as seme
long to the sun, but, being wilted and par- otber porti0ns of Europe, to obtain supplies
tially dried, should be put up into small for their population. Let the foreign de
cocks and left to cure for four or five days, man(1 drop o(r a„d the surplus wheat with
when it will be fit to cart away. A very which the northwest is stocked this season Scarboru were trying a new
good method to prevent fust in a wet season WQuld cauae a decided decline in prices, and with blocks between ends o ralis ami
is to ca-ry the green clover and lay it in al- whilst thcre are none that would feel this staked and ridered. He lad thought that
ternatelayers with dry straw, sprinkling a dedin(, more than the farmers, all sections live posts might beraisid by planting ce
little salt on each stratum. Fermentation f b jness w„'uM unquestionably suffer from dars at proper distances to u h cl. to fasten
will speedily set in, giving a sweet elovery ?‘b“The wants of Europe, at the present rails with stays and 4»'v:unze. wmn iho
flavor to the straw, sueh as cattle like very , tbfte a„e ater than thev have been. Mr. , cedar wa : a rapid grower and in a few years
much and eat with avidity. Besides, straw ! -n,oma, (h Scott,' in a fetter to the Mark , would be strong enough for a post for the 
is a good corrective of the heating qualities | J ane K reM says that with the chick that ordinary post and rail, st..light fence Ala- 
of clover ricks. The most profitable use of I hag bee)^ put on vegetation by the cold j pies and thorns were lianle to be girdled by 
clover, however, I have found to be to cut j weather that has prevailed during the first the mice. ,li,l think ce-
it green for the farm stock, or to feed it off fortni,,ht in May, the thermometer s une- H. 1. Crosby, M.l. 1 -, did n .1.1 
with sheep.—Cor. London Tunes. ] times marking down below zero, it has be- dars would gru °° bV’ Wusta would also

come certain that the harvest will not be as do well; he thought locusts would also
stocking down impoverished land j early as was expected, and that the popu- ; answer * g™/Sy?’ had the’thorn and

When a soil has produced a crop every , at 10.1 will have un thlmiew ' was a rapid grower. They were liable to

as? ;ia “r tes» V m* < *_*1 .. "**• «•*» » *-*«•
and no fertilizing matter returned to it, it lorn d. oreneed during t ie Jins^^ii. -j, . p.,in ,,j., th-.t in Itritain, our com

‘ut ;s=;*r,.‘in — »«*

ances cover
some

SALT AS AN AID TO MANURE

About five o’clock one fine summer’s morn* 
ing, 1 noticed that, where the salt had been

The HESSSffisaÆSfciËOth inst. There was a very fair attendance pence the ground being generally very dry.— 
of members. Mr. Gibson,the President, was I ()„ mlr light lands it consolidates them and 
in the chair. makes them especially firm and acceptable to

Fencing was the first question to be con- the wheat plant, whose straw will stand firm
r dicing ‘ -, th t he had and erect, although four and a half to five feetsidered. Mr. John Reesor said that he 11art j [ la 4™ unfavorable to certain weeds

tried several systems, and his experience »hig c nai(leration. it prevents the ravage 
was that the old fashioned cedar rail zigzag oj? tbe wjre Worm. It is especially favorable 
fence, well staked and ridered, with good to aabne plants, such as mangolds, whose 
blocks under the corners and heavy rails at aabea contain fifty per cent, of salt I never 
the bottom, was the cheapest and most du- aaw guano, except mired with its own weight 
rable fence. He had such a fence on his 0f salt. Like everything else, it 
farm that was sixty years old, and it was sorry to say. greatly risen in price-

little worse than when put up. The that all crops seem to thrive well on land near
board fences, and they salt water, especially where the land il

drained. — Western Rural.

When ma- KARMERs’ CLUB.
11

has, I am 
I observe

very
frost would heave 
soon became dilapidated.

The President said he approved of porta- , about hat.

ks s* hs-ïïssïs: 'sarawæ
briar was said to mane a good fence, tie I twelve-feet cube, or thereabouts— I find each 
did not approve of the willow, as a rule it b rae.ioail reminds me by its peculiar herbage, 
was a nuisance, it required very great care o{ tbe partof the meadow it came from, and 
and was only fit to amuse old people. Ma- tbe circumstances of its gathering in the regu- 
pie cedar and native thorn, were said to he lar inverted se<iuence of the hay harvest. The 
uui’ek growers, which was necessary for a loads that were perfectly cured gave an no- 
hedge ° Board fences if properly made, were I count of themselves in a more aromatlo sweet-

ps eves*;;, ffa" r su-ftaKSS truss# £
boards were only three-quarters of an inch. tb(, aca](jing point ; the hay shows a dull, 
It was a little too high, but was still m good I brownjah green tint, and has become very dry 
condition. He also had a pine rail zigzag anj brittle. The sugary gums and di ied juioee 
fence, put up the same year, and the rails belonging to hay in its best condition, and 
were ’ still sound. He approved of the tending to preserve the weight and strength of 
straight post and rail fence, he thought it its fibre, seems to have been quite consumed 

cheapest and best fence if properly in the interior parts of some of the loads. So 
built with blocks at the bottom, posts well that the young ones in one stormy day in a 
set, and rails laid against the south and west £%%%£££ "$£ 
sides of posts, and the tops fastened with condiy^| showing that, if i had taken the 
galvanized wire. Their own weight kept b(jU(.r prucauti,>n to provide one or several 
the fence firm. It saved both timber al‘d amall air-holes from the bottom upward, ae by 
rails, and was cheaper than a board or any pulbng up amall pieces of josst while tbe hay 
other kind of fence that he had tested,—a waa being filled in, this waste of the richer and 
good quick fence might he cheaper. more appetizing portions of the fodder might

Mr Martin said the sweet-briar might be ^P^r^edy in the use of such hay lr 
a good fence in some respects, btit t had one ^ geftch foddering with water several 
very serious drawback, that of pulling the boulrg before ,t wanted- a pail of water say, 
wool off the sheep. for ten or twelve animals. If the hay is fine,

Mr. Tran fully understood quick hedges, whatever provender is fed may be mingled 
Thev require to be kept as clean as a gar- with the hay, layer by layer—addtog more

CCS in this country wheie labor was so h g 1. yelo Bnew whatever of fragrance the hay may 
The Usage orange made an excellent fence bti capable of yielding. 'Itie improvement is 
in lower Illinois in two years. It was a ah obvious a# that produced in stale bread by

steaming, or heating in the oven with a moist 
cloth. It is a similar dampening by the 
weather that makes rough and musty fodder, 
thrown from the stack, more acceptable to 
cattle sometimes than the best dry hay would 
be.’’

ma

the

&cTheown.

grower.
The President said that some farmers m 

kind of fence

A remarkable paper has recently been con
tributed to a German magazine by Professor 
Mohr, showing not only that the sap does not 
freeze in trees and plants which live through 
hard winters, hut also the reason why it does 
not freeze. He says that though it is true 
water, as we generally see and undeistand it, 
freezes at forty-two degrees, it does not do so 
when its particles are finely divided. Tropical 
plants have large cells, and these are the ones 
in which the sup freezes; but in plants with 
very small cells, in which the liquid particles 
are finely divided, there is no freezing of the 
liquids until after the structure has received 
injury of some sort This is true, he says, tf 
insects and insect pupae. They never freeze; 
but cut one apart, soon after the humors solid
ify, and on thawing, life dies.

i
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SALLY STEBBINS. forth a X coupon, (a broken down east bank) 
he covered the bragger’s shinplaster.

“Kin you swim, feller?”
“Like a duck,” said green jacket. So 

without further parley the Vermonter, seiz
ing the Yorker, dashed him head over heels 
some ten yards into the Hudson. A terri
ble shout rang through the crowd as he made 
his way to the bank. “I’ll take that ten 
spot, if you please,” said the shivering loafer, 
“you took us for green horns, eh?” and he 
claimed the twenty dollars.

“Not so fast, my rustic doughty.”
“Why not; you’ve lost the bet.”
“Not egzaotly, I didn’t reckon on doing it 

the first time ; but I tell yon I can do it,” 
and again he seized him and Hung him three 
yards further into the stream. Again he 
returued.

“Third time is the charm,” said the Yan
kee, stripping off his coat.—“I kin doo it I 
tell you.”

“Hold ou,” said green jacket.
1 ‘I will doo it if I try till to morrow morn-

256. When should an innkeeper visit fin iron 
foundry ?

257. Why is the early grass like a pen
knife?

258. Why are dogs valuable to tanners ?
Amelia Bobikb.

Sally S.ebbins, seeing Sam slyly stealing 
sugar, s: epped silently, seized Sam’s spoon, 
scattering several spoonfuls. She spoke 
sha ply, shaking - am soundly.

Sam struggled, scratched, screamed ; struck 
Sa'ly spitefully; scampered swiftly shed-ward, 
seeking sire. Sister S illy scolding, spee ily 
swept scattered sugar.

Sire Stebbins, smoking segar. sawed slender 
spruce saplings. “Siie, sire,” said Sam, 
“Sal’s snar y; she scolded, thook sire’s so., 
soundly; she’s snappish.”

“ Stop, Sam," said sire sternly ; “ Sam
shan’t speak so; Sally’s splendid, splendid !"

Said Sam, satirically: “Scissors! sometimes 
she’s sensible; sometimes she’s simple.”

“ Simple Sammie, sensible Sally,” said sire, 
smiling.

“ So Simon says," said Sam.
“Simon?” said sire.
“Simon Somers,” said Sam; “Simon’s 

sparking Sal.”
“Sparking Sally ! ” said fire, surprised.
“Surely so,” said Sam. “Simon’s seen 

Sally seven successive Saturdays."
“ So, so,” said sire; “ Simon’s steady, smart, 

sociable; scorns swearing, swindling scamps.”
“ Surely so,” said Sam. “ Simon’s super- 

dangulous.”
“ Shoul 'n’t speak slang, Sam,” said sire; 

“seize splinte.s, shavings, seek Sally; say 
sire’s starving - skedaddle.”

“Shouldn't speak slang, sire; skedaddle's

|
1 > Stole tqm’s

COLUMN.
ANSWERS TO JUNE PUZZLES.

234. Do unto others as you would be done 
by. 235. Three ducks. 236. His name was 
Not.

My Dear Nieces and 
Nephews:

1 I don’t often get a 
chance l o see my far
away nephews and 
nieces, and only know 
them by their letters, 
but I had the pleasure 

of hewing of some of them through their 
fathers'and brothers, who were up in London 
•t the Dominion Grange meeting, and I hope 
to see some of them in Toronto at Exhibition 
time, for there will be a great gathering of 
farmers and their wives*and little ones at that 
time from all over Canada. If you go there, 
inquire for me, and I will be most happy to 
anake your acquaintance. I have not had my 
msual allowance of letters from you this month, 

reasen is that you are afraid 
Some of my 

cure

' ! 237.. During the month of March I 
at an inn, and found the keeper dressed in a 
full suit of Tweed, lined witn Holland, 
ing shoes made of morocco, having soles of 
cork. A negro conducted me to my room, 
where I .saw a table covered with a black 
cloth, which I removed and discovered it was 
covered with (Saychelles) sea-shells of all sizes 
and shapes.

At noon the landlord blew a big horn, and 
then we all went to dinner ; the table 
covered with a white cloth and furnished with 
china. The cook served us a trout which had 
too much salt in it; we also had flack bread, 
with an egg each.. For dessert we had Cham
pagne and orangeS. After dinner, Ann and 
Elizabeth and Lrode out with a span of grays; 
we were much troubled with a strange man 
who fad a span of ( lydes. As it was getiing 
cold Elizabeth pat on a cashmere shawl, and 
Charles put on a block coat, trimmed with 
large brass buttons.

calledhi
i wea--

d

.
' ;

:#
was

ing.
“I’ll give it up, shouted the sufferer, be

tween his teeth which now chattered like 
mad badger—“Take the money !”

Jonathan very coolly pocketed the money, 
and as lie turned away, remarked, — “Wo 
aint much acquainted with you smart folks 
dowti licrc in York, but wo sometimes take 
the starch out of them down our way, and 
I reckon you wont try it on strangers agin; I 
rcck’n you wont,” he continued, and with a 
grin of good humor he left the company to 
their reflections.

3 aïbut I suppose the 
•of that hole in my pocket.
.children have sent in recipes for salves to 
it, and cements to mend it, but just tell me 
what is the use of a pocket without a hole in it ? 
How would you get your hand in ? I think 
that must be a connundrum.

i

slang.”
“ Speed swiftly, saucy scoundrel,” said sire.
Sam sped swiftly, shouting, “ Some supper, 

Sally, supper; she's starving ! ”
“ Samuel Stebbios, stop screaming s >; Susie 

sleepi soundly,” said Sally, simultaneously 
striking Sam.

Sam started, stumbled, spilled Sally’s soap
suds—souse, splash.

Sam sprang, shrieking “si e, she. Sam’s
flpalnnn ”

“Scalded?” said sire,
“Spatteied shoes, stockings some ” sai l 

Sally, smiling; “soap-suds scarcely steaming 
scares Sam.”

“ Shame ! shame ! silly Sam,” said sire.
Sam slunk si wlv, soberly, sheepishly shed-

ward.
Sire soothed scired. sobbing Susie. Sa lv 

scoured spoons, starched Sam’s shirt, setv d 
supper.

.-oon sire Stebbins, Sam, Susie, Sally s-ught 
shady sycamore shrubbery. Sally sewing sang 
some sweet songs. *

Sam shortly spied Simon Somers, Sally’s 
suitor, stridi: g swiftly Sally-ward. “ Sire, 
sire, see Simon,’.’ said Sam. Sally, seeing 
Simon, stopped singing, smiled, sighing softly. 
Stebbins senior signalled Sam ; so sire, Susie, 
Sammie sauntered shed-ward.

“ Simon’s sober,” said Sally, seeing Simon 
seem sorrowful.

Simon smiled sadly ; sitting, said softly:— 
“Sally, sweet Sally.”

Sally, scareely sui prised, said, 
seek sire."

Simon speedily sought, sire, 
ly’s smart.” Simon said, “ 
superfine.”
“So. so, Stibbin’s satisfiel,” said sire.
So Simon Somers, Sally Stebbin’s one."

Canadian Ciff.

238. Cod, and I dwell in the sea. 239. One 
word. 240. Gentleman.

Uncle Tom.« 241. Honor and 
fame from no conditions rise ; act well your 
P*rt, th' re all the honor lies. 242. Hail-stone. 
-43. The letter M. 244. London. 245. Cora.

! }
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I Ingersoll, June 12, 1874.
Katie Richmond. .Dear Uncle Tom,—

I enjoyed the Queen’s Birthday very 
Rut I think it would tire you to tell 
«arasements I had, but there is one thing I 
must tell you, and that is the Ingers 11 Cricket 
players beat the London Cricket players, but 
perhaps the next time they play, London will 
have the honor.

!

much, 
all the

a kitten’s complunt.o: if. I am a kitten just six months old,
A regular beauty, I’ve often been told ;
You may search through all the country round 
But a finer kitten will not be found ;
And though it is true, as poets sing,
That beauty isn't the principal thing,
It surely is nothing more than right 
To be glad one wasn’t born a fright.
I think that I must have had a mother,
But before I could tell one paw from another, 
Somebody took me out of the hay 
And carried me miles and miles away,
Saying coolly, “ l thought that maybe 
You'd like a kitten to please the baby.”
Please the baby ! just think of that —
What a horrible fate for a cat !
Mean little wn tch. what his mother can see 
Lovely in him, is a wonder to me ;
He clutched at my throat till I gasped in de

spair,
He jerked at my whiskers and pulled at my 

hair; x
He poked his fat fingrrs straight i*»to my eyes, 
And laughed with delight at jny pitiful cries. 
O. ce, when he dragged me qfcout by the tail, 
And nobody came at my sorrowful wail,
I gave him a scratch in his face so red—
And what do you think liis mother said?

eat me, and called me an ugly old cat !
OalV d him her lamb and such nonsense as that. 
Now, I should really like to know 
If there’s any rcas n that you can show 
Why a baby, that can only creep and cry,
Has a better right in the world than I ?
I’ve made up my mind that the case is clear 
That if somebody doesn’t interfere,
And take me away from that horrible child, 
My cruel torture < will drive me wild; 
Somebody surely’ll find me lying 
One of these mornings dead or dying,
And then, if your heart has ever known pity, 
Pray sav “ Here lies an unfortunate kitty 
Who might have lived to be known to fame, 
Killed by a baby—what a shame ! ”

Lavilla IIeacock. x

UNCLE TOM’S SCRAP BOOK.

“ Anna, dear, if I should attempt to spell 
Cupid, why should I not get beyond the first 
syllable ? ” Anna gave it up, whereubon Wil
liam said: “Because when I come to c u, of 
course I cannot go any farther.”

BUYING A HORSE AND A WIFE.

Well, now, we must get the hole in your 
pocket mended, because I think it is very 
dangerous, and if it should let any of the l.ttle I 
nieces or nephews through, it might hurt them 
and I think you would feel very s. ny if they 
got hurt. Get Aunty Tom to warm a little 
glue, and then take a piece of cloth and glue it. 
on, and. let it get cold. I think that wi 1 stop 
it up.

!
; S!

I lli

Mr. G. Gerard, of Philadelphia, formerly 
American consul at Cape Town, Capeof Good 
Hope, communicates to the press the f flowing 
amusing reminiscence of his African consular 
experience :

“ There is a wry singular ci.^uom among the 
farmer-how t > get a wife. If you desire to 
get married, yon should first make enquiry 
whe' her the la ly you love has a horse ; if so, 
you must ask her whether she has a horse for 
sale. If she says ‘ No,’ then you had better 
quit the house at ■ nee. She does not like you. 
But if, on the contrary, she says ‘ Yes,’ it is 
a (rood sign, but she will ask you a very high 
pnee. If the amount named is paid on the 
spot, the engagement is conclu led, as fully as 
if the marriage was consummated by the 
parties.

“ On my arrival at the Cape, I did not know 
of this custom. I wanted to ; urchase a horse 
and I was informed by an old Dutch resident
that Widow---- had one to 8,11. I followed
the address given, and soon arrived at the 
door of the widow (who. by the way, was not 
bad-looking.) I asked her whether she had a 
horse to sell. She looked at me very sharp ; 
then asked me whether I had any letters of 
introduction. I said that I was an American 
consul, and would pay cash for her horse. ‘ In 
that case,’ said she, ‘ letters are not necessary.’ 
I paid down the sum demanded ; then, after 
taking a cup of coffee, she sent her horse by 
her groom, and both accompanied me home.— 
On the road the groom asked me a thousand 
questions; * master,’ said he, ' will my mistress 
go to live with you in town, or will yon come- 
and live with us? You will love my mistress, 
for she was very kind to my old master (laugh
ter.) Where will the wedding be ? ’ (looking 
at me and laughing.) Truly, I thought, the 
poor fellow has drunk too much, or he is an 
imbecile. I felt sorry for him.

"1 (lii
tj

I . Hattie Haviland.

HIDDEN 0 TIES OF ENGLAND.! iii 249. Who made that rug by you g'de. 
•/60. “Which is the right road to B.?”- 

“ Right on, sir."
251. Is that ox for Douglas ?II

Canadian Ciff.i
:jj

252. My first is in French, but not in 
France.

My secoid in jump, hut not in prance; 
“ thir l is in lame, but not in sound, 
“ fourth is in beat, but not in pound; 
“ fifth is in sea, but not in land,
“ sixth is in finger, but not in hand. 
“ whole 1» a river in England.

“ Simon,

Sire sai 1 ‘ Sal- 
Sally’s splendid,

C. C.
253. I am composed of 14 letters.

My 4, 9, 8, 8, 5, 12 is a puzzle,
“ 3, 13, 13, 9, 6, is a girl’s name,
“ 7, 9, 1, 11 is t -be ill,
“ 8, 9, '0, 11 is a nick-name,
“ 2, 6, 13 is a few ,
*’ 13, 9, 13, 6 is a number.
“ wh le is the name of a celebrated 

author.

A book-seller was, a short time back, rather 
astonished at a miner’s wife bringing him: 
Johnson’s dictionary which she had purchase <1 
from him a few days before. She said “it 
was a poor book, and of no use to her.” She 
had looked for “ rhoonr.atic,” but could not 
find it; she had also sea ched for “ nat ’’ (gnat) 
but it was absent as well. On the book seller 
pointing out the words, she still declined to re
tain the volume, remarking that “ she wanted 
one where they did not spell the words in that 
outlandish manner ! ”

8
:■

ill
: c. c.!

Dear Uncle Tom, —
Have all your pockets holes in them? If 

not, pick out a good one to put this letter into.
I want to bring a charge against you, and I 
want my cousins to act as jury.
Dear Cousins,-

Old and young, male and female, please to 
lend an ear to my complaint. Do you know ?
I have written two letters to Uncle Tom, and 
he has let both of them fall through that fear- “ When I arrived home I found many people 
ful hole in his pocket. Why don’t he tie it up at my door congratulating me not fertile 
with a string or pin it. If he don’t mend it, horse, but the acquaintance of the widow.— 
he will himself fall through some day, and ‘Truly,’ said one, ‘you have been very suc- 
then what is to become of us ? And now, my cessful.’ ‘ She is v. ry rich,’ said another. I 
dear cousins, good bye. Forgive mistakes ; really -tid not know what it a 1 meant, and I 
me too. began to be very unea-y, when to my great

surprise, a lady alighted on my steps, and at 
once I recognized the widow ! She very co lly 
asked me when I desired to have the ceremony 
of the wedding performed. Then, indeed, I 
fully perceived the scrapg in which I was, and 
told her frankly that it was a horse I wanted, 

‘ What,’ said she, * do you 
mean to act thus to a lady like me ? If so, I 
shall send back for my horse, and will repay 
you the money. In a few hours her groom 
was at my doi-r with the money. 1 gladly 

name. j gave back the horse, thankful to have thus
255. Immense, a river, a place of confine- escaped. A few weeks after, however, the 

ment, a girl’s name, widow was married ; a more amb tious man
Claba Good. had bought her horse.”

I love, you love.Emeltne Wilkins.
G Id Jones, the village pedagogue,

The grammar lesson called one day; 
Young Bess, a maid of sweet sixteen, 

Began the well known words to say:
“ First person, I love,” first she said,

Sly Tom beside her whispered “me ? ” 
“ Second person, you love," Bess went on 

“ Aye, that I do,” said Tom, “

On the bank of the Hudson river; in one 
of the villages that dots its shores, a lot of 
idlers were standing, seeing which could 
throw stones furthest into the stream. A 
tall, raw-boned, slab-sided Yankee came up 
and looked on. For a while he said noth
ing, until a fellow in a green jacket,a leader 
of The party, a conceited broth of a boy, 
began to try his wit on Jonathan.

“You can’t come that,” said he, as he 
hurled a stone out into the river.

“May be pot," said Jonathan; “but inour 
country, we ve a purty big river considerin’, 
and the other day I hove a man clear across 
it, and lie came down fair and square on the 
other side.”

“Ha, ha, ha !” yelled his auditors.
“Wal now, you may laff, but I can do it 

agin.”
“Do what?” said the green jacket quickly.
“I can take and heave you across that 

river, jist like open and shut.”
“Bet you ten dollars on it.”
“Done,” said the Yankee, and drawing

11!

I love thee.
;ii
o “Third person, he loves,” still Bess said, 

‘who L he ? ”Tom whispers 
“Oh, Tom,” said Bessie, plea ling low,

“ Do hold your peace and let me he.”
“ No whispering,” ciils the master loud, 

And frowned upon the forward youth;
“ First person, we love," Bessie said,

“ By George ! ” Tom whispers, “ that’s the 
truth.”

Katie Richmond.
Katie sends me some good selections for my 

scrap book, andjil though there is a hole in 
each of my pockbjts, still her letter is sound.

Maud MilforcVsi nds me a nice letter about 
her garden andriier cousins, and also a very 

ooa selectioiyfor my scrap hook.

!

K..:

and not a wife. The lesson o’er, at Last poor Bess,
With cheeks all crimsoned,took her seat, 

While Tom, sly fellow, turned in vain 
The maiden’s sof c blue eyes to meet.

But when the recess hour was come,
Tom beggêd a walk in coaxing tone,

And ’neath the trees Bess said again 
The lesson o’er for him alone.

g

SQUARE WORDS.
254. An ancient city, a jewel, a tool, a girl’s

Hattie Haviland.
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A bit of glue dissolved in skim milt and 
water will restore old crape.

An ink stand was turned over a white 
table-cloth ; a servant threw over it a mix- . . 
ture of salt and pepper plentifully, and all 
traces of it disappeared.

TO CLEAN LINEN OF MILDEW.

Dissolve two ounces of chloride of lime in 
two gallons of water, let it settle, and pour 
off tne clear water. Let the linen he in thin 
a few minutes; then hang in the sun. It 
will also remove ink spots.

TO STOP BLEEDING AT THE NOSE.

Fold a piece of brown paper and place be* 
tween the upper lip and gum. M. W.

Thistleton, May, 1874.

TO EXTRACT GREASE FROM PAPERED WALLS.

Dip a piece of soft flannel in spirits of 
wine, and rub the greasy spots once or twice.

GLOSS FOR LINEN.

To 1 pint of starch add 1 teaspoonful of 
salt and one teaspoonful of finely shaved 
soap.

Dear Minnie, I had more selected for you. 
but I think I have given you as many as you 
can find room for this month, therefore I 
will bid you farewell for the time being.

Lizzie Elkington.

INNIE MAY’S
TO REMOVE GREASE FROM COAT COLLARS.

Wash with a sponge w et with hartshorn 
and water.

/

DEPARTMENT.

KIND WORDS. THE NEW CHURCH ORGAN.

an, Sue,As the breath of the dew to the tender 
plant, they gently fall upon the drooping 
heart, refreshing its withered tendrils and 
soothing its burning woes. Bright oases 
they are in life’s great desert. Long after 
they are uttered do they reverberate in the 
soul’s inner chamber, and sing low, sweet 
strains that quell the raging storms that may 
have before existed. And oh ! when the 
heart is sad and like a broken harp, who 
can tell the power of one kind word ? Kind 
words are like jewels, never to be forgotten, 
but perhaps to cheer by their memory a 
long, sad life. While words of cruelty are 
like darts in the bosom, wounding and leav
ing scars that will be borne to the grave by 

Catherine Richmond.

rV Will Minnie May 
^ be kind enough to 
J tell Mrs. C. Mc

Intosh that a small 
dose of Epsom salts 
—a teaspoon level 

full—is a good remedy for pain in and decay 
of the teeth. To be taken at bed-time in a 
good draft of water ; repeat the dose for 
three nights, or oftener, if necessary.

A mixture of equal parts of spirits of 
wine and oil of cloves, put with cotton into 
a hollow tooth, or rubbed on the gums or on 
the temples, is a valuable remedy irf 
cases of tooth-ache.

“ They’ve got a bran new erg!
For all their fuss and search ;

They’ve done just as they said they’d do, 
And fetched it into church.

They’re bound the critter shall be se n, 
And on the preacher’s right 

They’ve hoisted up the r new machine 
In everybody’s sigh*;

They’ve got a chorister and a choir 
Agin my voice and vote,

For it was nevei my desire 
To praise the Lord by note.”

i.

LOVE LIGHTENS LABOR.

A good wife rose from her bed one mom,
And thought with a nervous dread 

Of the piles of clothes to be washed, and 
more

Than a dozen mouths to be fed.
There were the meals to get for the men in 

the field, -,
And the children to fix'away 

To school, and the milk to be skimmed and 
churned—

And all to be done that day.

“ I’ve been a sister good snd true 
For five and thirty year,

I’ve done what seemed my part to do, 
And prayed my duty clear;

I’ve sung the hymns both slow and quick, 
Just as the preacher read,

And twice when Deacon Tubbs was sick 
I took the fork and led.

An’ now their bold, new-fangled ways 
Is cornin’ all about,

And I right in my latter days 
Am fairly crowded out.

“To day the preacher, good old dear, 
With tears all in his ey. s,

Read—* When I can read my title clear 
To mansions in the skies. ’

I always liked that blessed hymn,
I ’spose I always will,

It somehow gratifies my whim 
In good old Ortonville.

But when that choir got up to sing 
1 couldn’t catch a word;

They sung the most dog-gonest thing 
A body ever heard.

“ Some worldly chaps was standin’ near, 
And when I seed them grin,

I bid farewell to every fear,
And boldly waded in.

I thought I’d chase their tune along, 
An’ tried with all my might;

But though my voice is good and strong, 
I couldn’t steer it right;

Wen they was high then I was low,
An’ also contra-wise,

An’ I too fast or they too slow 
To 1 mansions in the skies.’

some
P. H.

their victim.
Newry P. 0., Ont.Port Hope, May, 1874.

Dear Minnie May,—
I thought I would write you . again, as I 

greatly interested in your column, think
ing it a great help to farmers’ wives in many 

I have a great many recipes to send 
but for the benefit of Mrs. McIntosh

TO REMOVE MARKS FROM A TABLE.

If a whitish mark is left on a table by 
carelessly setting on it a pitcher of boiling 
water or a hot dish, pour some lamp oil on 
the spot and rub it hard with a soft cloth ; 
then pour on a little spirits of wine or 
Cologne water and rub it dry with another 
cloth. The white mark will soon disappear, 
and the table look as well as ever.

ways, 
now,
1 will send a remedy for toothache.

It had rained in the night, and all the wood 
uld be;

There were puddings and pies to bake, beside- 
A loaf of cake for tea;

And the day was hot and her aching head 
Throbbed wearily as she said:

“If maidens but knew what good wives" 
know,

They would bo in no haste towed 1 ”

Was wet as wet co
' TOOTH CORDIAL.
Best alcohol, 1 oz., laudanum, eighth of an 

ounce ; chloroform, liquid measure, five- 
eighths of an ounce; gum camphor, half an 
ounce; oil of cloves, half a dram; sulphuric 
ether, three-fourths of an ounce, and oil of 
lavender, one dram. If there is a nerve ex
posed, this will quiet it. Apply with lint. 
Rub also on the gums and upon the face 
against the tooth, freely. Creosote is also a 
good remedy; apply with lint. Also, spirits 
of tar, but I fear the latter would prove in
jurious to the teeth ; but if the teeth are 
very much decayed, it is best to have them 
extracted, so as to prevent further annoy
ance from them. But for the benefit of those 
who wish to arrest the decay of teeth, I 
will send the following recipe :

Dentrifice, which arrests decay and in
duces a healthy action of the gums—Dis
solve 1 oz. of borax in II pints of boiling 
water, and when a little cool, add 1 teaspoon 
of the tincture of myrrh, and 1 tablespoon 
of the spirits of camphor, and bottle for 
use. Directions for use:

At bed-time wash out the mouth with 
water, using a badger’s hair brush (bristle 
brushes tear the gums and should never be 
used); then take a tablespoon of the den
trifice with as much warm water, and rub 
the teeth and gums well each night till the 
end is attained.

TO CLEAN HAIR BRUSHES.

As hot water and soap very often soften 
the hairs, and rubbing completes their de
struction, use soda dissolved in cold water 
instead. Soda having an affinity for grease, 
it cleans the brush with little friction. Do 
not set them near the fire nor in the sun to 
dry, but, after shaking them well, set them 
on the point of the handle in a shady place.

Jane W. McQueen.

“Jennie, what do you think I told Be» 
Brown ? ”

Called the farmer from the well;
And a flush crept over hie bronzed brow,

And his eyes naif bashfully fell 
“ It was this,” said he, and coming near,

He smiled—and stooping down—
Kissed her cheek—“ ’Twas this : t 

were the best 
And the dearest wife in town ! ”

The farmer went to the field, and the wife 
In a smiling and absent way,

Sang snatches of tender little songs 
She’d not sung for many a day;

And the pain in her head was gone, and the 
clothes

Were white as the foam of the sea;
Her bread was light, and her butter wae 

sweet,
And as golden as it could be.

“Just think,” the children all cried in a- 
breath,

“Tom Wood has run off to sea !
Ho wouldn’t, I know, if he only had 

As happy a home as we.”
The night came down and the good wife* 

smiled
To herself, as she softly said:

“ Tis so sweet to labor for those we love— 
It’s not strange that maidens Wed 1 ”.

Lizzie Elkington..

that yodWalkerton, May, 1874.

Paris, April 16th, 1874.
Dear Minnie May,—

I will send in a few recipes for your de
partment, hoping they may prove useful and 
leireficial to those who give them a trial. I 
have taken them out of my list, which I 
have saved up from time to time, after read
ing various publications.

REMEDY FOR TOOTH-ACHE—NO. 1.

One drachm of collodion added to two 
drachms of Calvert.s carbolic acid, a small 
portion of which, inserted in the cavity of 
an aching tooth, invariably gives relief.

NO. 2.
Put a piece of quicklime as big as a walnut 

to one pint of water, in a bottle. Clean the 
teeth with a little of it every morning, rinsing 
the mouth with clean water afterwards. If 
the teeth are good it will preserve them and 
keep away tooth ache; if the teeth are gone 
it will harden the gums, so that they will 
masticate freely.

An’ after every verse, you know, 
They plaved a little tune, 

Didn’t understand, an’ so 
I started on too soon; .

I pitched it pretty middlin’ high, 
1 fetched a lusty tone.

But oh, alas ! I found that I 
Was singin’ theie alone.

They laughed a little I am told, 
But 1 had done my best,

And not a wave of trouble rolled 
Across my peaceful breast.

Here is also a “ And sister Brown—I could but look— 
She sits right front of me,

She never was no singin’ book,
An’ never meant to be;

CHEAT BED-ROOM CARPET.
Sew together the cheapest cotton cloth the 

size of the room, and tack the edges to the 
floor. Now paper the cloth as you would 
the sides of a room, with cheap room paper, 
putting a border round the edges if desired. 
The paste will be better if a little gum 
arabic is mixed with it. When thoroughly 
dry, give it two coats of furniture varnish, 
and when dry it is done. It can be washed, 
and looks well in proportion to the quality 
and figure of the paper used ; of course it 
could not be expected to answer the pur
poses of a kitchen, but for bed-rooms it is 
well adapted.

No more at present, but at some future 
time 1 will send you a recipe for making 
sweet cucumber pickles, which you will fine.

From your friend,

But then she always tried to do 
The best she could, she said,

She understood time right through, 
And kept it with her bead;

But when she tried this morni 
I had to laugh or cough. J 

It kept her head a-bobbintép)
It e’en a’most came off. L'

n’, oh !
gargle. Dear Minnie May,—

I was quite interested in reading oneetfi*# 
.kind and sympathizing letter whs* was- 
sent to Jennie Jones by our cousin, Mary 
Kay, and I quite agree with her in trying to 
cheer up poor Jennie ; so I thought perhaps 
it would not be very much out of place if I 
should, through the columns of your de
partment, send her a poem which I have ia> 
my possession. I would wish to draw her- 
attention more particularly to the third, 
fourth and fifth stanzas. Your friend,

Lime E.

For Common Sore Throat.—Tincture of 
myrrh, 2 drachms; water, 4 oz. ; vinegar, £ 
oz. Mix well. And Deacon Tubbs—he all broke down,

For Ulcerated Sore Throat.-Water, £ [ He^Xonettlt Skit?Brown, 
pint; decoction of Peruvian bark, £ pint ; 
sulphate of zinc, 1 drachm. Mix.

And meekly scratched his nose;
He looked his hymn book through and through 

An’ laid it on the seat,
An’ then a pensive sigh he drew 

An’ looked completely beat;
An’ when they took another bout,

He didn’t even rise,
But drawee! his red band inner out 

An’ wiped his weepin’ eyes.

A CURE FOR STYES ON THE EYES.

Put a teaspoonful of carbonate of soda in 
small bag, pour on it just enough boiling 

water to moisten it, and then put it on the 
eye pretty warm. Keep it on all night; re
peat the application until you find relief.— 
Take a dose of rhubarb and magnesia to 
cleanse the blood, as styes arise from im
purity of the blood, and no permanent cure 

lie effected by a mere external applica-

very nice.
Sara. a

Paris, May 20th, 1874.■I’D CLEAN TAINT.
Door, wall, or anything that is painted 

may be cleaned with a piece of soft flannel, 
dipped in warm water and sprinkled with 
finely powdered French chalk. On being 
rubbed once with this the paint will become 
quite clean. Soap and water should never 
be used for cleaning paint, as soap spoils it.

TO IMPROVE STARCH.

To each bowl of starch add one teaspoon- 
ful of saltpetre, and dissolve in the usual 
way of boiling.

I’ve been a sister good and true 
For five and thirty year,

I’ve done what seemed my part to do, 
An’ prayed my duty clear;

But d«ath will stop my voice, I know, 
For he is on my track,

An’ some day 1 to church will go 
An’ never more come back;

And when the folks g t up to sing, 
Wbene’r that time shall be,

I db not want no patent thing 
A-squealin’ over me,

EGOS IN CASE OF TROUBLE.

gg is said to be a specific 
for fish tionos sticking in the throat. It is tor 
he swallowed raw, and will carry down a- 
bone easily and certainly. There is another 
fact touching eggs which it will be well to* 
remember. When corrosive sublimate is 
swallowed b y accident, the white of an egg- 
or two taken, will neutralize the poison, and 
change the effect to *hat of a dose of calomel*

The white of an ecan
tion.

TO TAKE RUST OFF DINNER KNIVES.

Cover the steel with sweet oil, rubbing it 
on well. Let it remain 48 hours, and then, 
using unslaked lime, finely powdered, rub 
the knife until all the rust has disappeared. Max Millno, Charing Cross.
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Professor Clark finds that there is an average 
increase in quantity from its first flow till 
maximum period is reached, and then there 
is an average decline. But there are inter
ruptions from day to day, sometimes more, 
sometimes less ; and what is the cause or 
causes of these fluctuations is, was his pur
pose to find. It is remarkable that steady 
cold or steady warm weather had the effect 
of lessening the flow, while the greatest 
amount of sap ran when there was warm 
days and cold nights. The whole stem 
structure—is filled with the rising sap ; but 
the north side of a tree gives out more, and 
continues two weeks after the south side is 
dry. This accords with Risler’s recent ex
periments, which show that direct sun-light 
is a leading agent in evaporation ; and thus 
on the south side evaporation will be greater 
than on the north, and there would be less 
left for the “tap.” The quantity of sap 
flowing from different heights of the trunk 
was tested, and at twenty feet the greatest" 
quantity was given out. Of course trees 
will vary in quantity given health and other 
peculiarities ; but the average yield in an 
average size maple forest is sixty pounds of 
sap per tree, while as much as 1,400 pounds 
has been reported from one tree at Leverett. 
It does not appear that the tree suffers in 

drain on it. A

I ment in favor of the advantages of the inter
change of agricultural seeds between differ
ent and distant countries. Those four va
rieties had been introduced here by the Ag- 
gricultural Emporium, and this season we 
have imported from England the Flour Ball. 
Of this variety Mr. Wise, an eminent Eng
lish agriculturist, says : “With regard to 
the Flour Ball, he considered it was the very 
best potato grown.” ,

APPLE GROWING IN NEW YORK.

The same authority says:
“ Occasionally the apple crops of the 

western or lake counties of New York bring 
the owners large sums of money. Lying 
within the limits of Niagara county, and 
bordering on Lake Ontario, are 30,000 acres 
of land, all suitable for orchard purposes.— 
The breezes from the lake keep up 
temperature, cool in summer, and 
severely cold in winter, affording a climatic 
temperature of uniform degree. The or 
chards are uniformly well cultivated, and 
the apples are nearly always large, fair and 
in excellent demand. The varieties most 
popular are Baldwin, Rhode Island Green
ing, and Roxbury Russet. From one or
chard of 19 acres, there were sold $7,230 
worth of apples ; from another orchard of 
140 Baldwin trees, there were sold 980 bbls. 
for $3 25 per bbl. ”

To the north of the lakes and river the 
country is at least as good for the production 
of fruit. The neighborhood of St. Cathar
ines, Grimsby, Niagara and that whole sec
tion is famed for its fruit; indeed the whole 
of Ontario produces food abundant in quan
tity and excellent in quality. The Canadian 
fruit growers bore off some of the most valu
able prizes at the great American Fruit Ex
hibition last season, and every year large 
quantities of our apples are shipped to the 
Unitdtl States, as much superior to those 
raised south of the line.

beware of ihave some connection with the reappearance 
of the disease. “Rusticus,” writing to the 
Times, gives the following remedy for the 
disease:—“The best known remedy is to cut 
off the haulm close to the ground as soon as 
it shows symptoms of attack. By this 
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GARDENING OPERATIONS.a
Kitchen Garden. means you preserve 

though they will not increase in size after ; 
but they will ripen perfectly, which process 
commences immediately upon being deprived 
of the haulm. The above is not my own 
experience only, but also that of one of our 
greatest horticulturists.”

If planted out as advised in former calen
ders, the crops of broccolis, Brussell’s sprouts, 
savoys, anil Scotch kale ought to be strong 
and vigorous. Where they have been 
planted between rows of peas and potatoes, 
fork up the ground between the rows as the 
crops of the latter are removed. Con
tinue to take up the early crops of potatoes 
as they complete their growth. Celery in 
all stages requires an abundant supply of 
water ; give liquid manure and clear water 

L alternately. The earthing-up is only to 
blanch it ready for use ; therefore that 
operation must not be performed until 
it is nearly full grown. Running and French 
beans, broccoli, cauliflowers, and late peas 
must have a few thorough soakings of water, 
to help them through this dry weather. 
Remove dead and decaying leaves from

Plant out

i
t:
I ft
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h PHYLLOXERA, OR GRAPE ROOT LOUSE.

At the September meeting of the Phila
delphia Academy of Natural Sciences, am mg 
the distinguished visitors present were Prof. 
C. V. Riley of St. Louis, and Dr. J. E. Plan- 
cheon, professor of botany at Montpelier in 
France, the latter of whom is now in this 
country under authority of the French Gov
ernment, to investigate our grape diseases. 
By invitation of the President, Dr. Ruschen- 
ber. Prof. Riley gave an account of the Phyl- 
loxcrers or grape vine root-louse, with his most 
recent discoveries in regard to the same. He 
had lit tie doubt but the insect was at the root 
of most diseases that attack the grape in this 
country, as it was certainly in Europe. Prof. 
Leidy inquired of Mr. Riley the true position 
of the insect in scientific classification ; Prof. 
Riley replied that it was not yet well settled. 
Its appearance brought it somewhere near the 
aphides; but it did not have successive broods 
from one impregnation; aphides did. In this 
respect it approaches coecus. He thought it 
between the two families.

!
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Icumbers and Yregetable marrows, 
late-sown endive in beds and on warm dry 
slopes. Plant the largest in beds, to 
in first ; and the next size on the slopes to 
follow them later in the winter. They are 
not likely to suffer from'damp when planted 
on slopes, besides being more easily pro
tected with long straw or straw hurdles ; 
the latter are preferable, because they can 
be moved about without making a litter. 
All the endive which is sent to London mar
kets after Christmas is grown on banks fac
ing to the south. The banks are about 
three feet high, with a sharp incline, and 

made at the foot of hedges which divide 
the field. Half the crop of parsley sown 
early, and now full-grown, must be cut back, 
to produce a fresh supply for the winter. 
The leaves now full-grown will probably 
turn yellow and be useless after a few sharp 
frosts. Thin out the late crop, and leave 
plenty of space for each plant to develop 
itself, as much larger supplies will be ob
tained than from crowded plants.

! come
A. (s

Î Successor to tl 
tory of J. H 
cash, or excha

the least from so heavy 
very interesting phrase of the experiments 
refers to the pressure of the following sap. 
On the 11th of April it was the greatest, 
and was equal to sustaining a volume of 
water nearly thirty two feet high.
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Prof. Planch on described the ravages of the 
insect on the grape roots in Franc», and 
thought them less destructive on the roots of 
American species of grapes than the European; 
and one of the objects of his mission was to 
ascertain the fact definitely, so that in Europe 
some American vines might be used as stocks 
for their vine-yards.

It was clear from the fact that the European 
vines had been but recently attacked by it, 
and had suffered so severe from it; while in 
America the home of the insect —the wild 
vines had done so tolerably well for so many 
ages, that the vitis vinefera with it was more 

Fruit Garden. ?f a favorite. He excused himself from any
_ , . lengthy remarks on account of his limited
Throw nets over fruit-bushes to keep off English, anc[ would briefly say, that he agreed 

the birds, and give a little shade to keep a entirely with Prof. Riley’s views regarding it. 
few bunches hanging for a late supply. Put Mr Thomaa Meehan gave a history of 
wasp-traps about vines and peaches. Rail grape culture and grape diseases in Pennsyl- 
in all good shoots on wall-trees, that they Vania from the earliest time to the present, 
may have the heat of the wall to ripen them. anq showed that the failures had never been 
Encourage in every possible way the ripen- I satisfactorily explained on any theory some 
ing of the wood of the season. If any trees times given, such as change of climate, or de- 
have* been allowed to get crowded, thin pletion of the soil. There were always some 
them a little now to admit the sunshine facts or figures which rendered every previous
am°Tt the weU-nlaced shoots and spurs. r plaTe^’Prob Rffeps'
WindfaRs tP.be sent into the house every h ,wever, met all the require-
morning for immediate use. Gather fruit m menta of the c£’ a0 aa to give an air of possi- 
dry weather, and as a rule not till quite ripe. bmt to Mr. Kiley-a views, such as no other 
Plant strawberries, or there will be no time theory has possessed. That when we saw the 
for them to get established before winter. foreign grape and others which often did per

fectly well for years in one locality, and then 
failed, it seemed absurd to suppose that lhe 
climate or soil suddenly gave out; but a sud- 

hrood of root-insects

THE CURCULIO.

Mr. Dennis Melcher, a very intelligent 
farmer, west of Burlington, Iowa, recently in
formed President Brackett, of the Iowa Hor
ticultural Society, that, having seen a para
graph going the rounds of the papers a year 
ago, to the effect that corn cobs, soaked in 
molasses thinned a little in water, and hung in 
plum trees, would prevent attacks from the cur- 
culio, he resolved to give it a thorough trial, 
and accordingly hung upwards of 50 cobs thus 
prepared in each of several trees, omitting 
some, that the effect might be observed.

Mr. Melcher declares that the experiment 
was completely successful, and that trees thus 
ornamented were loaded with plums, while the 
others were stripped, as usual. He further 
says that the tree having cobs hung on the 
lower branches bore the most fruit, and that 
the cobs were filled with whits worms, who 
seemed to prefer them to the fruit. His the
ory is that the pests ascend directly into the 
tree after emerging from the ground, and that, 
if plenty of cobs are furnished them on the 
lower limbs they will go no f ur her or higher

1 Iare
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The great value of Hungarian Grass seems 
to be as yet but partially known. Mr. T. of 
London township, last season saved over 
three tons of excellent hay from less than 
half an acre of ground. This season he has 
sown two acres. His stock, he says, prefer 
it to any other hay. He is careful to cut it 
when the seed is formed, but not ripe, as it, 
at this state of its growth, contains all its 
nutritive properties. His last year’s crop of 
this grass was four feet high and very thick, 
as ho sowed an abundance of seed lest the 
stems might grow too coarse.

In the London market, and indeed, 
throughout the Province, hay was sold at 
very high prices, owing to its scarcity. The 
same complaints reach us from Nova Scotia 
and the other provinces. Were farmers to 
sow more of their land with Hungarian 
Grass, it would help to meet this demand.
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I remember that at the time this item was 

inserted in the papers, Mr. Riley undertook to 
ridicule it, as at variance with all the known 
habits of the insect. A trial was made in 
various places, but by none that I—know of 
who made it as thoroughly as Mr. Melcher. 
He gives the results of only one year’s trial, 
being entirely satisfactory, and with his ex- 
p>qyence to guide us so cheap an expedient is 
certainly worth full and exhaustive trial all 
over the country.

Flower Garden.
OfPropagate bedding plants for stock, 

geraniums, ripe hard shoots make the best 
plants. Fuchsias come best from the points 
of young growing shoots. Strike verbenas 
and petunias from the po nts of young shoots. 
Caceolarias should be struck in good loam 
and leaf-mould. Herbaceous plants may 
also be struck in quantities to keep over 
winter in frames, such as pansies, dielytras, 

é double walls, double Canterbury bells, 
double feverfew, and hollyhocks. Keep 
dahlias and hollyhocks well fastened, and 
put stakes to chrysanthemums before their 
heads get heavy, as a protection against 
storms. Pompones may still be struck for 
blooming in pots. Plant out pinks and car
nations in nursery beds, in well-manured 
loam. Give plenty of water to chrysanthe
mums, with occasional doses of strong liquid 

Look over your bins and heaps of 
compost with a Yriew to replenish for autumn 
potting, as there will soon be a heavy de
mand for that purpose. Pansies may be 
sown, as may also most hardy annuals, to 
stand over winter for early blooming next 
spring ; the latter should be sown thick, on 
poor, dry, hard ground, to induce a stubby 
and hard growth. Some scetl should be 
saved for a s ‘.corn! sowing in September, as, 
in the event of protracted warm weather, 
such as we had last year, some ofj the first 
sown may bloom this season.

THE POTATO BUG.

The Oshawa Vindicator says that a down
town gardener, by way of experiment, pow
dered his potato plants, which were covered 
with potato bugs, with common chimney 
soot. He was agreeably surprised to find 
that it killed every bug on the vine. If this 
is verified by other experiments, it will be 
good news for those who have a small potato 
ground and lots of bugs and soot.

den incursion of a
that could have such a sudden effect.

was a
(i.cause

Dr. Joseph Carson gave an accou t of vines 
in a city garden, doing well for several years, 
and then suddenly failing, while climate 
changes must have remained unchanged. He 
was satisfied, from many circumstances, that 
failure, whatever it was, proceeded in the first 
place through imperfect roots. —Gardener's 
Monthly.

splendid fruit, 
home in our

This mortal enemy of that 
the plum, finds so congenial a 
prairie soils, that even the laborious and lo- g- 
continued system of baking trees, as recom
mended by most horticulturists, fails to dis
lodge him. besides seriously injuring 
the trees in many cases, where careless 
laborers have to be employed to do this task. 
Very manv fruit growers have consequently 
abandoned the plum altogether. — Prairie 
Farmer.
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Many of our readers have become tired 
and discouraged in trying to grow good cab
bage. No sooner have the plants outgrown 
the attacks of the black flea, than a more 
destructive and dis .listing pest comes in the 
shape of a green worm, which penetrates to 
the very heart of the cabbage. We believe 
the best mixture yet known to destroy them 
is made of 20 parts super-phosphate, 3 parts 
air-slaked lime, 1 part carbolic powder.— 
These three, mixed together and dusted over 
the heads, check the voracious habits of the 
green worms on cabbages better than any 
other remedy tried. As this compound acts 
as a fertilizer to the growing cabbage as well 
as a preventive against the insects, it may 
be used say once a week, and quite freely, 
while there are any worms on the cabbages.

lants and good culture 
keeping 
> reliabli

t< CIRCULATION OF SAP.

As many of our farmers arc just out of 
the sugar-bush the following will be interest
ing to them ;

President Clark, of the Massachusetts
College, has been experimenting on the cir- ! Club, Mr. Farndell said he had tried some 
dilation of sap, and the facts he noted have 135 varieties of potatoes last year, and out of 
recently been made public. The sugar those he had selected 22 as the best sorts to 
maple ( Acer saccharinum ) was taken for be grown in the midland counties. Thos^ 
bis experiments It is wellj known now for early cropping were three of the Ash-leaf 
that the sap of plants is not at rest in the varieties, Early Rose, Early Shaw, Giant 
winter, but that moisture is absorbed con- King, and Breese s King of the Earlies. I* or 
tinually, even the roots are thoroughly second early crop, Jackson’s Early White 
encased by frost. They probably thaw the Kidney, Manning’s Kidney, Dawe’s Matcli- 
icy matter ifey the aid of their natural heat, less, Breese’s Prolific, Peerless and Climax, 

accordance with Mohr’s theory, there Early Don, Drummond’s Prolific, Gryffe 
are particles of vapor in the soil so finely Castle, Dalmahoy. For late crop, Pater- 
divided that they do not freeze, except son’s Victoria, Snowball, Red Skin Flour 
under 4" very low temperature ; and hence Ball, Walker’s Improved Regent, Old Dun- 
the roots can avail themselves of this matter bar Regent. There Was scarcely any disease 

POTATO disease. without any thawing process being required, at all in those he selected. His own ex-
The South Eastern Gazette states that the At any rate, the absorption goes on all winter, perience of potato growing

ttotatoe disease has made its appearance in and greater towards spring. The sugar lightly plowed land, shall
tie neighborhood of Rochester and Chatham, maple becomes “tapped,” or bored into, the well earthing the rows,
during the last few days, and is fast spread- sap oozes out, and is caught in vessels and I In this list we see Breese s four choice va-
jng The late heavy rains are believed to boiled for sugar, which is left on evaporation, neties, and the Early Rose, a strong argu-

VARIETIES OF POTATOES TRIED BY AN ENGLISH 
FARMER. AfflC!At the meeting of the Midland Farmers’ GUI
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ow planting and The Ontario Peat Company, said to have 
a capital of $400,000, intends to commence 
operations on the Welland Canal peat beds 
at once.
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JOHN MTLLS \LAWN MOWING MACHINES ! GETTING UP CLUBS.BEWARE OF PLANTING TREES OR SHRUBS IN 
VEGETABLE MANURE.

i t
Wholesale and Retail Bookseller, Stationer and 

News-dealer, Richmond-st., London. American 
papers received twice a-dayfrom New York. En
glish magazines received weekly from London. 

London, Ont., Oct. 28,1872.

Great Saving to Consumers,
PARTIES inquire how to get up CLUBS. Our 
1 answer is—You should send for Price List, and 
a Club Frrrn will accompany it, with full direc
tions, making a l;irge saving to consumers and 
remunerating to Club organizers. Send for it at 
once, to •

MILLER’S GREAT TEA WAREHOUSE,
52 and 54, Front Street East, Toronto, Ontario 

Local Agents Wanted.
Toronto. April 26, 1872.

The Horticulturist gives this timely caution 
to planters of trees and shrubs :

“ A mistaken opinion seems to be enteitained 
manure will do for D ees and

12-11

by many, that any
shrubs, and the amateur planter, thinking that 
wood mould, chip marra-e and decaying sods 
from some cesspool will prove desirable, at 

uses it freely in filling up the hole- dug 
Perhaps no greater injury 

has ever been done in horticulture than the 
recommendation by inexperienced writi-rs of 
chip manure as a dressing. Its danger rises 
mainly from its ready disposition to spread T AM NOW PREPARED TO SUPPLY LAWN 
fungi, which inevitably rises in soils naturally j 1 Mowing Machines of the best quality, manu" 
a little moist and tenacious. And when once factored by myself, equal to anv imported ma- 
formed, it spreads with astonishing rapidity, chines, and much cheaper. The trade supplied 
totally preventing growth and finally killing Address
the tree or shrub.” LEVI COSSITT,

once 
for the new trees. W 3 ,

5-tf

MANVILLE & BROWN,
AUCTIONEERS,

MARKHAM BELL FOUNDRY
No. 1 Bell, 15 inches diameter—yoke A drank...* 8 
No. 2 1 .16 14 IQ
no. 3 “ 1®, » “ « ,,.ie

.. .. » —Toke A Wheel... 28
— 50 TO
...m

Real Estate Agents A Commission Merchants,
Agricultural Works, GUELPH.

Samples may be seen and orders taken at the 
Agricultural Emporium, London.

144, Dundas Street East. London, Ontario, Sales 
in town and country promptly attended to. Ad
vances made on consignments. 5- lit

FRUIT PROSPECTS.
We learn from the Horticulturist that 

“ there has never been so cheering an out
look from all parts of the United States for 
fruit crops, as this year. We may expect a 
most bountiful season, and even for grain it 
is admitted to be the most promising year.”

J. N ATT R ASS,
ACCOUNTANT. INSURANCE. HOUSE, REAL 
ESTATE & OCEAN STEAMSHIP AGENT.

Lands forsale. rents collected.deeds and mortgages 
prepared. Office, Richmond Street, north of King 
Street. 3-ly

MOLSONS BANK. No. 4 
No. 5 “
No. 6 “
No. 7 “ 36 “•

Bells Warranted for one Year,

26 44 
80 44i

I .............$2,000,000
::::::::

Paid-up Capital.............
Rest............. ..................
ContingentFund.............

rmiE LONDON BRANCH OF MOLSONS B ANK, J_ Dundas Street, one door west of the New Ar
cade,
ISSUES DRAFTS ON LONDON, 

ENG. ; NEW YORK, U. S. ; ST. 
JOHN, N.B.,

And all the principal Cities and Towns in Ontario 
and Quebec.

Offers unus’i al facilities to those engaged in the 
produce business.

deals liberally with merchants and manufac
turers.

Discounts for the Farming community.
Buys and Sells Sterling Exchange, New York 

Exchange, Greenbacks, &c , at very close rates.
Makes Advances on United States Currency and 

Securities on reasonable terms.

A. c. ATWOOD, There are about 1800 of the above belli now In
UOR SALE-400 acres of land. 150 cleared; five onLto'hcl^he a'mou^t oV ordtoar^belTsVand Me^il 
T miles from a station on the Canada Southern, warranted one year. Encourage home manufacture 
in an excellent locality; good 1 iice, $12,uuu. an(j purchase a warranted article. Farmsrel
For particulars apply at this office. throw aside those dinner horns, which cause the
AHèBTHmn Bull forSale, 13 months old ; Co-
k5 lor, Roan; Pedigree furnifhod on application. I *
Address G. J , care of this oflice.

Successor to the Entire Bee Business and Terri
tory of J. H THOMAS. Territory sold cheap for 
cash, or exchanged for bees.

Pure Italian Queens, Hives and 
, Ext*ractors don.<

Furnished as usual,or for which 100 stocks of bees 
will be taken in exchange. My Queens are all 
bred from imported mothers.

Price List free. All orders filled promptly 
dress A. C. ATWOOD,

London City or Vanneck P. O., Ont.
ST. JAMES’ PARK NURSERIES. Ad-

^ GEO. B. HARRIS & CO.,
LAND OFFICE,

LOjrnOJT, OJTT^lRIO

ONTARIO.LONDON

Purchasers obtained for farms and other rea 
estate. Apply by letter or personally.

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
Affords opportunity for safe and remunerative in
vestments of accumulative savings.

JOSEPH JEFFERY.
London, Sept. 14,1870.

PONTEY <te TAYLORABBOTT BROS.,
CARRIAGE BUILDERS Dundas Street, East o 
Wellington Street, Manager 

. 10 OFFER A FULL ASCRRTMENT OFO'* LONDON, ONTARIO9

THE FARMERS’ ADVOCATE. Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Vines, Shrubs, Roses, &c.,/1ANADA LIFE 
V Established
Stock 2^ Millions. Cash Income about $10,000 Published by WILLIAM WELD, London, Ont., 
per week. Sums assured oyer $11,000,000. liver Canada. The leading agricultural paper of the 
$000,000 have been paid to the representatives of Dominion. Subscription, $1 per annum in ad- 
deceasod policy holders since the formation of the vance; $1.25 and all expenses of collecting, in 
Company. The following are among the ad van- arrears.
tages offered : —Low rates of Premium; Canadian Advertising Rates.—The regular rite for or- 
Managemont and Canadian Investments; Un= dir»ary advertisements is twenty conts per line of 
doubted Security; Policies absolutely secured to solid nonpareil for each insertion Special edi- 
Widows and Children: Policies nonforfeitable; tonal Notices, 50 cents per line. Condensed adver- 
Policies indisputable after 5 years in force; Policies tisements of farm for sale, farm wanted, and stock 
issued on with profit system receive three-fourths (single animal) for sale, or wanted, or township 
of the profits of the Company; Policies purchased show notice, when not exceeding 20 words, will be 
or exchanged or loans’.granted thereon. Premiums serted for twenty-five cents each, prepaid. One 
may be paid yearly, half-yearly or quarterly, and cent and one-half will be charted for each addi- 
30 days of grace allowed for payments of all pre- tional word over twenty. These condensed adver- 
miums. Tables of rates for the various systems of tisemente are arranged under special headings, 
assurance may be obtained at any of the Company’s None others except the four c lasses mentioned 
offices or agencies. A. G Rams y, Manager and above willbo inserted at these rates.
Secretary. R. Hills. Assistant Secretary.

Hamilton, July 3, 1873.

Capital1817. Assets

Comprising all that is New and Desirable in 
the Separate Departments.

Send fur a Descriptive Catalogue. 

1*. <). Address-ST. JAMES’ PARK. 3-tf

*

ly WILSOJV & HASKETT,
PRODUCE DEALERS AND COMMISSION 
1 MERCHANTS Office,—Corner of King and 
Oxford Streets, INGERSOLL, Ont.
JAS. M. WILSON. 1 JNO. HASKETT. 3-tf

O. MOORHEAD,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Manufacturer of Furniture,
UPHOLSTERER, &c.

AGRICULTURAL
INVESTMENT SOCIETY AND 

SAVINGS HANK.
OFFICE. DUNDAS STREET WEST.

(Late Huron & Erie Office.)

The conditions of the Act amalgamating “Free
hold and Union ” with the above Society have been 
complied with, and the following officers elected :— 
President—Alexander Anderson, Esq., M. D. . 

Vice-President—Win- Glass, Esq. . (Sheriff Co, 
Middlesex); Inspecting Director—Richard Bay- 
ly, Esq. ; Solicitor—David Glass, Esq Board of 
Directors—Richard Tooley. Ksq.,M P. P. ; Lieut. 
Col. James Moffett; George Birred, Esq. ; A T. 
Chipman, Esq. ; John Wright, Esq. (of W right A 
Durand; Adam Murray, E*q.; .John Mills, Esq.; 
D. Regan, Esq. ; James Owrey, Esq.

BORROWERS
Will be dealt with liberally and money advanced 
with the least expense and delay possible-

King Street, London1-tf

THE DAY RAKETAMES DUNN, SADDLE AND HARNESS 
J Maker, Corner of King and Talbot Street, 
London, Ont, 3-21

IS OFFERED IN ENTIRE CONFIDENCE TO FARMERS AND DEALERS IN THE DEPART- 
I MENT of Agricultural Implements. It is inferior to none as a labor-saving implement. H il 
operated with ease by a lad 12 or 14 years old.

This Rake is the result of steady and repeated experiments. They are manufactured from good 
material and are well finished, being nicely painted, striped and varnished.

COSSITT’S

Tlic Advantages Claimed for the Day Hake, arc
1st—The teeth are supported at a greater distance from the head or place of fastening, which is 

desirable.
2nd—The head is so attached that it permits the teeth to drop below the level of the bottom of the 

wheels.
3rd—The operator can raise the teeth eight inches above the winrow in discharging the hay.
4th—It will rake a larger winrow than any other Rake now made.
5th- The operator has i>erfect control of the teeth, to make them pass l ightly over the ground or press 

them down to gather heavy hay.
JHh—The wheels running upon an elevation will not raise the teeth from the ground.
7th—The teeth are so shai>ed and attached that they do not scratch or harrow the ground like mot 

Steel Teeth Rakes.
8th—It is easier worked than any other Rake.
9th-The hay will not run out at the ends of Rake.
10th—It can be used to good advantage for spreading hay.
11th—The seat can be raised or lowered, to suit sire of person operating .

Agents Wanted. Send for Price List, &r.
All orders addressed to the undersigned at Brantford will be promptly attended to.

GUELPH OUT.
Manufactures all kinds of Agricultural Imple
ments—
CANADIAN SIFTER FANNING MILLS, 

PARIS STRAW CUTTERS, 
LITTLE GIANT STRAW CUTTERS, 

One Horse SeedDrills, Hand Seed Drills, 
One Horse Ploughs, Turnip Cutters, 

&c., &c.
The attention of farmers and others is called to 

his superior HORSE TURNIP SEED DRILL, all 
of iron, sows two rows, and runs the cannister with 
an endless chain instead of friction wheels, there 
fore is not liable to slip and miss sowing ; and by 
raising a lever the soyving can be stopped at any 
time, thus preventing the waste of seed when turn
ing «t the end of drills. Orders from a distance 
carefully attended to and satisfaction guaranteed.

LEVI COSSITT, 
Nelson Crescent, Guelph.

THE SAVINGS BANK 
Is now open, and money will be received on deposit, 
in largo and small sums, and interest allowed at 
the rate of 5 to 6 per cent., as arranged for.

JNO. A. ROE.
Sec. <fc Treas.

6-tfLondon, April 30, 1873.

/"XCEAN PASSAGE.--Persons in tending totake a U trip to the Old Country, will find it to their ad
vantage to go by the Steamers of the National 
Line large, safe and comfortable vessels. Fare 
low. Apply to F. S CLARKE, next door to the 
Advertiser Office, London.

4 tf
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Carde nserted in this hat for one dollar a 
line per year if paid in advance; $1.50 if in arrears

M. Sc A. A. Mo ARTHUR, Lobo, Breeders of Lei 
ester Sheep.FAIRBANKS’

STANDARD SCALES.
CONTENTS OF JULY NUMBER. ;

ir P. GRANT* SONS, Breeders of Lincoln Sheep 
Hamilton, Ont. r

BREEDERS DIRECTORY. p :
Editorial

Dominion Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, 97; Fall 
or Winter Wheat, 97 ; Orchard, Garden and Forest, 
07 • Growth of the Oatmeal Trade, 98 ; Patent Ulc,1t‘i; 
87 ’ - " land, 98; Agricultural College, 99,

Winter Feed, 99; Montnly

JAMES SHERLOCK Breeder of Berkshire pigs; 
a thoroughbred Berkshire boar for service.— 
Thamesford P. 0. 1 3-ly

R. S. O’NEIL, breeder of Lincoln and Leicester 
Shoep and Short Horn Cattle. BirrP. O. lyJ

The rapidly increasing demand for them

FR?)M ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

Is the best proof of their Undoubted Superiority. 

BUY ONLY THE GENUINE.

JAMES NIMMO, Camden East. Breeder of 
Ayrshire and Durham Cattle and Berkshire 

• ____________________________________ 3-ly
J. & P. BROOKS, Whalen P. 0., Breeders of 

Leicester sheep. Carried off* the prizes at Guelph 
and London in 1373. 3-iy

_ JOHN DARLING, Importer and Breeder of 
Lincoln and Leicester Sheep, McGillivray, Brins
ley P. O., Ont. 7-iy

J. S. SMITH, McGillivray, Breeder of Leicester 
Sheep and Durham Cattle, Ailsa Craig.98 ; Trip to 

Wheat., 99 ; Millet for 
Cattle Faire, 99.

Pigs- rz
G. WELDRICK, Thornhill, Breeder ofCotswold 

Sheep. __________11-uPoultry Yard:—

jkit, «’sas'-a ~
Diptheria, 99.

«CoBRESrONDMTO*
Ashes for Manure, 99.
Small xa. Large Milkers, 100; Vincland-Grapcs 

end Wine. 100.
Patrons of Husbandry, 100.

Council of Agricultural and Arts Association, 101 ; 
The Kelso Farmers’ Club. England, 101.

GEO. JARDINE. Hamilton, Importer and 
Broeder of Ayrshire Cattle and Leicester Sheep. 11 ?E FAIRBANKS & COMP Y

403 ST. PAUL STREET.
MONTREAL.

' J■ BILLINGER, Richmond Hill. Ont., dealer 
in Canadian Bred Stallions Best prices given for 
good Horses, and some first-class Horses for sale

8-tf ANIMALS FOR SAT.RH. E. IRVING, Hamilton, Breeder of Galloway 
Cattle, Southdown and Leicester Sheep and Berk
shire Pigs. 8

i 7-lt OHORT HORN BULL FOR SALE. Aged 1 yr 
U l*or particulars apply to G Jarvis, Byron. 
OHORT HrtRNS FOR SALE-A few young 
kJ bulls ; also a few Cows and Heifers — good 
ones—good pedigrees, good color, mostly red.- 
Come and see, or address for particulars—

SETH HE ACOCK, 
Oakland Farm, Kettleby*P. O , Ont

il
N. BETHELL, Thorold, tint., Breeder of Short 

Horns, Berkshire and Yorkshire Pigs, Southdown 
ind Leicester Sheep.

DAWS A CO, Lachine, P. Q, Importers and 
Breeders of Ayrshire Cattle. 8-ly

TREES!
LARGE STOCK. LOW RATES.

FRUIT AND 
ORNAMENTA L *8

The Apiary :—
Queries, 101 ; Some Facts About Bees, Ac., 101.

Stock & Dairy

SBBSBEBiîrE?
Seed to Prevent Abortion, 102 ; Cheese Factories m 
Canada, 102 ; Making Sheep Profitable, 102.
The Horse :—

Breeding Horses for Farm Work, 103 ; Advance in 
Horses, 103 ; Bravo, Canada, 103.
Agricultural Notes, Original and Selected ;

Potatoes and the Potato Beetle, 103 ; The Dangers 
of Paris Green, 103 ; Crops, 103 ; Paris Green and 
Canker Worms, 103 ; Value of Soot, 103.

English Scenes (3 illustrations), 104 ; Healing Power 
of Glue 104 ; Exportation of Canadian Fresh Meat, 
104 * Com Crop of the United States, 104 ; Horticul
tural Notes, 104 ; Sulphate of Iron or Copperas, 104 ; 
The Application of Manure, 105; The leather and 
the Crops, 105 ; Value of Wheat Meal, 105 ; Pinching 
the Vines of Melons, 105.

3-tfSTANDARD PEAR TREES A SPECIALTY. 
Agents Wanted. Address 

E. MOODY A SONS, Loeliport, N. Ï. 
Niagara Nurseries, established 1839.

J. PINKHAM, Westminster, Brooder of Devon 
cattle. 9 1.1

Q'HORT - HORN BULL CALF, 11 MONTHS 
O OLD—VERY FINE. Address Thos. Ful- 
chkr, St. Thomas. Ont.________________________
TXURHAM BULL FOR SALE.—Nearly 2 years 
U old. gold roan, just fit for a limited number of 
cows. Pedigree furnished. Apply to G. Jarvis 
Byron. Terms moderate.

WALTER RAIKES, Barrie, P. O., Breeder of 
hort Horns and Berkshire Pigs. 72-1-yr:

i JOHN CRAWFORD, Malvern P. O , Breederol 
Heavy Draught Horses and Cotswold Sheep. 1-y

RICHARD RUNELSONTGalt, Breeder of Cots
wold, Leicester, and Southdown Sheep.__________

W. LANG, St. Mary’s, Breeder of Short Horns 
and Berkshire Pigs._________________________ly

A. PARK, Ingersoll, breeder of Ayrshire cattle.

7-St

FELIX CRAMER,t VOL. IX
LANDS FOR SALE COLUMN.AND ENGRAVER ON WOOD 

AL, 626 Craig [opposite St. George
i TYESIGÏ 

V AND' Condensed Advertisements ol Farm for Sale 
Farm Wanted, and Stock (single animal) for Sale 
or Wanted, or Township Show Notice, when no; 
exceeding 20 words will be inserted for TWENTY- 
FIVE CENTS EACH, PBEPAID. One cent and 
one-half will be charged for each additional word 
over 20. These condensed advertisements are 
arranged under special headings. None others 
except the four classes mentioned above, will be 
inserted at those rates.

ti Street] MONTREAL. All!
August 1 
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a J. FEATHERST0NE, Credit, breeder of Essex, 
Suffolk, and Vorkshire Pigs, and Cotswold Sheep.iUi All kinds of engraving on wood and metal, 

plain or in colors, done in a superior style at rea
sonable prices. 7-ly

II GEORGE MILLER, Importer and Breeder of 
\J Short Horn Cattle, Cotswold & LeioesterSheep, 
and Berkshire Swine, Markham P. O. 12

li !

J. //. WILSON,

VETERINARY "SURGEON,
. JAMES LAWRIE, Malvern P. 0., importer and 

breeder of Ayrshire Cattle, Clydesdale Horses, 
Berkshire Pigs, and Leicester Sheep.______11-ly

GEORGE G. MANN, Bowmanville, Importer 
and breeder of Thorough-bred Devon Cattle. 11-ly.

Agbicultubal :—
Heavy Oats 106 ; Sanfoin and Clover, 106 ; Hay- 

Making. 107 ; Stocking Down Impoverished Land, 107 ; 
Utilizing Waste Organic Material, 107 ; The Foreign 
Wheat Reports, 107 ; Farmers’ Club, 107 ; About Hay, 
Ac,, 107.
Uncle Tom’s Column, 108.
Minnie May’s Department, 109.
Gabden, Obchabd & Forest :—

Gardening Operations, 110 ; Potato Disease, 110 , 
Phylloxera or Grape Root Louse, 110 ; Circulation of 
Bap, 110 ; The Curculio, 110 ; Apple Growing in New 
York, 110 ; Hungarian Grass, Ac., 110.

Advertisements, 111, 112.

FOR SALE.
Graduate of the Toronto Veterinary College.

Office—New Arcade, between Dundas street and 
Market Square. Residence—Richmond street, 
opposite the old Nunnery.

: 1 A A ACRES OF LAND, LOT 6, CON. 16, 
J-VV London Township, 70 acres cleared, 30 
acres good timber ; )5 miles from London, 1 mile 
from a gravel road, 3 miles from Granton Station. 
Soil clay loam, well fenced, well watered, good 
frame buildings. A first-rate farm. Price $5,000.

Good Young Orchard 19 miles from St. Mary’s. 
Address.

JOHN SCOTT, Coldtsream, Breeder of Leices
ter sheep and Short-Horn cattle. 11-ly1

THOS IRVINE, Logans Farm, Montreal 
Breeder of Ayrshire Cattle, Clydesdale Horses, 
Yorkshire and Berkshire Pigs, and LeioesterSheep.

11-ly

1

THE
WM. TAYLOR, Granton,

AeteM Milril BRODIE.SON A CONVERSE, Breeders ofYork- 
shire Pigs and Ayrshire Cattle. Address Jas. Bro- 
die, Rural Hill, Jeff. Co., N. Y. ; J. F. Converse, 
Woodville, Jeff. Co., N. Y.; Hugh Brodie, Belle
ville, Ont. ii-iy

5-2t

FOR SALE.?

MARKETS. ASSURANCE ASSOCIATION T OT 37, Concession A, Township of Sydenham ; 
Li 137 acres; 40 cleared. Excellent wheat land. 
Good frame house, barn and stable. Price- 
2800 dollars. Proprietor, William Gibson, Ikith

7-lt

1 ! W. HOOD, Guelph, Breeder of Galloway Cattle.
___ ____________ ll-'y.

J. MILLER, Th:stle-“ha,” Brougham P. O.. 
Breeder of Short-Horns,Cotswold Sheep, improved 
Berkshire Pigs and Clydesdale Horses. 11-ly.

London Markets. OF CANADA.
p. o.London, Friday, June 19, 1874.

LONDON, ONT. FOR SALE:
AVNE OF THE BEST FARMS in the COUNTY 
V OF KENT—Being Lot No. 15,1st. Concession, 
Township of Howard, containing 205 acres. 170 
cleared, and the balance well timbered. There 
are on the farm a Log House and two Frame

The Offerings on the Market to-day 'were small— HEAD OFFICE, 
principally confined to a few loads of grain, hay, and 
about 2,500 to 3,000 lbs. of wool ; the feeling in tins 
latter commodity was hardly as firm ; 37c. to 39 fc.

last named quotation only once. In grain

R. LEAN, Coldsprings, Breeder of Leicester 
Sheep and Berkshire Pigs. 11-lyLicensed by the Dominion Government.

Capital 1st Jan., 1871. G. MORTON, Morton P. 0-, Breeder of Ayrshire
11-ly.was paid, th 

ho change,
Eastern and English markets as follows :
English quotations showed a rise of 2d on red wheat 

to-day Montreal was quiet but firm. The West was 
flnn and advanced about lc. New York showed a 
rise of lc. to 2c., No. 2 Chicago selling at *1 41 to 
81.42.

Cattle. i:* S31, S4S 25. JOHN SNELL A SONS, Edmonton, Breeders 
of Short-Horn Cattle. Leicester and Cotswold 
Sheep, and improved Berkshire Pigs. Winner of 
the Prince of W ales prize for the best Bull and five 
of hie Calves at Provincial Exhibition, Kingston 
1871.___________________________________ n-tf-

Barns, 36 x 56 and 36 x 60. Two orchards of choice 
fruit, one in full bearing, the other young. _ A 
spring creek runs the entire length of the clearing. 
The farm fronts on the river Thames, and is with
in half a mile of the Thames ville Station, G. W. 
R. R. For particulars apply to WM. WELD, 
London, or to JOSHUA MINSHALL, on the pre
mises.

Cash and Cash Items, $72,289 55.

mnis COMPANY continues to grow in the public 
1 confidence. On 1st January, 1871, it had in force F. W. STONE, Morton Lodge GTielph, Importer 

of Short-Horn and Hereford Cattle,and Breeder 
Cotswold and Southdown Sheep, and Berkshire 
and Yorkhire Pigs and Suffolk Horses. 11-tt

34,528 POLICIES,Stratford Cliccse Market.
Stratford, Julio 17, 1874.

The offerings were 5,784 boxes of June, and 441 
boxes of May ; 4,024 boxes were sold at life to 11 Jo.

Having, during the year 1870, issued the immense
number ol 1%319, JAMES COWAN Clockmohr, Galt P. O.

Intending insurers w n to Breeder of Short-Horns Leiceste Sheep and
1st—That this is the only Fire Mutual in Canada 8™'" p;.,„ 71-10

that has shown its ability to comply with the law oj------------—----- — — ---------------------------------------
the Dominion, and deposit a portion of its surplus j r HUNTER, Alma, Breeder and Importer 
funds for the security of its members,—$25,000 hav- 0f short Horn Cattle. 11-7
ing been so deposited -------- —

aHsSalallsiiEEl^
case of proprietary companies. rrilREE YEAR OLD AYRSHIRE BOLL FOR

3rd—That nothing more hazardous than farm pro- ^ SALE. Apply at this office.
, perty and isolated dwelling houses are insured by x ° ---------J J , _------------------- 77^

Wheat : the market to-day is firmer ; receipts, 1,- I tkis Company, and that it has no branch for them- JOHN EEDY, GrantonP.0-, Biddulph Township
435 bush. ; sales, 52,000 bushels, at $1.43 to $1.44 for I gurancc 0f more dangerous property, nor has it any Breeder ot Lincoln, Leicester and Cotswold Sheep.
No 2 Chicago ; $1.48 for No. 2 Milwaukee ; $1.48 to connection with any other company whatsoever. ------------------------------- —----------------------------
$1.51 for No. 1 spring, 4th—That all honest losses are settled and paid wm. ASH, Breeder of pure Leicester and South

I for without any unnecessary delay. Down Sheep, aud Durham Cattle, Thorold. 2-y
Itye quiet. . t I 5th—The rates of this Company are as low as
Com market more steady ; receipts, ,8,000 bushels , 1 ,, of any w^n established Company, and lower

Bales, 46,000 bushels at 80c. to 82c. new and old wes- lt£™Bt£ose a great many.
tern mixed. 1 6th—That, nearly four hundred thousand dollars

Barley nominally unchanged. I have been distributed by this Company in satisfac-
Oats heavy receipts, 72,000 bush.; sales, 29,000 I tion of losses to the farmers ot Canada during the 

bushels, ateoc' to 61c. for new western mixed ; 67c. tiro “Agricultural” has never made
to 69c. white do. I soc(,nd call on their members for payments on their

premium notes
-nrJV- Farmers, patronize your own Canadian 

Company that has done good service amongst you.
Address the Secretary, London, Ont., or apply to 

any of the Agents.

HÜlÉim
New York Markets.

Now York June 19, 1874.

: Ito 86.50 common 
common to choice extra western.

Rye flour steady and in fair demand. \\T BELL A CO.. GUELPH, ONT-PRIZE 
\V . MEDAL Cabinet Organs and Melodeons. 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers ol “The Or- 
ganette,” containing Scribner’s Patent Qualifying 
Tubes Awarded the only medal ever given 
makers of Reed Instruments at Provincial Exul
tations, besides Diplomas and First Prizes at 
other Exhibitions too numerous to specify., ”, 7 
tion.—As we have purchased the sole right 
manufacturing Scribner’s Patent Qualifying rubes 
for the Dominion of Canada, we hereby caution 
all parties from purchasing them elsewhere, as 
they will be liable to prosecution. We have copy
righted the name of the “ Organette ” for our in
struments containing this wonderful improvement. 
Any manufacturer infringing on this copyright 
will be prosecuted. Illustrated Catalogues fur
nished by addressing W. BELLA CO., GUELPH. 
A S. Wheaton. Agent, 107, Duhdas St., London.

t

i.
Ï»

THOS, GUY, Sydenham Farm, Oshawa.Breedoi 
of Ayrshire and Devon Cattle. 72-3-y

of
r

Petf.u Cook, Thorold, Ont., Breeder of Durham 
Cattle.______________________________

i EDW. JEFFS, Bond Head, Breeder ofShor 
Horns, Leicester Sheep, Berkshire and Chester 
W bite Pigs. ________________________ 72-3-y

i
Butter, 20c. to 30c. 
Cheese, 12c. to 14]c.

D;
■r JOHN BELLW00D, Newcastle, Ontario. Can

ada, Breeder of Short Horn Cattle, Clydesdale 
Horses, Cotswold Sheep and Berkshire Pigs.— 
Young Bulls and Heifers for sale. 3-Jy

Montreal Market*.
Montreal, June 22nd, 1874.

F nova—Receipts, 5.100 bids. Market firm ; the ad- I ~ 
vanoed views of holders checks business ; wc quote | r 
spring extras at $5.60 to $6.70 ; extras about $0.10 ; 
superior 86.40 to 80.50, with limited transactions.

GRAIN—Wheat steady, 16,000 bushels No. 2 Milwau
kee to arrive. Sold at 81.30 afloat.

TKAbK—»8c. to $1.00 per 60 pounds.

COTTON YARN.m-y

WHITE, BLUE, RED and ORANGE. War-
VY ranted the very best quality. None genuine

without our label. Also. BEAM WARPS for 
Woollen Mills. WM. PARKS A CO.

New Brunswick Cotton Mills, 
St. John, N. B«

r\lnEVm?thyandc!olmas^d°;SaBkindsdof o^LTew^ho^c^animaK
field seed, turnip, mangel, etc., etc., imported di- the BE-.T BREEDS, male^anafemalekfroin IM-

lvSi n?piü:7.rÆffl;
chants and Seedsmen, Dundas Street. | Compton, P.Q- Canada. 4 tf8

as


